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FIDUCIARY ACCOUNTS AND COURT PASSINGS 

Passing of Accounts: General Principles  
1Kimberly A. Whaley  

An application by a fiduciary to pass accounts, (also referenced herein as a “passing of 

accounts”,“passing” and “accounting”) is not strictly, in legal terms, a mandatory 

requirement.  Rather, an estate trustee, trustee, attorney, guardian or otherwise—the 

fiduciary, may choose to pass its accounts, or alternatively, may be compelled to do so 

by those legally entitled to request a passing.  The legal duty is in the maintenance of 

the accounts as fiduciaries.  The right to compel an accounting is not an absolute right, 

regardless of the circumstances, rather it remains within the discretion of the court to 

either grant or refuse such an order. 

 

A passing of accounts is a formal procedure governed by statute that results in court 

approval of the relevant period of administration or property management. 

 

Where the beneficiary of an estate or trust is a minor or incapable person, and 

particularly in circumstances where compensation is being sought by the fiduciary, the 

policy of the Ontario Children’s Lawyer (the “OCL”) and the Ontario Public Guardian and 

Trustee (the “OPGT”) generally, with exceptions, mandate for accounts to be passed. 

 

The court has the discretion to grant or refuse an order for a formal passing of accounts.  

Many factors in choosing whether to pass accounts may need to be considered, 

including, but not limited to: the nature and extent of the estate or trust; the complexity 

of the administration; whether there has been litigation; the express provisions of the 

Will, Trust, Power of Attorney document, Guardianship Order, or other governing 

document; the status or terms governing the taking of compensation and the provisions 

of any governing document in that regard; as well as liability factors; releases; 

indemnities; claims; creditor claims; or other as applicable or necessary.  

                                                             
1 Kimberly A. Whaley, Principal, Whaley Estate Litigation, paper first prepared January 2008, LSUC Six-Minute Estates 
Lawyer, updated April 2013. Published current as at May 2012 in Armstrong, Estate Administration: A Solicitor's Reference 
Manual”, Carswell and Thomson Reuters, Release 2012-13, Vol. 4, p. SLL-32 – SLL-46.58, now revised and updated July 2014  
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1. Jurisdiction of the Estate Trustee to Pass Accounts 

 

The jurisdiction of the estate trustee to pass accounts arises from Section 23.1 of the 

Trustee Act.2   

 

The jurisdiction does not impose a mandatory requirement upon the estate trustee to 

pass accounts, rather gives the estate trustee a choice in whether to apply for a passing 

of accounts to obtain court approval of the estate or trust administration, or simply rely 

on releases and, where appropriate, indemnities. 

 

The Estates Act, Section 48,3 further provides that whether the office is that of an estate 

trustee, or solely a trustee, the potential requirement to pass accounts exists and is 

identical to each office. 

 

The Estates Act, Section 50.(1),4 indeed provides that an executor or an administrator 

shall not be required by any court to render an account of the property of the deceased, 

unless at the instance, or on behalf of some person interested in such property, or of a 

creditor of the deceased.  This provision further provides that an executor or 

administrator is not otherwise compellable to account before any judge. 

 

2. Jurisdiction of the Attorney and Guardian for Property to Pass Accounts 

 

Similarly, while an attorney/guardian is required to keep accounts, an attorney is not 

required to pass those accounts.  The court may, however, order that all, or a specified 

part and or period of the accounts of an attorney be passed.5  Although a passing of 

                                                             
2 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. T.23. S. 23.1:  A trustee desiring to pass the accounts of dealings with the trust estate may file the accounts 
in the office of the Superior Court of Justice, and the proceedings and practice upon the passing of such accounts shall be the same and 
have the like effect as the passing of executor’s or administrator’s accounts in the court. 
3Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21.  S. 48: Every executor who is also a trustee under the will may be required to account for their 
trusteeship in the same manner as they may be required to account in respect of their executorship.” 
4 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21,  S. 50. (1): An executor or an administrator shall not be required by any court to render an account of 
the property of the deceased, otherwise than by an inventory thereof, unless at the instance or on behalf of some person interested in such 
property or of a creditor of the deceased, nor is an executor or administrator otherwise compellable to account before any judge. 
5 Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30.  Section 42(1) to 42(5):  (1) The court may, on application, order that all or a specified part 
of the accounts of an attorney or guardian of property be passed. 
(2) Attorney’s accounts – An attorney, the grantor or any of the persons listed in subsection (4) may apply to pass the attorney’s 
accounts. 
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accounts may not be required, it may nevertheless be advisable to make application for 

a passing, since once the accounts have been passed, they will have received court 

approval and cannot be questioned at a later date by persons having had notice of the 

passing of accounts (exceptions will apply in the case of fraud or mistake). 

 

Prior to the enactment of the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, (the “SDA”) 

which came into force on April 3, 1995, an attorney could not be ordered by the court, 

under the provisions of the Powers of Attorney Act,6 to pass accounts, except in a case 

where the grantor of the power had become incapable, in which case the attorney could 

be required to pass accounts for the period of the grantor’s incapacity. 

The relevant provisions of the SDA, ss. 42(1)–(8)7 identify the circumstances in which a 

court passing of accounts may issue: 

(a) by court order, on application; 

(b) an attorney or grantor may apply to pass attorney accounts; and 

(c) a guardian, incapable person, guardian/attorney for personal care, a 

dependant of the incapable person, the OPGT, the OCL, a judgment creditor, 

or any other person, with leave of the court may apply to pass the accounts of 

the guardian. 

 

The court-appointed guardian of property is a fiduciary pursuant to the SDA.8  As such, 

the guardian of property shall deal with an incapable person’s property in accordance 

with the regulations, and keep accounts of all transactions involving the incapable 

person’s property.9   

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
(3) Guardian’s accounts – A guardian or property, the incapable person or any of the persons listed in subsection (4) may apply to 
pass the accounts of the guardian of property. 
(4) Others entitled to apply – The following persons may also apply: 

1. The grantor’s or incapable person’s guardian of the person or attorney for personal care. 
2. A dependant of the grantor or incapable person. 
3. The Public Guardian and Trustee. 
4. Children’s Lawyer. 
5. A judgment creditor of the grantor or incapable person. 
6. Any other person with leave of the court. 

(5) P.G.T. a party – If the Public Guardian and Trustee is the applicant or the respondent, the court shall grant the application, 
unless it is satisfied that the application is frivolous or vexatious. 
6 Powers of Attorney Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.20 
7Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 42(1)-(8)  
8Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30, ss. 32(1): A guardian of property is a fiduciary whose powers and duties shall be 
exercised and performed diligently, with honesty and integrity and in good faith, for the incapable person’s benefit. 
9Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30, ss. 32(6)  
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A guardian of property is required to act in accordance with a court-approved 

management plan established for the property.10  The only exception to this requirement 

concerns that of the OPGT, who is not required to file a management plan and acts in 

accordance with the policies of the OPGT.  If there is a management plan, then 

pursuant to ss. 32(11) of the SDA, the plan may be amended from time to time with the 

OPGT’s approval.  Note that notwithstanding any requirement by a court order for court 

approval, the statute states that the OPGT may approve the amendment of a 

management plan. 

 

Similar to the Rules of Civil Procedure, Rules 74.15-74.18,11 Ontario Regulation 100/96 

to the SDA, section 1, applies to attorneys under Continuing Powers of Attorney, 

Statutory Guardians of Property, Court-Appointed Guardians of Property, and Attorneys 

under Powers of Attorney for Personal Care as well as Guardians of the Person.  This 

Regulation at subsection 2(1) sets out the specific components and the form of records 

and accounts to be maintained by a guardian of property and an attorney under a 

Continuing Power of Attorney. 

 

In accordance with subsection 32(12) of the SDA, it is expressly stated that the Trustee 

Act12 does not apply to the exercise of a guardian’s powers or the performance of a 

guardian’s duties.   

 

The procedural requirements remain the same despite subsection 32(12) of the SDA, 

since subsection 23(1) of the Trustee Act13  which provides that the proceedings and 

practice of the passing of accounts for a trustee are the same as for an estate trustee. 

3. Jurisdiction to Compel Accounts – Generally 

There is a great deal of historical case law setting out who may require a passing of 

accounts as well as who may be required to pass their accounts.  For a review of the 

                                                             
10Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  ss. 32(10)   
11 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg 194, Rules 74.15- 74.18  
12 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990 
13Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, ss.23(1): When trustee may file accounts – (1) A trustee desiring to pass the accounts of dealings with the 
trust estate may file the accounts in the office of the Superior Court of Justice, and the proceedings and practice upon the passing of such 
accounts shall be the same and have the like effect as the passing of executors’ or administrators’ accounts in the court.”  
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cases where such circumstances have arisen see Widdifield on Executors and 

Trustees.14 

4. Court Jurisdiction  

The jurisdiction and procedure for the passings of accounts by an estate trustee, 

attorney, and guardian for property, are set out in the Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 

1990, Reg. 194, as amended under the Courts of Justice Act, Rules 74.16 through 

74.18 inclusive.15 

                                                             
14Widdifield on Executors and Trustees, 6th ed., Chapter 14 – Passing Accounts, Marni M.K.Whitaker, at 14.2.2 on page 14-3 and 14-4; at 
14.2.3 on pages 14-5 and 14-6 and 14-7  
15 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194.  Rules 74.16 through 74.18, as amended by Ontario Regulation 55/12 made under the 
Courts of Justice Act April 11, 2012; Approved : April 18, 2012; and Filed: April 19, 2012, Amending Reg, 194 of R.R.O. 1990: 
“74.16 Rules 74.17 and 74.18 apply to accounts of estate trustees and, with necessary modifications, to accounts of trustees other than 
estate trustees, persons acting under a power of attorney, guardians of the property of mentally incapable persons, guardians of the 
property of a minor and persons having similar duties who are directed by the court to prepare accounts relating to their management of 
assets or money. 
[O. Reg. 484/94, s. 12; O. Reg. 69/95, s. 13] 
FORM OF ACCOUNTS 
74.17 (1) Estate trustees shall keep accurate records of the assets and transactions in the estate and accounts filed with the court shall 
include, 

(a) on a first passing of accounts, a statement of the assets at the date of death, cross-referenced to entries in the accounts 
that show the disposition or partial disposition of the assets; 

(b) on any subsequent passing of accounts, a statement of the assets on the date the accounts for the period were opened, 
cross-referenced to entries in the accounts that show the disposition or partial disposition of the assets, and a statement 
of the investments, if any, on the date the accounts for the period were opened; 

(c) an account of all money received, but excluding investment transactions recorded under clause (e); 
(d) an account of all money disbursed, including payments for trustee’s compensation and payments made under a court 

order, but excluding investment transactions recorded under clause (e); 
(e) where the estate trustee has made investments, an account setting out, 

(i) all money paid out to purchase investments, 
(ii) all money received by way of repayments or realization on the investments in whole or in part, and 
(iii) the balance of all the investments in the estate at the closing date of the accounts; 

(f) a statement of all the assets in the estate that are unrealized at the closing date of the accounts; 
(g) a statement of all money and investments in the estate at the closing date of the accounts; 
(h) a statement of all the liabilities of the estate, contingent or otherwise, at the closing date of the accounts; 
(i) a statement of the compensation claimed by the estate trustee and, where the statement of compensation includes a 

management fee based on the value of the assets of the estate, a statement setting out the method of determining the value 
of the assets; and 

(j) such other statements and information as the court requires. 
(2) The accounts required by clauses (1)(c), (d) and (e) shall show the balance forward for each account. 
(3) Where a will or trust deals separately with capital and income, the accounts shall be divided to show separately receipts and 

disbursements in respect of capital and income. 
[O. Reg. 484/94, s. 12] 
APPLICATION TO PASS ACCOUNTS 
Material to be Filed 
74.18 (1)  On the application of an estate trustee to pass accounts, the estate trustee shall file, 

(a) the estate accounts for the relevant period verified by affidavit of the estate trustee (Form 74.43); 
(b) a copy of the certificate of appointment of the applicant as estate trustee; 
(c) a copy of the latest judgment, if any, of the court relating to the passing of accounts. 

Notice of Application 
(2) On receiving the material referred to in subrule (1), the court shall issue a notice of the application to pass accounts 
(Form 74.44). 
Service 
(3) The applicant shall serve the notice of application and a copy of a draft of the judgment sought on each person who has 
a contingent or vested interest in the estate by regular lettermail. 
(3.1) Where the Public Guardian and Trustee or the Children’s Lawyer represents a person who has a contingent or vested interest 
in the estate, the Public Guardian and Trustee or the Children’s Lawyer shall be served with the documents referred to in subrules (1) 
and (3). 
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(4) Where the person is served in Ontario, the documents shall be served at least 60 days before the hearing date of the 
application. 
(5) Where the person is served outside Ontario, the documents shall be served at least 75 days before the hearing date of the 
application. 
Appointment of Person to Represent Interest 
(6) Where a person who has a financial interest in an estate is under a disability or is unknown and the Public Guardian and 
Trustee or Children’s Lawyer is not authorized to represent the interest under any Act and there is no guardian or other person to 
represent the interest on the passing of the accounts, the court may appoint a person for the purpose. 
Notice of Objection to Accounts 
(7) Subject to subrule (8), a person who is served with documents under subrule (4) or (5) and who wishes to object to the 
accounts shall do so by serving on the estate trustee and filing with proof of service a notice of objection to accounts (Form 74.45), at 
least 30 days before the hearing date of the application. 
(8) Where a person who has a contingent or vested interest in the estate is represented by the Public Guardian and Trustee 
or Children’s Lawyer, the Public Guardian and Trustee or Children’s Lawyer, as the case may be, shall serve on the estate trustee and 
file with proof of service, at least 30 days before the hearing date of the application, a notice of objection to accounts (Form 74.45), a 
notice of no objection to accounts (Form 74.46) or a notice of non-participation in passing of accounts (Form 74.46.1). 
Judgment on Passing of Accounts Granted Without Hearing 
(9) The court may grant a judgment on passing accounts without a hearing if the estate trustee files with the court, at least 
10 days before the hearing date of the application, 

(a) a record containing, 
(i) an affidavit of service of the documents referred to in subrule (4) and (5), 
(ii) the notices of no objection to accounts or notices of non-participation in passing of accounts of the 

Children’s Lawyer and Public Guardian and Trustee, if served, 
(iii) an affidavit (Form 74.47) of the applicant or applicant’s solicitor stating that a copy of the accounts was 

provided to each person who was served with the notice of application and requested a copy, that the 
time for filing notices of objection to accounts has expired and that no notice of objection to accounts 
was received from any person served, or that, if a notice of objection was received, it was withdrawn as 
evidenced by a notice of withdrawal of objection (Form 74.48) attached to the affidavit, 

(iv) requests (Form 74.49 or 74.49.1), if any, for costs of the persons served, and 
(v) the certificate of a solicitor stating that all documents required by subclauses (i) to (iv) are included in 

the record; 
(b) a draft of the judgment sought, in duplicate; and 
(c) if the Children’s Lawyer or the Public Guardian and Trustee was served with the notice of application and did not 

serve a notice of non-participation in the passing of accounts, a copy of the draft judgment approved by the 
Children’s Lawyer or the Public Guardian and Trustee, as the case may be. 

Costs 
(10) Where the court grants judgment on passing accounts without a hearing, the costs awarded shall be assessed in 

accordance with Tariff C, except as provided under subrules (11) to (11.5) (Revised) 
Request for Increased Costs 

(11) Where the estate trustee or a person with a financial interest in the estate seeks costs greater than the amount allowed in Tariff 
C, the estate trustee or other person shall serve on every other party to the application,  

(a) a request for increased costs (Form 74.49.2 or 74.49.3) specifying the amount of the costs being sought; and 

(b) a costs outline (Form 57B). 

(11.1) Unless the court orders otherwise, a request for increased costs may be served only during the following period: 

1. In the case of an estate trustee, the period beginning 10 days after service of the notice of application is complete and ending 20 
days before the hearing date specified in the notice. 
2. In the case of a person with a financial interest in the estate, the period beginning 10 days after the notice of application is 
served on the person and ending 20 days before the hearing date specified in the notice. 
(11.2) Any objection or consent to a request for increased costs shall be made by returning the completed Form 74.49.2 or 74.49.3, 
as the case may be, to the person making the request so that he or she receives it at least 12 days before the hearing date specified 
in the notice of application. 
(11.3) Where a request for increased costs is served under subrule (11), the person making the request shall, at least 10 days before 
the hearing date specified in the notice of application, file with the court a supplementary record containing, 
(a) the documents served under that subrule, together with an affidavit of service of those documents; and 
(b) an affidavit containing, 
(i) a summary of the responses to the request for increased costs received under subrule (11.2), and a list of the persons who failed 
to respond, and 
(ii) the factors that contributed to the increased costs. 
Judgment on Increased Costs Granted Without Hearing 
(11.4) The court may, on consideration of the documents referred to in subrule (11.3), grant judgment on a request for increased 
costs without a hearing, and may, for the purpose, order the person making the request to provide any additional information that 
the court specifies. 
Hearing 
(11.5) A hearing to grant judgment on an application to pass accounts, a request for increased costs, or both, shall proceed on the 
hearing date specified in the notice of application.(Revised) 
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Any individual having a financial interest in an estate by virtue of the Rules of Civil 

Procedure Rule 74.15(1)(h),16 may move for an order for assistance requiring an estate 

trustee to pass accounts, or otherwise compel a passing of accounts from an attorney 

or guardian whether on a contested, or uncontested basis. 

 

The passing of accounts, the procedure, its form, the application, and form of judgment 

are governed by these specific court rules and Forms 74.44 through 74.51.17  The Rules 

of Civil Procedure and corresponding forms in effect, set out the steps to follow from 

start to finish regarding a passing of accounts both on a contested basis and on an 

uncontested basis, including service and notice requirements, persons to be served, the 

hearing time, the procedure for filing a Notice of Objection, costs, increased costs and 

the corresponding Tariff on costs—Tariff C.18 

 

Notably, the costs legislated under Tariff C on a court passing of accounts, have just 

been amended effective on July 1, 2012.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
(12) No objection shall be raised at hearing on a passing of accounts  that was not raised in a notice of objection to accounts, unless the 
court orders otherwise. (13) At the hearing the court may assess, or refer to an assessment officer, any bill of costs, account or charge of 
solicitors employed by the estate trustee. 
Form of Judgment 
(14) The judgment on a passing of accounts shall be in Form 74.50 or 74.51. Forms 74.50 and 74.51 amended as at April 11, 2012” 
16 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg 194, “Rule 74.15(1)(h) Order to Pass Accounts – for an order (Form 74.42) requiring an 
estate trustee to pass accounts…” 
17Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg 194, Form 74.44-Notice of Application to Pass Accounts(amended as at April 11, 2012); 
Form 74.45 Notice of Objection to Accounts; Form 74.46 Notice of No Objection to Accounts; Form 74.46.1-Notice of Non-
Participation in Passing of Accounts; Form 74.47-Affidavit in Support of Unopposed Judgment on Passing of Accounts; Form 74.48-
Notice of Withdrawal of Objection; Form 74.49Request For Costs (Person Other Than Children’s Lawyer or Public Guardian and 
Trustee); Form 74.49.1-Request For Costs (Children’s Lawyer or Public Guardian and Trustee);Form 74.49.2Request For Increased 
Costs (Estate Trustee)(amended as at April 11, 2012);Form 74.49.3-Request for Increased Costs (Person Other Than Estate 
Trustee(amended as at April 11, 2012);); Form 74.50-Judgment on Unopposed Passing of  Accounts(amended as at April 11, 2012); 
Form 74.51-Judgment on Contested Passing of Accounts(amended as at April 11, 2012); The Table of Forms to the Regulation is 
amended and effective on April 11, 2012. Note: The Form numbers remain the same, but the Forms themselves have been revised.  
 
18Tariff C – SOLICITOR’S COSTS ALLOWED ON PASSING OF ACCOUNTS WITHOUT A HEARING  amended pursuant to 
Ontario Regulation 55/12, Approved: April 18, 2012; and Filed: April 19, 2012, and Amending Reg. 194 of R.R.O. 1990.  The Rules 
came into effect July 1, 2012 
(1) Estate Trustee 
Amount of Receipts         Amount of Costs 
Less than $ $300,000      $2,500.00 
$300,000 or more, but less than $500,000    $3,000.00 
$500,000 or more, but less than $1,000,000               $3,500.00 
$1,000,000 or more, but less than $3,000,000            $5,000.00 
$3,000,000 or more                  $7,500.00 
(2)- Person with Financial Interest in Estate 
If a person with a financial interest in an estate retains a solicitor to review the accounts, makes no objection to the accounts (or makes 
an objection and later withdraws it), and serves and files a request for costs, the person is entitled to one-half of the amount payable to 
the estate trustee. 
(3)  Children’s Lawyer or Public Guardian and Trustee 
If the Children’s Lawyer or the Public Guardian and Trustee makes no objection to the accounts (or makes an objection and later 
withdraws it) and serves and files a request for costs, he or she is entitled to three-quarters of the amount payable to the estate trustee. 
Note:  If two or more persons are represented by the same solicitor, they are entitled to receive only one person’s costs. 
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As with any application, the court has the jurisdiction on an accounting application to 

grant the relief sought, dismiss, adjourn or direct a trial, in whole or in part, and with or 

without terms.  This jurisdiction applies to applications to pass accounts in accordance 

with Rule 38.10(1)(a) of the Rules of Civil Procedure.19 

 

The jurisdiction of the court, as it extends to specific powers of inquiry on an application 

to pass accounts, arise from the Estates Act, Section 49(1) through (10).20 

 

The determination of the court jurisdiction as to where the accounts should be passed in 

the case of an estate trustee, is in the office of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice 

where the Certificate of Appointment of Estate Trustee issued, the Office of the Superior 

Court of Justice in the district where the trustee is resident, or where the trust assets are 

situate, where the guardianship order issued, or in the jurisdiction where the grantor of a 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Note:  A person entitled to costs under this tariff is also entitled to the amount of harmonized sales tax (HST) on those costs. 
19Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 38.10(1)(a):  “On the hearing of an application the presiding judge may 
(a)grant the relief sought or dismiss or adjourn the application, in whole or in part and with or without terms.” 
20 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21,  Section 49(1) through (10):   
“49.(1)  Passing accounts by guardians – A guardian appointed by the Superior Court of Justice may pass the accounts of the 
guardian’s dealings with the estate before the judge of the court by which letters of guardianship were issued. 

(2) Powers of judge on passing accounts – The judge, on passing the accounts of an executor, administrator or trustee under 
a will of which the trustee is an executor, has jurisdiction to enter into and make full inquiry and accounting of and concerning 
the whole property that the deceased was possessed of or entitled to, and its administration and disbursement. 
(3) Further Powers – The judge, on passing any accounts under this section, has power to inquire into any complaint or claim 
by any person interested in the taking of the accounts of misconduct, neglect, or default on the part of the executor, administrator 
or trustee occasioning financial loss to the estate or trust fund, and the judge, on proof of such claim, may order the executor, 
administrator or trustee, to pay such sum by way of damages or otherwise as the judge considers proper and just to the estate or 
trust fund, but any order made under this subsection is subject to appear. 
(4) May order trial and give directions as to pleadings, etc. – The judge may order the trial of an issue of any complaint or 
claim under subsection (3), and in such case the judge shall make all necessary directions as to pleadings, production of 
documents, discovery and otherwise in connection with the issue. 

(5) (5)  [REPEALED: S.O. 1997, c. 23, s. 8] 
(6) (6)  [REPEALED: S.O. 1997, c. 23, s. 8] 
(7) (7)  [REPEALED: S.O. 1997, c. 23, s. 8] 

(8) Notice of taking accounts to be served on Public Trustee – Where by the terms of a will or other instrument in writing 
under which such an executor, administrator or trustee acts, real or personal property or any right or interest therein, or 
proceeds therefrom have heretofore been given, or are hereafter to be vested in any person, executor, administrator or trustee 
for any religious, educational, charitable or other purpose, or are to be applied by them to or for any such purpose, notice of 
taking the accounts shall be served upon the Public Trustee. 

(9) Where person to whom administration granted is not next-of-kin – Where a person has died intestate in Ontario  and 
administration has been granted to some person, not one of the next-of-kin, and it appears to be doubtful whether the intestate 
left any next-of-kin surviving them or that there are no known next-of-kin resident in Ontario, notice of taking the accounts shall 
be served upon the Public Trustee. 
(10) Appointment of expert on examination of accounts – Where accounts submitted to the judge of the Superior Court of 
Justice are of an intricate or complicated character and in the judge’s opinion require expert investigation, the judge may 
appoint an accountant or other skilled person to investigate and to assist him or her in auditing the accounts.” 
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Power of Attorney resides, or otherwise as agreed upon by the parties and their 

counsel.21 

 

The court has the discretion to grant or refuse an order and instances when a court will 

exercise jurisdiction to refuse to compel are important to be aware of as evidenced by 

considerable historic case law.22 

 

The Estates Act, Section 1023 specifies and directs that an appeal from a passing of 

accounts judgment exceeding $200 is within the jurisdiction of the Divisional Court. 

The powers of the court on a passing of accounts concerning the accounts of a 

guardian, or attorney are set out in subsections 42(1), (7) and (8) of the SDA and 

subsections 49(3) and (4) of the Estates Act. 

 

It should be noted concerning proceedings where a person is under a disability, that 

disability is defined in Rule 1.03 of the Rules of Civil Procedure24 to include a person 

incapable within the meaning of sections 625 and 4526 of the SDA, and is governed by 

Rule 7 of the Rules of Civil Procedure.27  Section 6 of the SDA applies to incapacity to 

manage property where a person is not able to understand information relevant to 

making a decision in the management of his or her property, or does not appreciate the 

                                                             
21Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990,  Section 2; Rule 13.1.01 of the Rules of Civil Procedure; Salvador v Marshall, 2009 CarswellOnt 2809; 
Hallman v. Pure Spousal Trust (Trustee of) 2009 CarswellOnt 5795; Wilcox v. Flinstone Glass and Mirror Ltd., 2009 CarswellOnt 
8217- but also see  Pearsall Estate (Re), 2009 CanLII 25140 (ONSC)  
22For an account of the historic cases which illustrate the court’s discretion see Widdifield on Executors and Trustees, 6th ed., Chapter 14 
– Passing Accounts, Marni M.K.Whitaker, at 14.2.4, “When Will the Court Refuse to Compel” p. 14-7 through 14-9, Carmen S. 
Theriault (ed.)(Toronto: Carswell, 2002). 
23 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21.,  Section 10. 
“10. (1) Right of Appeal – Any party or person taking part in a proceeding under this Act may appeal to the Divisional Court from an 
order, determination or judgment of the Superior Court of Justice if the value of the property affected by such order, determination or 
judgment exceeds $200. 

(2) Rights of persons interested to appeal – Where the claimant or personal representative having a right of appeal does not 
appeal from the order, judgment or determination, the Children’s Lawyer or any person beneficially interested in the estate 
may, by leave of a judge of the Divisional Court, appeal therefrom. 

(3) Rights of persons interested to be heard at appeal – The Children’s Lawyer or any person beneficially interested in the estate, 
may, by leave of a judge of the Divisional Court, appear and be heard upon any such appeal.  

24Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 1.03: 
(1) …“disability” where used in respect of a person, means that the person is, 

(a) a minor, 
(b) mentally incapable within the meaning of section 6 or 45 of the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992 in respect of an 

issue in the proceeding, whether the persona has guardian or not…”  
25 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30, s. 6: A person is incapable of managing property if the person is not able to 
understand information that is relevant to making a decision in the management of his or her property, or is not able to appreciate the 
reasonably foreseeable consequences of a decision or lack of decision. 
26 Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30, s. 45: A person is incapable of personal care if the person is not able to understand 
information that is relevant to making a decision concerning his or her own health care, nutrition, shelter, clothing, hygiene or safety, or 
is not able to appreciate the reasonably foreseeable consequences of a decision or lack of decision. 
27 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 7, and particular Rules 7.01, 7.04 and 7.08 
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reasonably foreseeable consequences of a decision or lack of a decision.  Section 45 of 

the SDA applies to incapacity for personal care. 

 

Rule 7.0128 provides: “Unless the court orders or a statute provides otherwise, a 

proceeding shall be commenced, continued or defended on behalf of a party under 

disability by a litigation guardian.” 

 

Where a mentally incapable person does not have a guardian with authority to act as a 

litigation guardian, but has an attorney under a Power of Attorney, then that attorney 

shall act as litigation guardian.29   

 

Where a proceeding is commenced against an incapable person who has no guardian, 

but who has an attorney with a Power of Attorney and authority to act as litigation 

guardian, then the attorney must act as litigation guardian.30 

 

Where there is no guardian or attorney under a Power of Attorney, and where the court 

believes that the person lacks the mental capacity to understand the proceedings and 

make decisions regarding the matter on their own behalf, the court may appoint the 

OPGT to act as litigation guardian, or if the nature of the disability is minority, the OCL.  

As litigation guardian, the OPGT or the OCL has a responsibility to protect the person’s 

interest in the litigation.  The OPGT and the OCL will provide instructions to the person’s 

solicitor and make decisions respecting any settlements on behalf of the person under 

disability. 

 

When a tentative settlement is reached where there has been a breach of duty with 

damages payable to an incompetent person, and where a guardian of property has not 

been appointed, the OPGT may wish to have a separate application made to have a 

guardian of property appointed before obtaining court approval of the proposed 

settlement.  Resulting settlement funds are usually paid into court on behalf of a 

                                                             
28Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194,  Rule 7.01 provides: Unless the court orders or a statute provides otherwise, a 
proceeding shall be commenced, continued or defended on behalf of a party under disability by a litigation guardian. 
29 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 7.02(1.1) 
30 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 7.03(2.1) 
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mentally incompetent person (until a guardianship order is made), and/or a minor, 

unless a judge orders otherwise. 

 

Finally, where it appears to the court that a litigation guardian is not acting in the “best 

interests” of the party under disability, the court may substitute the OPGT or the OCL as 

the case may be, as litigation guardian.31 

5. The Duty to Account — When? To Whom? Relevant Limitation Periods to 
Consider 

General   
The duty to account refers to the duty of the estate trustee, attorney, or guardian to 

maintain continuous and ongoing comprehensive records concerning the management 

or administration of property belonging to the deceased, the grantor or the person under 

disability. 

 

The passing of accounts is made on notice to those lawfully entitled to receive same in 

accordance with the relevant legislation whether they be beneficiaries, dependants, 

entitled by statute, or other third parties.  The Rules of Civil Procedure, the Estates Act, 

and the Trustee Act do not fix any time within which accounts must be passed nor, 

likewise is there any limitation on the time within which those lawfully entitled to a 

passing of accounts can demand an accounting. 

 

Since there is no mandatory legal requirement for an estate trustee, attorney, or 

guardian to pass accounts, and similarly there is no legislative requirement concerning 

the timing for a passing of accounts, one has to look at the circumstances of the 

particular facts in any administration.  In the course of an estate administration, there 

exists what is known as an “executor’s year” within which to administer an estate, and 

therefore to demand an accounting until after the expiration of that year may be 

imprudent, absent special circumstances32. 

                                                             
31 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194 , Rule 7.06(2) 
 
32 The Executor’s year is a common law rule that allows the executor a one-year period starting from the death of the testator to 
administer the Estate and transfer specified gifts without incurring interest per Re Lightfoot [1948] 2 D.L.R. 418 (Ont. H.C.) at 420. 
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Timing aspects respecting passings and filing objections on the passings, are to be 

distinguished from applicable statutory limitation periods pursuant to the Limitations 

Act.33  Relevant too, to passings, were certain court decisions including that of Bikur 

Cholim Jewish Volunteer Services v. Langston (“Bikur”).34 

 

Limitations Act   
The Limitations Act35 took effect on January 1, 2004.  Under the Limitations Act there is 

a basic limitation period of 2 years from the discovery of a claim, in addition to an 

ultimate limitation period of 15 years from the act or omission upon which the claim is 

based.  There are exceptions and this paper is not intended to include a review of the 

provisions of the former and current Limitations Acts as each relates to estate 

proceedings and in particular, passing of accounts matters.36 Rather, reference is made 

to highlight the importance of such considerations within the context of a passing. For 

further reference, see publication, “Limitation Periods in Estates and Trusts Litigation”.37 

 

The Ontario Court of Appeal decision of Bikur above38 and the trial decision39 address 

the limitation period within which a claim can be brought against an estate trustee for 

breach of trust, and fraud in the context of both the former Limitations Act40 and the 

current Limitations Act.41 Though proceedings in the referenced case were not brought 

under Rules 74.16 through 74.18, the issues raised concerning fraud could well have 

been brought under a court passing of accounts application and are therefore relevant.  

The former Limitations Act and the current Limitations Act provisions may have to be 

read together with s. 38 of the Trustee Act as to the applicability of any relevant 

                                                             
33 Limitations Act, 2002, S.O. 2002 
34 Bikur Cholim Jewish Volunteer Services v. Langston, [2007] O.J. No. 415 
35 Limitations Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c 24, Sch B [the “Limitations Act”] 
36 For a more detailed review of the Limitations Act as it may relate to, inter alia, passing of accounts and in particular the trial 
Court and Ontario Court of Appeal decision in Bikur Cholim Jewish Volunteer Services v. Langston, [2007] O.J. No. 415, see 
article by Anne Werker, The Advocates Quarterly, Volume 34, Number 1, February 2008. 
37 STEP Canada 15th National Conference, June 10-11, 2013, Limitation Periods in Estate and Trust Litigation, Michael W. Kerr, 
Miller Thomson LLP and Kimberly Whaley, available online: http://whaleyestatelitigation.com/blog/2013/06/kimberly-
presented-two-papers-at-the-step-canada-15th-national-conference-in-toronto/  
38 Bikur Cholim Jewish Volunteer Services v. Penna Estate, 2009 CarswellOnt 1105,  2009 ONCA, 196, 94 O.R. (3d) 401, 68 
C.P.C.( 6th) 209, 48 E.T.R. (3d) 22, 250 O.A.C. 129,  308 D.L.R. (4th) 494  
39 Bikur Cholim Jewish Volunteer Services v. Langston, [2007] O.J. No. 415 
40 Limitations Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.15 
41 Limitations Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c 24, Sch B 
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limitation periods.42  Additional cases concerning the nature and extent of the potential 

limitation issues applicable to court ordered passings of accounts in accordance with 

the Rules of Civil Procedure would include the cases of Waschowski v. Hopkinson 

Estate,43 Cameron Estate v. Button,44 and Hare v. Hare.45  The relevant sections of the 

former and current Limitations Acts should be reviewed and considered in the context of 

potential claims pursued in a court passing of accounts.  The new basic two-year 

limitation period suggests it may even be prudent to ensure applications to compel 

accounts be brought within that time.46  

 

The provisions of the current Limitations Act should be taken into consideration, and the 

case law arising from the decisions post coming into effect as precedent.  Additionally, 

relevant statutes and their interplay should also be considered, for instance, the Real 

Property Limitations Act.47 

 
Real Property Limitations Act 

The Real Property Limitations Act48 (the "RPLA") is an act that governs all limitation 

periods affecting land. The old Limitation Act, 1990 was mostly repealed and replaced 

by the Limitations Act, 2002, however Part 1 of the 1990 act remained in force and was 

renamed the RPLA. Section 2 of the Limitations Act, 2002 makes it clear that the new 

Act does not apply to proceedings to which the RPLA applies. 

 

Some aspects of the RPLA apply to estate administration. The limitation period 

applicable to a claim for recovery of a legacy (including a share of residue) or a devise 

is in the RPLA, not the Limitations Act, 2002.49 The RPLA provides for a ten (10) year 

limitation period which starts at the time the claimant has a vested interest in 

possession of the legacy (or devise) and not with discovery.50 The recent case of 

                                                             
42 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.15,  Section 38(3): Limitation of actions – An action under this section shall not be brought after 
the expiration of two years from the death of the deceased. 
43 Waschowski v. Hopkinson Estate, 2000 CarswellOnt 470, 47 O.R. (3d) 370; 184 D.L.R. (4th) 281; 129 O.A.C. 287; 44 C.P.C. 
(4th) 42; 32 E.T.R. (2d) 308; [2000] O.J. No 470 
44 Cameron Estate v. Button, 2005 CarswellOnt 1557, 16 E.T.R. (3d) 189 
45 Hare v. Hare [2006] O.J. No. 4955 (C.A.) 
46 Limitations Act, 2002, R.S.O. 1990, c. L.15, s. 5.4 
47 Real Property Limitations Act,  R.S.O. 1990, c.L.15 (“RPLA”) 
48 R.S.O. 1990, c. L.15 ("RPLA") 
49 Ibid, s.4 
50 See Anne Werker, “Limitation Periods in Ontario and Claims by Beneficiaries” (2008) 34:1 Advocates’ Quarterly, at p.4 ("Werker"). 
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McConnell v. Huxtable51 deals with the interpretation and application of this limitation 

period in the RPLA to a constructive trust claim. Recovery of interest on a legacy is also 

governed by the RPLA which provides that a legatee has six years from the date that 

the interest became due to commence a claim for recovery.52 The ten year limitation 

period under the RPLA does not apply to an intestate share of an estate.53 The two year 

limitation period from the date of discovery under the Limitations Act, 2002 would apply 

in that circumstance. 

 

Schedule 19: Legislative Exceptions to the 2 Year Basic Limitation Period 
Section 19 of the Limitations Act, 2002 addresses other statutes which contain limitation 

periods and how such should be applied.54 

   
It mandates that unless a specific limitation period in another piece of legislation is set 

out in the Schedule to the Limitations Act, 2002, it will have no force or effect and the 

two (2) year limitation period and the ultimate 15 year limitation period will prevail.  

 

However, the Schedule to the Limitations Act, 2002 lists the other legislation that is 

applicable in the estates context and which will override the basic two year limitation 

period: section 38(3) of the Trustee Act, sections 44(2), 45(2) and 47 of the Estates Act, 

section 17(5) of the Estates Administration Act, section 7(3) of the Family Law Act and 

section 61 of the Succession Law Reform Act. These specific sections which are listed 

in Schedule 19 and are exceptions to the two year limitation period.55 

 

                                                             
51 2013 ONSC 948 ("McConnell") 
52 RPLA, supra note 30 at s.17 
53 Werker, supra note 32 at p.13 
54 Limitations Act, S.O. 2002, Chapter 24, Sched. B, s. 19: 
19. (1) A limitation period set out in or under another Act that applies to a claim to which this Act applies is of no effect unless, 
(a) the provision establishing it is listed in the Schedule to this Act; or 
(b) the provision establishing it, 

(i) is in existence on January 1, 2004, and 
(ii) incorporates by reference a provision listed in the Schedule to this Act.  

(2) Subsection (1) applies despite any other Act.  
(3) The fact that a provision is listed in the Schedule shall not be construed as a statement that the limitation period established by the 
provision would otherwise apply to a claim as defined in this Act.  
(4) If there is a conflict between a limitation period established by a provision referred to in subsection (1) and one established by any 
other provision of this Act, the limitation period established by the provision referred to in subsection (1) prevails.  
(5) Sections 6, 7 and 11 apply, with necessary modifications, to a limitation period established by a provision referred to in subsection 
(1).  
55 STEP Canada 15th National Conference, June 10-11, 2013, Limitation Periods in Estate and Trust Litigation, Michael W. Kerr, Miller 
Thomson LLP and Kimberly Whaley 
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There are limitation period exceptions concerning those under disability.56 

 
 

Failure to Account 
Notably, it appears that even a fraudulent trustee may be able to reap the benefits of a 

limitation period if the cause of action has not been fraudulently concealed. 

Discoverability principles do not interfere with the running of time respecting the 

limitation period.  Note that the limitation period referenced in Section 38 of the Trustee 

Act runs even if there is a person under disability.57 Cases decided prior to the effective 

date of the new Limitations Act, 2002 have held that the time period set out in Section 

38 of the Trustee Act runs from death and is not subject to discoverability as stated 

above.58 

 

Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
In Boyce v. Toronto Police Services Board,59 the Ontario Court of Appeal determined 

that claims for breach of fiduciary duty are caught by the phrase "claims pursued in 

court".60 These claims do not fall within any of the exceptions under the Limitations Act, 

2002 and the 2-year limitation period applies.  

 

Fraudulent Conveyances 
 

If a fraudulent conveyance is discovered on or after January 1, 2004, it is subject to the 

2-year limitation period in the Limitations Act, 2002.  The law previously had provided no 

limitation period at all for such an action.61 In Toronto Standard Condominium No. 1703 

                                                             
56 Limitations Act, S.O. 2002, c. 24, Sched B. s. 6 and 7 
57 Section 38 of the Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990: (1) Except in cases of libel and slander, the executor or administrator of any 
deceased person may maintain an action for all torts or injuries to the person or to the property of the deceased in the same 
manner and with the same rights and remedies as the deceased would, if living, have been entitled to do, and the damages when 
recovered shall form part of the personal estate of the deceased; but, if death results from such injuries, no damages shall be 
allowed for the death or for the loss of the expectation of life, but this proviso is not in derogation of any rights conferred by Part 
V of the Family Law Act. (2) Except in cases of libel and slander, if a deceased person committed or is by law liable for a wrong 
to another in respect of his or her person or to another person’s property, the person wronged may maintain an action against the 
executor or administrator of the person who committed or is by law liable for the wrong. (3) An action under this section shall not 
be brought after the expiration of two years from the death of the deceased. 
58 Waschowski v. Hopkinson Estate, 2000 CarswellOnt 470, 47 O.R. (3d) 370; 184 D.L.R. (4th) 281; 129 O.A.C. 287; 44 C.P.C. 
(4th) 42; 32 E.T.R. (2d) 308; [2000] O.J. No 470 
59 Boyce, supra note 50. 
60 Ibid. at para.2. 
61 Toronto Standard Condominium No 1703 V 1 King St. West, 2010 ONSC 2129 (Div. Crt), dismissing appeal from 2009 CanLII 
55330 ("Toronto Standard Condo"). 
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v. 1 King St. West,62 the plaintiff wished to amend a Statement of Claim in December of 

2008, to include a claim that two mortgages registered in November of 2006 were void 

as fraudulent conveyances. Master Glustein dismissed the plaintiff's motion for leave to 

amend as the claim for fraudulent conveyance was subject to the 2-year limitation 

period and was statute barred.  

 

On appeal to the Divisional Court, the appellant submitted that “the proposed amended 

fraudulent conveyance pleading was not a “claim” as that term is defined in the 

Limitations Act, 2002, because no injury, loss or damage had yet occurred." The 

appellant also argued that the Master erred in applying the discoverability principle and 

for not concluding that s.16(1)(a) of the Limitations Act, 2002 (that there is no limitation 

period for a proceeding for a declaration with no consequential relief) was applicable to 

this case. Justice Sachs, however, upheld the Master's decision and held that:  

In my view, the Master was correct when he concluded that the proposed 
claim was a “claim” within the meaning of s.1 of the Limitations Act, 2002. 
The decision of the  Court of Appeal in Perry, supra, has been superseded 
by the Limitations Act, 2002. Unlike an “action on the case” it is not 
essential that a “claim” under s. 1 of the Act “sound in damages” or “create 
a legal duty, the breach of which gives rise to a cause of action.” 

The Plaintiff is alleging an injury, namely that assets that should be 
available to satisfy its claim against the Defendants have been put beyond 
its reach. According to the Plaintiff, that injury occurred as a result of the act 
of 1KW in granting two mortgages on its assets to HEL. Finally, the Plaintiff 
is seeking a remedy for its injury – first, a declaration that the transaction 
that put the assets out of its reach is void and, second, a declaration that its 
claims have priority over any claims that HEL might make against 1KW.63 

Justice Sachs also confirmed that the Master did not err in his application of the 

discoverability doctrine, nor in his decision that s.16(1)(a) of the Limitations Act, 2002  

did not apply in this case. 

 

 

                                                             
62 Ibid. 
 
63 Toronto Standard Condo, supra note 54 at paras.28-29. 
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Fraud, Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Misrepresentation 
Of notable relevance to estates matters, is also the decision in Portuguese Canadian 
C.U. v. Pires64 which held that the applicable limitation period for fraud, breach of 

fiduciary duty and misrepresentation under the Limitations Act, 2002 is 2 years. The 

Court held that the plaintiff knew in May of 2006 that he had purchased something 

which was worth less than what he said was represented to him.65 His claim, 

commenced in 2010, was statute barred.  

 

In Fracassi v. Cascio66 the Ontario Superior Court of Justice also held that the 

applicable limitation period for breach of fiduciary duty and oppression under the 

Limitations Act, 2002, is 2 years.67  

 

Failure to Account for Trust Funds 
In the decision in Syndicate Number 963 (Crowe) v. Acuret Underwriter68 it was 

accepted that the 2 year limitation period under the Limitations Act, 2002, applied to an 

action arising out of a failure to account for trust funds.  

 

Lloyd’s Underwriters, representing Syndicate Number 963, claimed that Acuret failed to 

properly account for and pay out funds that were remitted to Acuret, in trust for Lloyd’s, 

in January 2002. Lloyd's claimed that they did not become aware that the trust funds 

had not been accounted for or paid out until April of 2005. Lloyd's commenced an action 

in October of 2006. Acuret argued that the claim was statute barred. The court held that 

the two year limitation period applied but as the claim was not discovered until April 

2005, it was not statute barred in 2006.69 

 
Notable too, is the case of Rajmohan v Norman H Solmon Family Trust70 wherein the 

Court of Appeal confirmed that the Trustee Act provisions and the Limitations Act would 

bar an appellant’s third party claim unless either of the doctrines of fraudulent 

                                                             
64 Portuguese Canadian C.U. v. Pires, 2012 ONCA 335 (Div.Ct.), affirming 2011 ONSC 7448 (CanLII). 
65 Ibid.  
66 2011 ONSC 178 ("Fracassi") 
67 Ibid.  
68 Syndicate Number 963 (Crowe) v. Acuret Underwriter Inc., 2009 CanLII 51195 (ONSC) 
69 STEP Canada 15th National Conference, June 10-11, 2013, Limitation Periods in Estate and Trust Litigation, Michael W. Kerr, Miller 
Thomson LLP and Kimberly Whaley 
70 Rajmohan v Norman H. Solmon Family Trust, 2014 ONCA 352 (CanLII) 
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concealment or special circumstances applied.  In this case, such did not apply and the 

court dismissed the appeal. Importantly, on the Limitations Act issue the Court stated as 

follows:  

 
[10]      The applicable limitation period is prescribed by the Trustee Act and 
not the Limitations Act, 2002, S.O. 2002, c. 24, Sch. B. The appellant 
submits the doctrine of special circumstances continues to be available and 
permits the court to add parties to an existing action after the expiration of 
the limitation period. Thus, it argues that because the plaintiff’s action was 
commenced within two years of Mr. Chandran’s death, the court could allow 
it to institute its third party claim after the expiration of two years. We do not 
agree. A third party claim is itself an action under the Rules of Civil 
Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194, s. 1.03(1). The doctrine of special 
circumstances, if it applies, does not allow a party to commence a third 
party claim after the expiration of a limitation period: Joseph v. Paramount 
Canada's Wonderland, 2008 ONCA 469 (CanLII), 2008 ONCA 469, 90 O.R. 
(3d) 401, at para. 28.71 
 

Moreover, the provisions of Section 38 of the Trustee Act are not entirely clear insofar 

as determining whether the limitation period applies to all claims by or against a 

deceased person. There continue to be decisions clarifying the law and application of 

the Limitations Act.  

 

Sections 6 and 7 of the new Limitations Act, however, clearly suspend the running of 

time when a plaintiff in a claim is a minor or under a disability and is not represented by 

a litigation guardian.72 

 
Finally, in the decision of Jacques v. The Canada Trust Company,73 the consequences 

of the limitation period respecting an accounting from an executor are highlighted and 

emphasized as demonstrating the importance of asking for an accounting in a timely 

manner.  In this case, Parayeski J. found that the claim of a residuary beneficiary of the 

estate of her father who died in 1978, notwithstanding, the fact that she had never 

received an accounting of her share of her father’s estate, was statute-barred under 

                                                             
71 Rajmohan v Norman H. Solmon Family Trust, 2014 ONCA 362, para 10 
72 Limitations Act, 2002 S.O. 2002, see sections 6, 7, 11 and 19. 
73 2011 O.N.S.C. 5259, CanLII(aff’d by 2012 ONCA 371 (Ont. C.A. May 31,2012), leave to appeal refused by 2012 CarswellOnt 15242, 
2012 CarswellOnt 14243 (SCC Dec 06, 2012)  
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both the former and the new Limitations Act.  The claimant waited 27 years before suing 

the estate trustee for her share of the Estate which she never received. The court 

considered the provisions of subsection 23(1) of the former Limitations Act allowing for 

a period of 10 years within which to recover a legacy, yet, the court held that Section 23 

of the former Limitations Act did not apply but rather subsection 43(2) of the former 

Limitations Act did apply, therefore imposing a 6-year limitation period.  The court held 

that the discoverability principle applied as defined in subsection 5(1) of the new 

Limitations Act.  The court concluded that in addition to the statutory bar, that the 

doctrine of ‘laches’ and in particular acquiescence operated to bar the claim. 

Interestingly, the court also considered whether or not the doctrine of fraudulent 

concealment would operate such as to stop the running of the limitation period.  The 

burden, however, of proving fraudulent concealment was upon the claimant and the 

court found that no such claim had been established. This decision was upheld by the 

Court of Appeal, and leave to appeal the Supreme Court of Canada was denied.74  

 

6. Passing of Accounts:  Procedure and Rules  

Form 

The proper form of the accounts is as set out in Rule 74.17 (1)(a) through (j), (2) and (3) 

of the Rules of Civil Procedure, as made under the Courts of Justice Act75.  

 

The procedure requires the estate trustee, or trustee, attorney, or guardian to file an 

application setting out the particulars of the accounting period and the persons 

interested in the matter before the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in the jurisdiction 

where the Certificate of Appointment of Estate Trustee/probate was obtained, or the 

power granted or guardianship order made, or otherwise as the Rules and precedent 

permit. 

 
 
 

                                                             
74For further reference, see pages 16-17 of the STEP Canada 15th National Conference, June 10-11, 2013, Limitation Periods in 
Estate and Trust Litigation, Michael W. Kerr, Miller Thomson LLP and Kimberly Whaley, Whaley Estate Litigation. 
 
75 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.1 
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Application  
The application is accompanied by the accounts, verified by affidavit, a copy of the 

Certificate of Appointment of Estate Trustee or Probate, and a copy of any previous 

judgment on passing.  The applicant on an application to pass accounts also serves the 

court’s Notice of Application and files proof of service on all interested parties with the 

court, including, if required, the OCL and the OPGT. 

 

The statements required, in accordance with the form of the accounts, include a list of 

the assets, capital and revenue receipts, capital and revenue disbursements, the 

investment account, unrealized assets, closing statements with respect to money 

investments, liabilities and, finally, a statement of the compensation proposed or 

claimed. 

 
Jurisdiction  
The accounts are passed before a judge who has jurisdiction to make full enquiry into 

the estate, its administration, distribution and estate trustee conduct.  The judge may 

also inquire into any complaint against the estate trustee or trustee.76 

 

The procedure, service and notice requirements are set out at Rule 74.1877. 

 
Uncontested 
Where there is an uncontested passing of accounts and an unopposed order is sought, 

in many instances no court attendance is required before a judge as long as all of the 

requirements under Rule 74.18 have been complied with and there are no Notices of 

Objection to the accounts filed.  Any Notices of Objection must be received by the court 

in order to prevent an unopposed order at least 30 days before the hearing date of the 

application. The precise materials to be filed with the court are set out at Rule 74.18(9) 

and (10)78 and the corresponding Forms as amended for an unopposed order on a 

passing of accounts. 

                                                             
76 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21, Section 49.2 
77 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.18 
 
78 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.18(9) and (10) amended pursuant to Ontario Regulation 55/12, Approved: 
April 18, 2012; and Filed: April 19, 2012, and Amending Reg. 194 of R.R.O. 1990.  
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Contested  
Where there is an objection and a contested hearing for a passing of accounts, Rules 

74.18(11) through (13) apply.79 The hearing may proceed on the date specified in the 

Notice of Application to Pass Accounts on the objections raised in the Notices of 

Objection to the Accounts as filed. The attendance may result in disposition of the 

matter or an Order Giving Directions respecting steps to be taken to its disposition.  

 

Costs  
The costs of an unopposed Judgment are addressed in Rule 74.18(10),80 and for an 

opposed hearing they are set out in Rule 74.18(13)81 and Tariff C.82 

 

In respect of costs, often the costs set out at Tariff C for an unopposed passing are 

insufficient.  Regard should also be had to Rule 74.18(11)83 and the form of Request for 

Increased Costs.   

 

The Request for Increased Costs must be served during the time between 10 days after 

service of the Notice of Application and 10 days before the date of the hearing as 

specified in the Notice of Application.  The court has the discretion to modify costs 

awards.84  

 

The Request should include a costs outline. The Response to the Request is to be 

served either consenting or objecting to the Request for Increased Costs at least twelve 

(12) days before the hearing date.85 

 
 
 

                                                             
79Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.18(11) through (13)  
79Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.18(10)  
80Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.18(10)  
81 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.18(13)  
82 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Tariff C 
83 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 74.18(11) 
84Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule  58.01; Courts of Justice Act, s. 131; Re Briand Estate, (1995) 10 E.T.R. (2d) 99 
(O.C.G.D.) 
 
85 Rule 74.18(11.2) of the Rules of Civil Procedure  
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Judgment  
The form of judgment received on a contested passing of accounts after a hearing is as 

set out in Form 74.51 under the Rules of Civil Procedure.86 

 

The form of judgment received without a hearing is Form 74.50 under the Rules of Civil 

Procedure.87 

7. Toronto: The Consolidated Practice Direction concerning the Estates List in 
Toronto Region88 

 
Commencing July 1, 2014, a new Practice Direction for matters on the Estates List in 
the Toronto Region came into effect.   

 
 
Part V (B) addresses the changes and current practice in Toronto regarding Passing of 
Accounts Applications: 
 

B. Passing of Accounts Applications89 

16. When initiating an application for the passing of accounts in all circumstances 
– whether the passing of accounts of estate trustees or of any other person 
acting in a fiduciary capacity, including guardianships and those acting under 
powers of attorney – the applicant should book only 10 minutes on the list for 
Hearing Matters for the initial return date of the application. 

17. If no notices of objection are received or if notices of objection are received 
but are withdrawn within the prescribed time in respect of the application to 
pass accounts, and no request for increased costs has been filed and served, 
the applicant may request, upon filing the material required by subrule 
74.18(9), that the application proceed as an unopposed matter to be dealt 
with by a judge in chambers without the need for the parties to attend. 

18. If no notices of objection are received or if notices of objection are received 
but are withdrawn within the prescribed time in respect of the application to 
pass accounts, and a request for increased costs has been filed and served, 
the judge hearing the matter on the initial return date may determine the 
amount of the costs at that time or, if the judge is of the view that there is not 
sufficient time on the initial return date to hear the matter on the initial return 
date, the judge can schedule a date for a further hearing on the costs issue. 

                                                             
86Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Form 74.51 
87Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Form 74.50 
88 Consolidated Practice Direction Concerning the Estates List in the Toronto Region: 
http://www.ontariocourts.ca/scj/practice/practice-directions/toronto/estates/ 
89 Ibid, Part V(B)  
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19. If notices of objection are received and not withdrawn in response to the 
application to pass accounts, and if the parties can agree in advance of the 
initial return date on the terms of an order giving directions (including a 
timetable for each pre-hearing step and, where practicable, the hearing date), 
then parties can obtain a consent order giving directions on the scheduled 
initial 10 minute return date for the application. 

20. If notices of objection are received and not withdrawn and if the parties 
cannot agree on an order for directions prior to the initial return date, the 
parties should file, at least two days in advance of the initial return date, 
copies of their respective draft orders giving directions, including timetables 
for each pre-hearing step and proposed hearing dates. If the dispute about 
directions can be resolved during the 10 minute appointment on the initial 
return date, the judge can issue an order giving directions, including a 
timetable for pre-hearing steps and a hearing date. If the argument about the 
terms of an order giving directions will require longer than the 10 minute 
appointment on the initial return date, the judge can schedule a date for the 
hearing of a contested motion for directions. 

21. Draft orders giving directions should address the items described in 
paragraph 46 (below)90 

46. Draft orders giving directions should address, where applicable, the 
following matters: 

a. the issues to be decided; 

b. who are the parties – who is propounding the will(s) and who is 
challenging the will(s), and who is submitting rights to the court; 

c. whether there is any party under disability who requires 
representation and, if so, whether notice to the Public Guardian and 
Trustee or the Office of the Children’s Lawyer should be directed; 

d. whether an estate trustee should be appointed during litigation and 
the amount of security, if any, such an estate trustee should file; 

e. who shall be served with the order for directions, and the method of 
and times for service; 

f. whether the parties should exchange pleadings or put before the 
court their respective positions and the material facts upon which 
they rely by some other means; 

                                                             
90 Consolidated Practice Direction Concerning the Estates List in the Toronto Region:  http://www.ontariocourts.ca/scj/practice/practice-
directions/toronto/estates/ 
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g. procedures for bringing the matter before the court in a summary 
way; 

h. the timing of a mediation session under Rule 75.1 and its conduct, 
including (i) whether the parties wish the mediator to provide any 
report to the court on procedural issues, (ii) the desirability of 
multiple mediation sessions, and (iii) when a pre-trial conference 
should be held in the event the mediation does not result in a 
settlement of the proceeding; 

i. any other pre-hearing steps to be undertaken, including 
documentary disclosure, obtaining medical, accounting or legal 
records, examinations for discovery, and the availability of a motion 
for summary judgment; 

j. the timing for the delivery of any expert report and the utility of a 
pre-hearing meeting between experts to narrow the issues in 
dispute; 

k. the timing of a pre-trial conference, including how long after an 
unsuccessful mediation session the pre-trial conference should be 
held; and, 

l. any matter relating to the conduct of the trial or hearing, including 
whether affidavits be used as witnesses’ evidence-in-chief 

8. Mediation 

Mandatory mediation in contested passing of accounts matters prevails in the 

jurisdictions of Toronto, Ottawa, Windsor and Essex County. Rule 75.1 of the Rules of 

Civil Procedure specifically applies to contested applications to pass accounts. 

Notwithstanding the requirement for mandatory mediation in these jurisdictions, there is 

nothing preventing the obtaining of a mediation order in other jurisdictions where the 

parties agree or where the court so orders in accordance with the inherent jurisdiction of 

the court,91 and the broad discretion afforded to the court in passing of accounts 

matters.  Rule 75.1.05 provides for the applicant on a passing of accounts to obtain 

directions at the initial return date of the application. Likewise, it may be prudent to 

explore the exemption provisions in respect of mandatory mediation at Rule 75.1.04. 

                                                             
91 Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O 1990, Reg. 194, Rule 1, Courts of Justice Act, R.S.O. 1990, C. c.43, Section  11 
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9. Hearing/Trial  

Often on a contested passing of accounts, directions may need to be sought in the form 

of an order giving directions setting out the objections not resolved and the potential 

triable issues.  Regard should be had, however, to the statutory provisions mentioned 

herein at s. 49(3) of the Estates Act. 

 

Further regard should be had to s. 49(4) of the Estates Act92 which governs the 

jurisdiction of the court to give directions as to pleadings, productions, discovery and all 

other procedural steps necessary to dispose of the contested passing of accounts.93 

 

In addition to Rules 74.15 through 74.18 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 75.06 

provides the jurisdiction for any person having a financial interest in an estate to apply 

for the opinion, advice or direction of the court as the court may direct.  Any court 

passing therefore may be initiated from Rule 74.15, or Rule 75.06. 

 

Within the trial context, where a contested passings of accounts is concerned, serious 

regard must be made of the cost consequences concerning formal Rule 49 Offers to 

Settle.94 Such offers are to be served at least eight (8) days before the hearing date.  

 

Rule 58.08(1)95  and S. 130 of the Courts of Justice Act also address the jurisdiction of 

the court on passings of accounts as well as s. 64 of the Trustee Act.96  

 

Additional considerations may include where a fiduciary is responsible for multiple Wills, 

in which case the passing process must be completed for each Will even if the 

beneficiaries under the Will are the same. Furthermore, fiduciaries should be advised to 

obtain a Canada Revenue Clearance Certificate97 to prevent associated personal 

liability in respect of estate taxes.  

                                                             
92 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21,  s. 49(4) 
93 Turk v. Turk [1957] 0.R. 482 (C.A.) 
94 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990,, Rule 49 
95 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Rule 58.08(1) 
96 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, s. 64: Costs may be ordered to be paid out of estate – The Superior Court of Justice may order the costs of 
and incidental to any application, order, direction, conveyance, assignment or transfer under this Act to be paid or raised out of the 
property in respect of which it is made, or out of the income thereof, or to be borne and paid in such manner and by such persons as the 
court considers proper. 
97 Income Tax Act, RSC 1985, c 1 (5th Sup) , Sec 159 (2)   
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10. Order Giving Directions: Best Practices   

The Rules of Civil Procedure are essentially silent on the specific process and 

procedure for bringing an application to pass accounts to its judicial conclusion. Rule 38 

of the Rules of Civil Procedure governs the procedure to be followed on applications in 

general, but much of this rule does not apply to applications to pass accounts.98 

 

Rules 74.16 to 74.18 of the Rules of Civil Procedure as stated, set out the procedure for 

starting an application to pass accounts, but the only guidance that these rules give to 

the parties and the court after the Notice of Application is issued, is that a hearing to 

grant judgment on an application to pass accounts shall proceed on the hearing date 

specified in the initial notice of application.99 This in itself can lead to certain confusion 

and inconsistency in practice.  

 

Practically speaking, it is rarely possible to proceed to a hearing on the date specified in 

the initial Notice of Application where an objector has subsequently served a Notice of 

Objection to accounts. This is because the initial hearing date may follow the Notice of 

Objection to Accounts by only 30 days.100 The applicant may not have sufficient time to 

answer the objections within 30 days or, even if sufficient, the objector may not have 

enough time to evaluate the responses if any. The process of answering objections 

tends to be iterative, with more than one back-and-forth exchange between the 

applicant and the objector before it is clear that either an objection is satisfied, or cannot 

be satisfied. Certain objections may call for the applicant to respond by way of a further 

sworn affidavit, which the objector may wish to cross-examine on. These objections and 

issues may complicate the timing and process even before the initial hearing.  

The procedure for conducting the hearing itself is another open question: an application 

to pass accounts is essentially a court-supervised financial audit, which does not fit 

neatly into our adversarial system of application or trial adjudication without forethought 

and focused modification.  

 

                                                             
98 Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194. Rule 38.09 does not apply. That rule provides for such matters as entering 
affidavits and transcripts for examination into evidence and the delivery of factums. Rule 38.10(2) and (3) do not apply. Those 
rules provide for the application to be treated as an action in respect of any issues that are directed to be tried. 
99 Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 74.18(11.5) 
100 Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 74.18(7) 
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An Order Giving Directions is, “designed to provide the parties with a procedural 

framework in which to prepare the proceeding for final adjudication.”101 It compels the 

parties to give the necessary forethought to implement a process and the procedure 

that is most likely to lead to a just, expeditious and cost-effective determination. 

 

The benefits of an Order Giving Directions are, generally speaking, their flexible and 

consensual nature. The key or salient components of the Order are referenced at 7 

above. 

Every application to pass accounts is unique. Some objections may be about the 

fiduciary’s failure to keep accurate records; some may be about the propriety of claimed 

or stated expenses; some may be about the quantification of compensation; some may 

be concerns over poor investment decisions; and others may be about 

misappropriation/misallocation of assets; just to name some of the more common 

objections. Some applications will involve the disclosure and organization of large 

volumes of documentation, while others may involve little documentation but require the 

evidence of witnesses whether professional in the nature of experts or otherwise. Some 

applications might be most appropriately heard according to the ordinary procedure for 

applications under Rule 38, while others are more appropriately heard as trials with viva 

voce evidence.  

By negotiating the disclosure, process and procedure to disposition, the parties are 

active participants in the construction of the procedure that they have agreed to follow 

from the beginning and that they are invested in it. A well-negotiated and well-crafted 

Order Giving Directions is less likely than the “default” procedure (i.e. no fixed 

procedure) to result in wasteful interlocutory motions.  

 

As the Toronto Estates List Practice direction states:   

 

Rule 75.06 provides the court with considerable discretion and flexibility to 
put in place a process that will ensure the just, expeditious and least 
expensive determination of a proceeding on its merits. Parties are expected 

                                                             
101 Consolidated Practice Direction Concerning the Estates List, Toronto Region,  July 1, 2014[“Practice Direction”] 
at para. 44. 
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to take time and care in preparing proposed orders giving directions for 
consideration by the court.102 

 
Jurisdiction and Procedure 

The court’s jurisdiction and its source of guidance in making orders for directions come 

from three distinct sources: 

 

1) Firstly, the jurisdiction of the Court as it extends to the specific powers of enquiry 

on an application to pass accounts, arise from the Estates Act, Section 49 (1) 

through 49(10). Specifically, section 49(4) of the Estates Act provides that a judge 

may order the trial of an issue of any complaint or claim by a person interested in 

the passing of accounts and shall make all necessary directions as to pleadings, 

production of documents, discovery and otherwise in connection with the issue;103  

 

2) Secondly, rule 75.06, provides that any person who appears to have a financial 

interest in an estate may apply for directions, or move for directions in another 

proceeding under this rule, as to the procedure for bringing any matter before the 

court.104 The jurisdiction and procedure for the passing of accounts by an estate 

trustee, attorney, and guardians for property are set out under Rules 74.15 – 

74.18 of the Rules of Civil Procedure, and the corresponding forms 74.44-74.51; 

and  

3) Thirdly, but only applicable on the Toronto Estates list, is the Toronto Estates List 

practice direction referenced above, which provides specific guidance to parties in 

applications to pass accounts.105 The practice direction in part provides guidance 

and direction but is no substitute for Rules of the Court.  

 

Rules 74.15 to 74.18, being the rules relating to applications to pass accounts, do not 

make any mention of Orders Giving Directions or of a motion for directions. Rule 

74.18(11.5), which provides that the application will be heard, presumably on its merits, 

                                                             
102 Practice Direction at para. 44. 
103 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21, s. 49(4). 
104 Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 74.06(1). 
105 It may be more accurate to define the practice direction as a source of principles to apply when the court exercises its discretion rather 
than a source of “jurisdiction”. See Tibbits v. York Central Hospital, 2005 CanLII 2928 (ON SC) at paras. 11 and 12, but contrast, e.g., 
Waxman v. Waxman, 2011 ONSC 1129 (Commercial List) as paras. 12 to 15 and Practice Direction, supra note 79 at para 16, 19 and 20. 
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on the date noted on the face of the notice of application, is arguably, in notable 

contrast to the Toronto Estates List practice direction. However, it is often accepted by 

experienced counsel that the best practice in a contested application to pass accounts 

is to obtain an Order Giving Directions, even in regions where the practice direction 

does not apply. The Superior Court of Justice outside of Toronto clearly has broad 

jurisdiction to order directions pursuant to s. 49 of the Estates Act and Rule 75.06 of the 

RCP.  

 

If parties cannot agree on the terms of an Order Giving Directions, any party can bring a 

motion for directions. The jurisdiction to bring a motion in an application to pass 

accounts is the same as in any other proceeding and is governed by Rule 37 of the 

RCP. Again, in Toronto, regard should be had to the July 2014 Practice Direction.106 

 

The Potential Consequences of No Order Giving Directions 
The consequences of not seeking a timely motion for directions can be potentially 

serious. In Steven Thompson Family Trust v. Thompson et. al., the applicants brought 

an application to pass their accounts.107 The respondent beneficiaries filed Notices of 

Objection. All of the parties filed written submissions or responding materials, and 

subsequently attended the hearing of the application on the scheduled date. The 

respondents, in their submissions, raised allegations of the applicant’s gross 

negligence, bad faith, and willful misconduct. The applicants argued at the hearing that 

these claims would require findings of fact that could not be made on the record before 

the court. The respondents argued that, since they were not seeking any remedy other 

than the disallowance of trustee expenses and compensation, that there was no need 

for any additional record. The court agreed with the respondents and proceeded with 

the hearing that day, disallowing various trustee expenses and reducing 

compensation.108 It is important to note that the applicant, who was resisting judgment 

being made that day, never brought a motion for directions. The Court again has broad 

                                                             
106 Practice Direction, supra note 88 and Section 7 referred to herein  
107 Steven Thompson Family Trust v. Thompson et. al., 2012 ONSC 7138 
108 Steven Thompson Family Trust v. Thompson et. al., 2012 ONSC 7138, at para. 27. The correctness of this decision is 
questionable. The court stated that, as a contested passing of accounts, rule 38.10(4) operated to exclude an order for trial as an 
option for disposition. While it is correct that Rule 38.10(4) provides that an order under subrules (2) and (3) for a trial of issues 
is unavailable in an application to pass accounts, the court never refers to the availability of an order for a trial of issues under 
rule 75.06 
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discretion and inherent jurisdiction to dispose of the application, or order directions on 

any matter touching the accounts as it alone deems appropriate.   

 

If there is a possibility that the parties to an application to pass accounts will not consent 

to an Order Giving Directions before the first appearance, the party/parties should 

arguably bring a motion for directions. The party/parties should not merely turn up in 

court with draft Orders in hand as this may be risky given the powers afforded to the 

court.  

 

The Content of an Order Giving Directions (Toronto)  
The Toronto Estates List practice direction gives some notion about the current content 

of an Order Giving Direction as set out above.109 

 

Specifically, with respect to contested applications to pass accounts, the Order 

Giving Directions should arguably address the following, as applicable:110 

 

• The timing and conduct of a mediation, if in a mandatory 
jurisdiction; 

• The issues to be tried and each party’s position on each issue; 

• The timing and scope of relevant disclosure; 

• The witnesses each party intends to call, the issues each 
witness intends to address, and the anticipated length of each 
witness’ testimony (examination-in-chief and cross-
examination);  

• The procedure to be followed at the hearing, including the 
method of adducing evidence-in-chief; and  

In addition to the Rules of Civil Procedure, creative thinking can give rise to useful 

procedures that might be appropriate to be employed in any given case. Brown J., has 

given the following guidance to counsel on the Commercial List,  who are contemplating 

the mode of trial or summary judgment motion, and these reasons are worthy of  

consideration in the context of passing of accounts applications: 

                                                             
109 Practice Direction, supra note 88, at para 46  
110 Practice Direction, supra note 88, at para 47 
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The 2010 amendments to the Rules of Civil Procedure made available to 
judges and counsel alike a big box of LEGO-like building blocks with 
which they can construct a wide variety of modes of trial: witnesses 
testifying by viva voce evidence; witnesses testifying, in whole or in part, 
by affidavit; using pre-hearing affidavits and cross-examinations as 
examinations for discovery; using pre-hearing affidavits as part of the trial 
evidence-in-chief of a witness and pre-hearing transcripts as part of the 
trial cross-examination of a witness; placing time limits on examinations 
at trial; using written opening statements; pre-trial hot-tubbing by experts; 
and, filing an agreed statement of facts. The range of alternatives is not 
limited by the specific examples identified in the Rules because a judge 
“may give such directions or impose such terms as are just” in respect of 
the trial and make such order as the judge “considers necessary or 
advisable with respect to the conduct of the proceeding”.  

Under our Rules the “conventional trial” no longer exists as a norm; the 
Rules have made the civil trial modular in nature, with counsel and the 
judge able to fashion trials tailor-made to the circumstances of each a 
particular case.  Our Court must use these trial building blocks to offer 
litigants creative, cost-attractive trial options if we stand any hope of 
limiting complex summary judgment motions to the role defined for them 
by the Court of Appeal in the Combined Air decision and preserving the 
role of the public courts as the primary adjudicators of civil cases.111 

The parties must, of course, remember that although the court’s discretion is wide, it will 

be exercised in a principled way. In Newell v. Newell, an objector obtained an Order 

Giving Directions to cross-examine the applicant on his affidavit verifying accounts.112 

The applicant sought and was granted leave to appeal this Order. The Divisional Court 

found that the right to cross-examine at large on an affidavit verifying accounts was too 

broad.113 Instead, the right to cross-examination should be confined to the cross-

examination of those issues directed to be tried. The court said that the procedure on an 

application to pass accounts should be “informal and summary in nature” until after a 

judge decides that there are issues requiring a trial. A pre-hearing cross-examination 

should arguably not be construed as standard practice. 

 

                                                             
111 George Weston Limited v. Domtar Inc., 2012 ONSC 5001 at paras - 36 and 37 
112 Newell v. Newell, 2010 ONSC 5010 (Div. Ct.) at para 29 
113 Newell v. Newell, 2010 ONSC 5010 (Div. Ct.) at para. 29. 
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In crafting an Order Giving Directions, it may therefore be worth considering and 

adhering to the principles enunciated in the case of George Weston Limited114 where it 

was opined that creative, flexible solutions are welcome. Moreover, the principle in 

Newell that the proposed Order Giving Directions satisfy other important values, such 

as procedural fairness and proportionality, especially where the motion for directions will 

be contested is of precedential value.  

Example: Zucker Estate115 

In this case, the estate had a significant value, approximately $43 million. Two of the 

residual beneficiaries made an application for the accounts of the estate to be passed, 

alleging that excessive executor’s compensation was pre-taken and should be repaid to 

the Estate.   

 

There were two executors, one of whom was a partner in an accounting firm. Pursuant 

to an agreement between the partner and the accounting firm, the firm received one-half 

of the executors’ compensation that was paid to the partner personally.  

 

The Court had previously made an Order Giving Directions that required the 

beneficiaries to serve Notices of Objection and for the co-executors to provide 

responses. The beneficiaries had complied with the Order, but the co-executors had not 

responded by the deadline.  

The other co-executor (that is, the non-partner) sought to add the accounting firm 

partnership as a party to the proceeding since it might be liable to repay any excessive 

compensation pursuant to the Partnership Act.  

 

The parties agreed that further directions were required, but they could not agree on the 

terms of an Order. This motion proceeded as a contested motion for directions. Two 

main issues were contested: the appropriate issues for trial and the schedule for the 

steps leading to trial. The parties made submissions on these issues and the Court 

considered them in written reason and likewise in its endorsement made detailed orders 

for directions.  

                                                             
114 George Weston Limited v. Domtar Inc., 2012 ONSC 5001 at paras - 36 and 37 
115 Zucker Estate, 2012 ONSC 2262, see FN 387 
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11.   Estate Trustee Compensation 

Estate trustees, like other trustees are entitled by statute to be compensated for their 

services and the compensation may be fixed on the passing of accounts. 

 

The right to compensation is derived from Section 23(2)116 and Section 61117 of the 

Trustee Act. 

 

Section 61 entitles the trustee to compensation based on a “fair and reasonable 

allowance for his care, pains and trouble, and his time expended in or about the estate.”  

Section 23(2) confers the right on a trustee to be compensated on a passing of 

accounts.  For a trustee there is no statutory guidance stating how compensation is to 

be calculated and no tariff mandated by statute.  Instead, the procedure for assessing 

compensation has evolved mainly from the cases of Laing Estate v. Laing Estate;118 

Flaska Estate;119 Gordon Estate;120 and Jeffery Estate.121 

The case law sets out what developed as the usual percentages and the tariff 

guidelines to be applied and how the process is to be approached. The case of Re 

Toronto General Trust v. Central Ontario Railway Co.122 sets out the five factors to be 

considered as follows: 

                                                             
116Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, s. 23(2) 
(2) Fixing compensation of trustee – Where the compensation payable to a trustee has not been fixed by the instrument creating 
the trust or otherwise, the judge upon the passing of the accounts of the trustee has power to fix the amount of compensation 
payable to the trustee and the trustee is thereupon entitled to retain out of any money held the amount so determined.” 
117 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990,  S. 61 
“61. Allowance to trustees, etc. – (1) A trustee, guardian or personal representative is entitled to such fair and reasonable 
allowance for the care, pains and trouble, and the time expended in and about the estate, as may be allowed by a judge of the 
Superior Court of Justice. 
(2) Though estate not before the court – The amount of such compensation may be settled although the estate is not before 
the court in an action. 
(3) Allowance to personal representative for services – The judge, in passing the accounts of a trustee or of a personal 
representative or guardian, may from time to time allow a fair and reasonable allowance for care, pains and trouble, and time 
expended in or about the estate. 
(4) Allowance to barrister or solicitor trustee for professional services – Where a barrister or solicitor is a trustee, guardian or 
personal representative, and has rendered necessary professional services to the estate, regard may be had in making the 
allowance to such circumstance, and the allowance shall be increased by such amount as may be considered fair and reasonable 
in respect of such services. 
(5) Where allowance fixed by the instrument – Nothing in this section applies where the allowance is fixed by the instrument 
creating the trust. 
118Laing Estate v. Laing Estate (1998), (sub.nom. Laing Estate, Re) 113 O.A.C. 335 (C.A.)  
119Flaska Estate, Re (October 20, 1998), Doc. CA C29542 (Ont. C.A.)  
120 Gordon Estate, Re (October 20, 1998), Doc. CA C30225 (Ont. C.A.) 
121 Jeffrey Estate, Re (1990), 39 E.T.R. 173 (Ont. Surr. Ct.) 
122 Re Toronto General Trust v. Central Ontario Railway Co. (1905), 6 O.W.R. 350 (H.C.), at page 354 
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(1) the size of the trust; 

(2) the care and responsibility involved; 

(3) the time occupied in performing the duties; 

(4) the skill and ability shown; and 

(5) the success resulting from the administration. 

 

The five factors approach relies on the consideration of the factors first, followed by a 

determination of what is fair and reasonable compensation in accordance with s. 61(1) 

of the Trustee Act.  The discretion of the court is quite broad.  The five factors approach 

has been criticized in that it affords a great deal of discretion in the determination of 

compensation. 

 

The percentages approach originated in or about the same time as the five factors 

approach by the case of Farmers’ Loan and Savings Company.123  The current 

percentage guidelines are: 

(1) 2.5% charged on capital receipts; 

(2) 2.5% charged on capital disbursements; 

(3) 2.5% charged on revenue receipts; 

(4) 2.5% charged on revenue disbursements; and 

(5) if the estate is not immediately distributable, an annual care and 

management fee of two-fifths of 1% of the average value of the gross 

assets under administration per annum. 

 

In or about 1988, the Ontario Court of Appeal released its judgment in three 

compensation cases: Re Laing Estate; Re Gordon Estate; and Re Flaska Estate.  

These cases provide the foundation for the judgments that have followed and still 

prevail in determining compensation. There are comprehensive resources on the 

historical development of executor’s compensation and its current application.124  

 

                                                             
123Farmers’ Loan and Savings Co (Re) (1904), 3 O.W.R. 837, at page 389 
124“Executors’ Compensation” by Jordan Atin (1999), 19 E.T.P.J. 1; “Estate Litigation” by Schnurr, B.A., Estate Litigation, 2nd 
ed. (Toronto: Carswell), Chapter 5.7;  and  Jennifer J. Jenkins and H. Mark Scott, “Compensation and Duties of Estate Trustees, 
Guardians & Attorneys” Part I, Compensation for Estate Trustees, Chapters 1 through 4; Oosterhoff, A., “Indemnity of Estate 
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The three Court of Appeal cases established that a two-step process in effect would 

take place where the usual percentages are first applied and then the appropriateness 

of the result checked against the five factors. Sometimes a special fee is sought as part 

of a compensation claim, but generally speaking, is rarely awarded except in 

exceptional cases where there has been for example, protracted litigation or ongoing 

management and/or litigation concerning for instance, a business.  Similarly, the court is 

sometimes asked to reduce compensation where the percentages approach would have 

the result of over-compensation having regard to the size of the estate.125 

 

The court’s jurisdiction and discretion is not absolute and exceptions apply where 

compensation is fixed by statute, or the instrument itself, for example the Will, Trust, 

Power of Attorney document, guardianship order, or otherwise by agreement, or 

contract. 

12.   Attorney/Guardian Compensation  
 

In contrast to that of a trustee, The SDA, Section 40, provides that an attorney for 

property may take an annual compensation from the property under its control and in 

accordance with the prescribed fee schedule.126  The current rate is set at 3% on 

receipts and disbursements and three-fifths of 1% as a care and management fee, 

provided there is no express provision in a Continuing Power of Attorney document for 

compensation. If the compensation is predetermined in a Continuing Power of Attorney 

for Property document, then that arrangement will govern the compensation to be taken. 

Under the SDA a guardian for property or an attorney, uniquely have a statutory right to 

compensation. The compensation may be taken monthly, quarterly, or annually.127 If 

consent in writing is given by the OPGT and by the incapable person’s guardian or 

attorney under a Power of Attorney for Personal Care, if any, the guardian of property or 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    
Trustees as Applied in Recent Cases The Advocates  Quarterly, April 2013, a revised version of Professor Oosterhoff’s paper 
delivered at the STEP Toronto Branch Conference on January 9, 2013, para 6.2 and 6.3 
125 Re Kilgore Estate (April 25, 1984) Doc. 25014/47 (Ont. Surr. Ct.) 
126 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30, Ontario Regulation 26/95, s. 1(a) through (c) 
“1.  For the purposes of subsection 40(1) of the Act, a guardian of property or an attorney under a continuing power of attorney 
shall be entitled, subject to an increase under subsection 40(3) of the Act or an adjustment pursuant to a passing of the guardian’s 
or attorney’s accounts under section 42 of the Act, to compensation of, 

(a) 3 per cent on capital and income receipts; 
(b) 3 percent on capital and income disbursements; and 
(c) three-fifths of 1 per cent on the annual average value of the assets as a care and management fee. 

127Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40(2) 
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attorney for property may take compensation in an amount greater than the prescribed 

fee schedule.128  Where the OPGT is the guardian or attorney, and where court 

approved, they may take an amount greater than the prescribed fee schedule as well.129 

 

To some extent, the standard of care that applies to a guardian of property or attorney 

depends upon whether compensation is received or not.  Subsection 32(8) of the SDA 

states that: “A guardian who receives compensation for managing a property shall 

exercise a degree of care, diligence and skill that a person in the business of managing 

a property of others is required to exercise.”  Likewise under subsection 32(9), the same 

applies to the OPGT.  Under subsection 32(7), a guardian of property who does not 

receive compensation is judged by a lower standard and is only required to “exercise a 

degree of care, diligence and skill that a person of ordinary prudence would exercise in 

the conduct of his or her own affairs.”  

 

Rule 74.16 of the Rules of Civil Procedure applies similarly to passings of accounts by 

attorneys and guardians alike. 

 

13.   Pre-Taking of Estate Trustee Compensation  

Generally speaking, although there is some discrepancy in the case law, the pre-taking 

of compensation by estate trustees or trustees in Ontario is considered to be 

unacceptable practice. 

 

Historically, the case of William George King Trust130 held that pre-taking was 

appropriate where the compensation was for work already performed or expenses 

already disbursed.  However, the cases of Pilo Estate,131 Re Knoch Estate,132 and Re 

Flaska,133  all support the premise of the court’s general disapproval of pre-taking 

unless the estate trustee obtains court approval, or alternatively the pre-taking is on 

consent of all interested parties who are not under disability. 

                                                             
128Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30, s. 40(3)(a)  
129 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40(3)(b) 
130 Re William George King Trust (1994), 2 E.T.R. (2d) 123 (O.C.G.D) 
131 Re Pilo Estate [1998] O.J. No. 4521 (O.C.G.D.) 
132 Knoch, Re (1982), 12 E.T.R. 162 
133 Flaska Estate, Re (October 20, 1998), Doc. CA C29542 (Ont. C.A.) 
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The court in Re Andrachuk134 declined the application of Re Knoch135 where 

compensation referred to directly in the Will permitted compensation to be paid from 

time to time.  The court permitted the pre-taking of compensation in Re Andrachuk.136  It 

is difficult to predict with any certainty, the outcome of the pre-taking of compensation 

given the inconsistent treatment by courts historically, and given some of the statutory 

provisions, for example, the SDA, s. 40,137 which permits pre-taking compensation for 

guardians and attorneys. 

 

Again, note the SDA,138 a guardian or attorney can pre-take compensation monthly, 

quarterly or annually.139 

14.   Compensation Fixed by Will, Testamentary Instrument, or Agreement  

Sometimes the Will document will fix the compensation to be awarded to the estate 

trustee.  There is a vast body of case law on this subject alone.  The overall conclusion 

to be drawn from the case law seems to suggest that unless the Will document fixes the 

compensation with specificity, the compensation will be open to attack and can later be 

reduced or adjusted by the court.140 

 

There is a presumption where there is a bequest in a Will to an estate trustee that this 

bequest is given in respect of full compensation for services rendered.141 

 

Compensation may also be fixed by agreement, particularly where there are corporate 

or professional trustees appointed, or where an estate trustee during litigation is court 

appointed.  The Estates Act, s. 28, provides for the reasonable remuneration of an 

                                                             
134 Re Andrachuk Estate (2000) 32 E.T.R. (2d) 1 (Ont. S.C.J.)  See also Cheney v. Byrne (Litigation Guardian of), 9 E.T.R. (3d) 236 
135 Knoch, Re (1982), 12 E.T.R. 162 
136 Re Andrachuk Estate (2000) 32 E.T.R. (2d) 1 (Ont. S.C.J.) 
137 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40 
138 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40 
139 Substitute Decisions Act,1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30, , s. 40(2) 
140 Re Andrachuk Estate (2000) 32 E.T.R. (2d) 1 (Ont. S.C.J.)  
141 Jennifer J. Jenkins and H. Mark Scott, “Compensation and Duties of Estate Trustees, Guardians & Attorneys” Part I, Compensation 
for Estate Trustees,  at Chapter 8, “Legacies in Lieu of Compensation”  
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estate trustee during litigation142 which compensation should properly be the subject of 

a court order so as to limit controversial issues from arising on a future passing. 

 

As to Compensation Agreements, the Trustee Act, ss. 23(2) and 61(5) remove from the 

court, the discretion and jurisdiction afforded in determining compensation when it is 

fixed by arrangement.  The Agreement is binding if contained in the Will, Codicil, Trust 

or testamentary instrument incorporated by reference therein or directly related to the 

testamentary instrument.143 

 

Compensation is also affected by the number of trustees—for example, where co-

trustees exist, generally speaking, compensation is to be shared.  If the trustees cannot 

agree on the terms of compensation, advice and directions may be sought from the 

court. 

15.   Compensation and the Power of Attorney Document 

Section 40(1) of the SDA permits an attorney under a Continuing Power of Attorney for 

Property  as well as a guardian of property to take compensation in accordance with the 

fee scale prescribed by the Regulation, mandating a statutory right to compensation 

(and to pre-take compensation).  A different level of compensation may be 

contemplated and therefore, there may be a clause within the document or court order 

reflecting same. It is important to review the governing document, since a court will be 

reluctant to interfere with its terms on compensation.  

 

In contrast to attorneys for property, the SDA does not provide for compensation for an 

attorney for personal care. No regulation or statute exists to date that authorizes the 

taking of compensation by personal care attorneys.  The case of Re Brown144 provided 

for the first time, that the court does have jurisdiction to award compensation for 

                                                             
142Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21,   Section 28 
“28. Administration pending action – Pending an action touching the validity of the will of a deceased person, or for obtaining, 
recalling or revoking any probate or grant of administration, the Superior Court of Justice has jurisdiction to grant 
administration in the case of intestacy and may appoint an administrator of the property of the deceased person, and the 
administrator so appointed has all the rights and powers of a general administrator, other than the right of distributing the 
residue of the property, and every such administrator is subject to the immediate control and direction of the court, and the court 
may direct that such administrator shall receive out of the property of the deceased such reasonable remuneration as the court 
considers proper.”  
143 Re Robertson, [1949] O.R. 427 
144 Re Brown (1999), 31 E.T.R. (2d) 164 (Ont. S.C.J.) 
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legitimate services rendered by an attorney or committee of an incapable person.  Since 

Re Brown, the case of Cheney v. Byrne145 further supports the proposition of 

compensation made payable by court order to individuals acting as attorneys for 

personal care.  However, regard should be had to the contrast in the decision of Shibley 

Estate.146 In this case the Applicant’s claim for personal care compensation was 

disallowed in part, due to conduct; and also on the basis that a parent is presumed to 

provide care without a requirement for compensation – decision of Molloy. J.   

 

16.    Personal Care Guardian Compensation 

The appointed guardian of the person may wish to apply to the court for compensation 

in respect of the person.  The SDA does not regulate or prescribe compensation for a 

guardian of the person, though the Court has been known to make such awards on 

application.  The guardianship of the person involves ethical implications concerning the 

payment of a person in carrying out life and death decisions being made on behalf of an 

individual with disability, and therefore compensation claimed remains in the jurisdiction 

and discretion of the court so as to prevent the obvious potential for abuse.  

 

(a) The case of Re Brown147 was a case where a trust company was 

appointed as the guardian of the property, and of the person. In the course 

of passing its accounts, an objection was raised by the OPGT to a claim 

for personal care services compensation. The Court made an award 

based on the following observations:  

(b) there is no statutory prohibition against such compensation; 

(c) the fact that the legislature has not passed a statute, or regulation 

providing for the payment of compensation to a guardian of the person, or 

                                                             
145 Cheney v. Byrne, (Litigation Guardian of) (2004) 9 E.T.R. (3rd ) 236 (Ont. S.C.J.)  
146 Shibley Estate, Re [2004] O.J. No. 5246 (Ont. S.C.J.) 
147 Re Brown- 1999 CarswellOnt 4628, 31 E.T.R. (2d) 164, followed in Cheney v Byrne (Litigation Guardian of) 2004 
CarswellOnt 2674, [2004] O.J. No. 2773, 9 E.T.R. (3d) 236 (Ont. S.C.J. Jun 23, 2004) Judicially considered 3 times), followed in 
Kiomall v Kiomall, 2009 CarswellOnt 2246 (Ont. S.C.J. Apr 27, 2009);  and Sandhu (Litigation Guardian of ) v. Wellington 
Place Apartments, 2006 CarswellOnt 3668, [2006] O.J. No. 2448 (Ont S.C.J. Jun 16, 2006) (Judicially considered 5 times) 
followed in: Giusti (Litigation Guardian of) v, Scarborough Hospital, 2008 CarswellOnt 2769, 167 A.C.W.S.  (3d) 887,[2008] 
W.D.F.L. 3403, [2008] O.J. No. 1899, 57 C.P.C. (6th) 275 (Ont. S.C.J. May 13, 2008) (Judicially considered 5 times); Marcoccia 
(Litigation Guardian of) v Gill, 2007 CarswellOnt 2087 (Ont. S.C.J. Apr 05, 2007); Ward v Manufacturers Life Insurance Co., 
2007 CarswellOnt 41, [2007] O.J. No. 37, 29 E.T.R. (3d) 233, 46 C.C.L.I (4th) 139, 25 B.L.R. (4th) 327 (Ont S.C.J. Jan 04, 2007) 
(Judicially considered 3 times)  
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fixed in the manner in which it is to be calculated, does not prevent the 

court from awarding it and fixing it;  

(d) Section 32(12) of the SDA does not oust the application of Section 61(1) 

of the Trustee Act148, as the basis for awarding compensation to a 

guardian. However, the use of the word “estate” in the latter section, 

implies a guardian of a property rather than a guardian of the person;  

(e) The court does have jurisdiction to award compensation for legitimate 

services rendered by a committee of a person to an incapable person so 

found, provided there is sufficient evidence of the nature and extent of the 

services provided, and evidence from which a reasonable amount can be 

fixed for compensation;  

(f) The court routinely deals with claims for compensation for work done or 

services rendered in a variety of situations, and there is no reason, in the 

absence of any statutory prohibition, for rejecting such a claim, simply 

because it is made by a committee of the person;  

(g) Compensation for services rendered by a committee of the person must 

be determined differently from that awarded to a committee of property; in 

the latter case, traditionally, the courts have awarded compensation based 

upon a percentage of the value of the property administered. That method 

does not lend itself to fixing fair compensation for services rendered by a 

committee of the person;  

(h) The hallmark of such compensation must be reasonableness.  The 

services must have been either necessary or desirable and reasonable.  

The amount claimed must also be reasonable; 

(i) The reasonableness of the claim for compensation will be a matter to be 

determined by the court in each case, bearing  in mind the need for the 

services, the nature of the services provided; the qualifications of the 

person providing the services, the value of such services and the period 

over which the services were furnished.  This is not meant to be an 

exhaustive list but merely illustrative of factors that will have to be 

considered, depending upon the context in question; and  

                                                             
148 The Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990 
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(j) There must be some evidentiary foundation to support the claim for 

compensation. 

 

In Re Brown, the Court observed there is no statutory prohibition against such 

compensation and, though concluding that the committee had acted reasonably and 

appropriately in providing the personal care services it did, with no duplication in the 

amounts claimed for compensation for acting as committee of the person, was however 

left without any evidentiary basis upon which to calculate the value of services and the 

reasonableness of the amount claimed, and therefore dismissed the claim for 

compensation for personal care services.  

 

This issue was also before the Court in Cheney v Byrne.149  The Court found that there 

is no statutory prohibition against the making of an award of compensation to persons 

acting as attorneys for personal care, specifically referred to Section 46(3) of the SDA, 

providing that a person unrelated to the incapable person may not act as an attorney for 

personal care if the person also provides care for compensation.  The Court referred to 

the test in Re Brown, and opined that courts routinely dealt with claims for 

compensation for work performed or services rendered in a variety of circumstances, 

akin to a quantum meruit claim for services rendered, and made an award to the 

personal care attorney, although discounted the hourly rate claimed.  The court 

commented that the applicants kept serious and accurate dockets for the time spent in 

managing the person’s personal care in that case.  

 

In the Sandhu case150 the court found in favour of a case for an award for compensation 

for a non-corporate guardian of the person in an amount of annual compensation.  

 

In Kiomall v Kiomall151 which is a more recent decision of the Honourable Mr. Justice 

Brown in 2009, compensation was sought in respect of a guardian of the person in the 

amount of $45,000.00 for a period spanning 3 to 4 years.  The court made an analysis 

                                                             
149 Cheney v Byrne (Litigation Guardian of) 2004 CarswellOnt 2674, [2004] O.J. No. 2773, 9 E.T.R. (3d) 236 (Ont. S.C.J. Jun 23, 
2004) 
150 Sandhu (Litigation Guardian of ) v. Wellington Place Apartments, 2006 CarswellOnt 3668, [2006] O.J. No. 2448 (Ont S.C.J. Jun 16, 
2006) 
151 Kiomall v Kiomall, 2009 CarswellOnt 2246 (Ont. S.C.J. Apr 27, 2009) 
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of the statutory provisions, referred to Cheney v Byrne and reviewed the hours spent 

providing care in the context of the value of the property of the incapable person.  In this 

case, compensation was awarded to the guardian of the person.  There was a reduction 

because the amount claimed was thought to be too high, with a degree of risk to the 

incapable person’s property.  Accordingly, the reasonableness of the amount of the 

compensation awarded had to be assessed in the context of the specific financial 

circumstances of the incapable person.  In other words, the award had to be 

proportionate to the property.  

 

Moreover, in the case of Giusti,152, an allocation was made for past attendant care to 

the parents. 

 

Finally, payments to third parties, for instance: to solicitors for estate trustee work,153 for 

investment advice and accounting fees in respect of the preparation of accounts, and to 

real estate agents re commissions, may all impact the level of compensation to the 

estate trustee or trustee.  The general principles affecting compensation may be more 

fully accessed in the referenced text of: “Compensation and Duties of Estate Trustees, 

Guardians & Attorneys”.154  Also be careful to note the provisions of the Trustee Act, s. 

61(4).155 

17. Compensation Generally 

The conduct of the estate trustee can and will impact compensation as referenced in 

Section 49(2) of the Estates Act.  The court may reduce compensation for the failure to 

discharge fiduciary duties and for improper conduct.156 

 

                                                             
152 Giusti (Litigation Guardian of) v, Scarborough Hospital, 2008 CarswellOnt 2769, 167 A.C.W.S.  (3d) 887,[2008] W.D.F.L. 3403, 
[2008] O.J. No. 1899, 57 C.P.C. (6th) 275 (Ont. S.C.J. May 13, 2008) 
153 Re Schroeter Estate (2001), 47 E.T.R. (2d) 137; Bott v. Macaulay Estate, 18 E.T.R (3d) 15, 76 O.R. (3d) 422; 
Henry Estate, Re (1998), 24 E.T.R. (2d) 139 (O.G.D.) 
154 Jennifer J. Jenkins and H. Mark Scott,“Compensation and Duties of Estate Trustees, Guardians & Attorneys” Part I, Compensation 
for Estate Trustees,  at Chapter 5 
155 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990,  s. 61(4): Allowance to barrister or solicitor trustee for professional services – Where a barrister or solicitor 
is a trustee, guardian or personal representative, and has rendered necessary professional services to the estate, regard may be had in 
making the allowance to such circumstances, and the allowance shall be increased by such amount as may be considered fair and 
reasonable in respect of such services. 
156 Carley Estate, Re (1944), 4 E.T.R. (2d) 102 (O.G.D.) and 4 E.T.R. (2d) 102 
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Notably, Section 35 of the Trustee Act157 gives the court jurisdiction to excuse an estate 

trustee or personal representative in respect of a breach of trust. The estate trustee’s 

conduct concerning a breach of trust where there is a loss sustained by the property of 

the deceased for failure to act prudently or to treat beneficiaries with an even hand, for 

loss of interest or improper payments, can all result in a reduction of compensation.  

Section 27 of the Trustee Act is also of assistance on the issue of relief from honest 

breach. The relevant provisions of the Trustee Act are as follows: s. 27(1), 27(7) and 

27(8).  Attorneys and guardians, as suggested above, must also act in accordance with 

the standard of care applicable to an attorney or guardian.158 

 

That said, while attorneys and guardians must act in accordance with a particular 

standard of care, the SDA is not as extensive as s. 49 of the Estates Act in setting out 

the nature and extent to which the court may address such misconduct. Nevertheless, 

scrutinizing the conduct of fiduciaries is well within the inherent jurisdiction of the court.  

 

Requests for the reduction and the increase of compensation, account for many of the 

applications brought before the court on passings of account.  The requests for 

reduction of compensation often relate to the conduct of the trustee. The requests for 

increased compensation not only relate to the complexity of the proceedings, but often 

the conduct of the beneficiaries where the estate or the trust has involved litigation.  The 

cost consequences in relation to these applications, which usually arise through the 

result of some protracted litigation, also account for increasing case law concerning all 

of these identified issues, on a passing of accounts.  A synopsis of some significant 

court decisions will now follow. 

 

                                                             
157Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990,  Section 35: (1) Relief of trustees committing technical breach of trust – (1) If in any proceeding affecting a 
trustee or trust property it appears to the court that a trustee, or that any person who may be held to be fiduciarily responsible as a trustee, 
is or may be personally liable for any breach of trust whenever the transaction alleged or found to be a breach of trust occurred, but has 
acted honestly and reasonably, and ought fairly to be excused for the breach of trust, and for omitting to obtain the directions of the court 
in the matter in which the trustee committed the breach, the court may relieve the trustee either wholly or partly from personal liability 
for the same. (2) Application – Subsection (1) does not apply to liability for a loss to the trust arising from the investment of trust 
property.  
158Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30, , Section 32(7), (8), (9), Section 38 and Section 32; A more in-depth analysis may be 
found in Jennifer J. Jenkins and H. Mark Scott, “Compensation and Duties of Estate Trustees, Guardians & Attorneys” Part I, 
Compensation for Estate Trustees, Chapter 10 
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Generally speaking, the Estate Trustee During Litigation is “entitled” to compensation on 

the same basis as an Estate Trustee.159 

 

There are of course differences in the statutory language as between the Estates Act160 

and the Trustee Act that affect entitlement and the basis of the calculation.161 The 

distinction is in the language of one statute being permissive entitlement to 

compensation and in the other mandatory.162  

18. Lessons Learned: Recent Trends Elicited From a Selection of Noteworthy 
Contested Passing of Accounts Decisions 

I. Estate Trustee Accounts  

(a) Irwin v. Robinson163 

In Irwin v. Robinson, the issues on a contested passing of accounts concerned the 

treatment of interest on monies paid out in error to a beneficiary, the amount of 

executor’s compensation claimed, and the assessment of significant legal fees of the 

parties in the administration of a simple estate where there was significant delay. 

 

As to the first issue of an amount of money wrongly paid out by the co-trustees to the 

benefit of one co-trustee, Horkins J., on the evidence presented to her, found that the 

co-trustee to whom the money had been paid, should pay back to the estate, 100% of 

the interest earned on the monies in a manner to be deducted from the co-trustee's 

share of the estate not yet received.  One of the co-trustees was a solicitor on whom the 

other co-trustee purported to rely in terms of advice concerning the administration of the 

estate.  On this point, Horkins J. stated: 

 

I accept that at some point Robinson asked Irwin what she was supposed to do.  
However, there is nothing in writing to document these “repeated” requests that 
Robinson says she made.  Ignorance of one’s role as an estate trustee is not an 
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160 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990 c. E.21, S.28 
161 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990 c. T.23, S.61 
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excuse.  If Robinson really believed she had an understanding that she was to 
rely “exclusively” on Irwin, I would expect to see such an understanding 
confirmed in writing and it was not. 
 

On the issue of compensation in respect of the solicitor co-trustee, the issues before the 

court were the amount of compensation to be received by Irwin and whether or not Irwin 

was entitled to a care and management fee.  Horkins J., found that the skill and ability of 

the solicitor co-trustee, Irwin, was well below what is expected.  Her Honour added that 

it should not have been necessary for the beneficiaries to retain counsel and obtain a 

court order to pass the accounts.  Horkins J., found Irwin and Robinson both to blame 

for the poor administration of an estate that could have been finalized within the 

“executor’s year.”  In applying the tariff guidelines, s. 61 of the Trustee Act164 as well as 

the tariff percentage approach and the five factors approach in Toronto General Trust 

Corporation v. Central Ontario R.W. Co.,165 Horkins J., considered the possibility of 

awarding zero compensation, but stated the outcome would be “too harsh” and reduced 

the tariff amount by 50% in respect of the solicitor co-trustee’s compensation. 

 

On the claim for a care and management fee, Horkins J., found no justification and 

denied any such award based on principles set out in Brown Trust Re.166  

 

Finally, on the assessment of legal costs,167 Horkins J., very critical of both trustees, 

stated they should never have been incurred in the first place and found all the legal 

fees and disbursements incurred by the solicitor co-trustee, Irwin, should be borne by 

her personally and not the estate.  In respect of the other co-trustee, Robinson, Horkins 

J., ordered that 50% of her fees be made payable by the estate and the other 50% be 

made payable by her personally.  As to the beneficiary’s legal costs, Horkins J., ordered 

that they be made payable out of the estate. 

                                                             
164 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990,  s. 61 
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(b) Drindak v. Bachinski Estate168 

In respect of a solicitor's performing trustee’s work, McCartney J., in Drindak v. 

Bachinski Estate, was asked to “top up” the usual fees on the basis of difficulty and 

delay in the administration brought about by the objections, of various beneficiaries.  

McCartney J., did make an additional partial award.  McCartney J., distinguished 

entitlement to indemnification for costs as between those reasonably incurred, including 

legal costs and the litigation costs; but stated the estate administration costs were a 

different matter which did not entitle the trustee to any additional fees based on the 

percentages and five factors approach.  McCartney J., cited Widdifield on Executors 

and Trustees, 6th Edition, as follows: 

 

4.5.6. SOLICITOR DOING TRUSTEE’S WORK 
 
An executor is entitled to employ a solicitor and be reimbursed for the fees 
incurred but not where the solicitor does work that the executor might 
properly have done himself, such as writing ordinary letters, attendances to 
pay premiums on policies, doing banking and, generally speaking 
performing services which an ordinary layman ought to be able to do 
without the intervention of a solicitor…  
 
Organizing the financial records relating to the deceased’s business is 
executor’s work and not generally something that a prudent executor would 
engage a solicitor to do… If a solicitor is paid from estate funds for doing 
executor’s work, that should be considered in fixing the executor’s 
compensation...   
 
In Smith, Re, supra, the solicitors fees were reduced by an amount 
attributable to services that should have been rendered by the executor.  
However, the solicitor was allowed, in addition to his fees for legal work, an 
amount for executor’s work properly delegated to him. 
   

(c) Rade Estate169  

In Re Rade Estate, Greer J., removed Joseph Pocock as estate trustee and ordered 

that Pocock personally bear 50% of the legal costs of the German beneficiaries who 
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had to retain Ontario counsel in respect of the court passing.  The amount Pocock was 

ordered to pay personally amounted to $36,639.08 by way of certified cheque or money 

order payable to the deceased’s estate.  The other 50% was ordered to be paid out of 

the capital of the estate.   

 

A word of caution concerning this judgment—any of the fees deducted by Greer J., 

were ordered not to be borne by the German beneficiaries and the law firm representing 

them since, as Greer J., stated:  “I have fixed the fee and the Law Firm will have to write 

the balance off accordingly with an order to go to that effect.”  In respect of Pocock’s 

legal costs, he was ordered to pay all of his own accounts personally with no legal fees 

being charged to the estate.  In respect of the law firm writing off the balance, it was 

noted in the deductions made by Greer J., that there was duplication of time by two 

senior counsel on the file which Greer J., stated:  “…amounts to double billing”. In this 

case, the court was extremely critical as evidenced in the outcome of the Orders and 

Judgment of the Estate Trustee's taking 13 years to administer an estate still not 

completed. 

(d) Freeman Estate170  

Re Freeman Estate, concerned a contested passing of accounts where three co-

trustees made a claim for compensation in the amount of $71,722.19; and in respect of 

costs on the passing of accounts in the amount of $14,518.70. 

 

The objections raised included: that the estate trustees’ claim for compensation was 

excessive; the estate solicitor’s fee was excessive and included executor’s work; the 

estate trustees improperly pre-took compensation; and that the estate trustees should 

bear their own legal costs.  Perell J., considered s. 61(1) of the Trustee Act171 as well as 

the court’s general approach to establishing an estate trustee’s compensation as set out 

in the cases of Laing Estate v. Hines; Re Jeffrey Estate; Re Toronto General Trust and 

Central Ontario Railway Co. and Re Gordon Estate,172 as well as Re Schroeter 
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Estate,173 Wood Estate v. Wood;174 and Re Mortimer.175 In fixing compensation, Perell 

J., followed the Court of Appeal’s Judgment of Killeen J., in Re Jeffrey Estate176 at page 

179:   

To me, the case law and common sense dictate that the audit judge 
should first test the compensation claims using the “percentages” 
approach and then as it were, cross-check or confirm the mathematical 
result against the “five factors” approach set out in Re Toronto General 
Trusts and Central Ontario Railway, [1995] O.J. No. 536, supra.  Usually, 
counsel will, in argument, set out a factual background against which the 
five factors can be brought to bear on the case at hand.  Additionally, the 
judge will consider whether an extra allowance should be made for 
management, based on special circumstances.  The result of this testing 
process should enable the judge to determine whether the claims are 
excessive or not and, in the result, will enable the judge to make 
adjustments as required.  The process is not scientific but is not intended 
to be: in the estate context, it is a search for an award which reflects 
fairness to the executor; in a real sense, the search is for an appropriate 
quantum meruit award in a unique setting. 177 
 

Perell J., was satisfied on the accounts before him that the co-estate trustees were 

entitled to the compensation claimed, including the compensation to complete the 

administration of the estate.  Perell J., however, did order deductions in the amount of in 

or about $20,000.00 calculated on duplication of work that ought to have been done by 

the estate trustees as opposed to those delegated to perform the work, including 

accountant’s invoices and legal fees, and loss of interest in respect of compensation 

that was pre-taken. Perell J., concluded that the estate trustees were not authorized to 

pre-take compensation and applied the principles in Re Knoch, Cheney v. Byrne, and 

Re Pilo Estate.178 

 

There was a further deduction made for failure to invest, calculated at a per diem rate.  

In respect of the costs on the passing of accounts, Perell J., found that the estate 
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trustees were entitled to their costs as there was divided success.  The legal costs were 

allowed in full in respect of the estate trustees.  In respect of the objector, $18,000.00 of 

the $43,947.73 for costs and disbursements and G.S.T. was allowed and awarded, 

payable out of the estate. 

 

In additional reasons released on October 10, 2007,179 costs of the passing were 

addressed. Perell J., on the basis that success was divided on the contested issues, did 

not find significant cause to deny any parties the costs payable from the estate.  Perell 

J., did however, make mention of the view that counsel should have been able to settle 

the dispute without the need for a formal passing of accounts.  His Honour noted the 

“intransigence” of the parties in the correspondence, but stated it to be bilateral to each 

party.  Perrell J., noted one of the parties’ costs to be excessive, and without written 

submissions as he directed.  The other fees were viewed as fair. 

 

(e)  Archibald Estate180  

In the contested passing of accounts matter of Re Archibald Estate, the issue 

concerned a fight over estate-trustee compensation and a care and management fee. 

Perell J., in his analysis concluded that executor’s compensation was made payable 

pursuant to the terms of the Will of the deceased and not pursuant to s. 61 of the 

Trustee Act181 and again applied the factors in the leading cases of Laing Estate and Re 

Jeffrey Estate.182  Applying the percentages approach against the five factors approach, 

Perell J., concluded that the accounts should be passed as submitted, with the 

exception of the care and management fee claimed in the amount of $41,335.98, which 

should be reduced from the executor’s compensation claim.  In respect of the estate 

trustee’s costs, written submissions were requested. 
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(f) O’Sullivan v O’Sullivan 183 

In yet a further Judgment of Perell J., in the matter of O’Sullivan v. O’Sullivan where 

again the issue in contention concerned the compensation of the estate trustee, Perell 

J., applied s. 61(1) of the Trustee Act184 as well as the leading cases of Laing Estate; 

Re Jeffrey Estate; Re Toronto General Trust v. Central Ontario Railway Co., and Re 

Gordon Estate185 in calculating the estate trustee’s compensation. The compensation 

claimed, included a figure for a management fee, which was disallowed. Otherwise the 

compensation as claimed was reduced in accordance with the five adjusting factors set 

out in the case law. Perell J., ordered that each party’s costs be paid and made payable 

from the estate. 

 

(g) Re Anthony Estate186  

In Re Anthony Estate, an estate trustee applied to increase his level of compensation, 

yet MacDougall J., found that the trustee failed to comply with his legal duties and 

contributed to delays and legal costs incurred in administering what was a small estate.  

No basis was found for an increased level of compensation so that compensation was 

fixed in accordance with the statement for $5,026.25.  Though there was a pre-taking of 

compensation, the deceased’s Will provided that any excess of compensation was to be 

repaid to the estate by the trustee.  On the legal costs incurred, it appears all costs were 

made payable out of the assets of the estate. 

(h) Hughson v Hume Estate187  

In Hughson v. Hume Estate, the estate trustee claimed $38,964.25 for expenses he 

incurred on behalf of the estate in the administration, and a fee of $15,000.00 for 

compensation.  The estate trustee claimed further that he had a claim for care, stating 

that he administered care to the deceased while she was alive.  Bolan J., disallowed 
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this claim.  In respect of a further claim for compensation and expenses, Bolan J., 

determined that a fair and reasonable amount would be $5,000.00. 

 

(i)  Watterworth Estate, Re188 

The actions of beneficiaries insisting on a passing of accounts will be addressed by the 

courts contrary to the traditional awarding of costs in estate matters.  In Re Watterworth 

Estate it was held by Fleury J., that, to permit the beneficiary to obtain costs against the 

estate in circumstances where the beneficiary was solely responsible for causing 

serious and unnecessary delay and complexity in the passing of accounts, would 

constitute a travesty of justice and would encourage parties in estate matters to be 

litigious. Although there is no authority to award costs against a beneficiary in the 

passing of an accounts, it was held that a beneficiary could be denied his own costs as 

a result of his behaviour, which was unnecessarily obstructionist 

 

(j)  Estate of Thomas Walter Wood189  

The Estate of Thomas Walter Wood and the Judgment of Glass J., is worthy of note in 

that the objector, David Wood, objected to the passing of accounts of the estate trustee 

on the basis of excessive fees being charged throughout the administration of the 

estate.  David Wood forced a contested passing of accounts wherein the court found 

there was nothing legitimately raised about which to complain.  In addition, an offer to 

settle was made by the trustee with notice to David Wood that if he insisted on a formal 

passing of accounts there would be a request that he pay the costs.  Glass J., found 

that David Wood caused a process that was not needed.  The trustee’s compensation 

was fixed as claimed, and the costs for the passing of the accounts and the application 

to wind up and dissolve two corporations was fixed in the amount of $44,621.00 

inclusive of G.S.T., and ordered to be paid by David Wood.  Glass J., stated that it 

would be unfair to the other beneficiaries to share in the unnecessary costs ultimately 

awarded against David Wood in his personal capacity fixed on a full indemnity basis. 
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(k) Estate of Michael Picov190 

This principle of awarding costs against an unnecessarily obstreperous objector 

considered in the Estate of Michael Picov, deceased, where the highlighted issues 

appeared as follows: 

[7] This claim by the Estate of Elsie Picov for costs, raises the following 
issues: 

(a) Under what circumstances, if any, will a beneficiary who 
objects to the passing of accounts, be ordered to pay the 
costs incurred by the solicitors for the Estate Trustee and for 
other interested parties, in connection with the contested 
passing of accounts hearing? 

(b) Should an order that the Objectors (or any one or more of 
them pay some or all of the costs incurred by the Estate 
Trustee and the Estate of Elsie Picov in connection with 
preparation for a contested passing of accounts hearing be 
made in this case? 

(c) If so, what is the appropriate scale of costs? 

(d) If, in my discretion costs are to be paid by any one or more of 
the Objectors, what amount(s) should be fixed for those 
costs?  

 

In this case Spies J., at paragraph 51, takes into consideration the Re Watterworth191 

analysis.  Spies J., provides the following worthy detailed analysis:  

There is certainly a trend in the cases to order that an executor who has 
caused an estate unnecessary expense for one reason or another, be 
personally responsible for those costs…   
 

In this case192 Spies J., did not make an order as to costs against the objectors for the 

costs of preparing for a contested passing of accounts for the reasons set out in her 

Judgment as follows: 
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[36] There appear to be no cases where costs have been awarded 
against objectors where there has been a late withdrawal of objections.  Mr. 
Woods, counsel for the Elsie Estate, argues that the proceedings had 
become adversarial, due to the position of the Objectors, and as such they 
should personally pay the costs associated with the adversarial proceedings 
on a substantial indemnity basis. 
 
[37] Mr. Woods relies on Section 131(1) of the Courts of Justice Act, 
which provides that the costs of and incidental to a proceeding or a step in a 
proceeding are in the discretion of the court, and the court may determine 
by whom and to what extent the costs shall be paid.  As set out below, that 
provision of the Courts of Justice Act applies here by there are a number of 
cases that consider how the court should exercise its discretion in cases 
involving contested passing of account hearings. 
 
[38] Mr. Woods referred me to Rules 23.05 and 37.09 of the Rules of Civil 
Procedure but in my view neither of those rules apply here.  The Objectors 
did not discontinue a proceeding or abandon a motion. 
 
[39] Mr. Woods relies on a number of decisions, including Re Wright 
Estate193.  In that case, Justice Sheard noted that it is usual in an estate 
audit, even when there are matters in dispute, for all costs of the audit to 
be paid out of the estate (paras. 16-17).  He found in that case, however, 
that the accounts of the executors were required to be brought in for audit at 
the insistence of one of the four residuary beneficiaries and that it thus 
became an adversarial proceeding, namely, that beneficiary versus the two 
executors, focused on the quantum of the compensation.  The beneficiary 
was the successful litigant and as Justice Sheard noted, if costs of both 
sides were paid out of the estate, she, to the extent of her quarter interest, 
would be paying the legal expenses of her adversaries.  He found that the 
costs of the beneficiary and the successful party, should be paid by the 
unsuccessful parties, namely, the two executors, and not out of the estate.  
Given Justice Sheard’s observation that costs are usually paid out of the 
estate even when matters are in dispute, it is not clear from his decisions 
why he determined that this case crossed the line and was sufficiently 
adversarial to justify the costs order that he made. 
 
[40] A similar conclusion was reached by Justice Greer in Re Pilo 
Estate194 following a six-day Contested Passing of Accounts.  In that case, 
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Justice Greer considered the matter of costs of that hearing as a usual 
adversarial proceeding and in reliance on the fact that the beneficiaries kept 
making reasonable offers to settle which ought to have been accepted by 
the executors and were not, found that they were entitled to reimbursement 
of their full solicitor/client costs.  One of the executors also applied for costs. 
Justice Greer found that one executor, a lawyer, Peres, was unrealistic 
throughout the whole of the litigation regarding his own expectations as 
both a solicitor and as an executor.  As an officer of the court he was 
deemed to know the law but did not, did nothing to verse himself in it and 
must therefore pay the consequences of all the time and trouble which the 
beneficiaries of the estate were put and the other executor was put, to bring 
matters to a conclusion. 
 
[41] On this basis, the court ordered that Peres pay personally the costs 
of the beneficiaries and the other executor on a solicitor/client scale.  It 
seems that the decision in this case to deviate from the usual rule in an 
estate audit that the estate bear the costs, was the unreasonable position 
taken by Peres, particularly given that he was a lawyer. The decision does 
not explain why costs on a solicitor/client scale were warranted. 
 
[42] In Re Bedont Estate,195 Justice D.J. Gordon considered whether the 
costs of a contested passing of accounts should be payable by the estate or 
by the objector or a combination of the two.  He was dealing with a small 
estate and the accounts were approved as presented, there being no 
evidence presented by the objector to establish any basis for her objection.  
He concluded that the objector’s dissatisfaction with the administration of 
estate could only be connected to her distrust of the executor or perhaps 
some other personal sentiment not relevant to the proceedings. 
 
[43] Justice Gordon was of the view that a beneficiary is entitled to 
receive and review the accounts and to make enquiry and is entitled to a 
passing of accounts.  He held that once such a process becomes 
necessary, the beneficiary is at risk of a cost award.  The court relied on the 
decision of Townsend v. Doherty196 in coming to this conclusion but no 
reasons are given for why and how the principles in the Townsend decision 
apply to the facts of that case. 
 
[44] On that basis, Gordon J. found that costs be awarded against the 
objector as her objections were not realistic and had led to significant 
expense for the estate trustees.  He stated that if costs were directed to be 
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paid out of the estate, in reality the main beneficiary would pay the costs to 
a significant extent.  Gordon J. also relied on offers to settle to justify the 
costs award, which had been served by the estate trustees, which were 
reasonable and not accepted by the objector.  He concluded that the estate 
trustees were entitled to a cost award against the objector on a complete 
indemnity basis.  It appears that the decision to make the cost order was as 
a result of Gordon J.’s conclusion that the objector’s position was unrealistic 
and motivated by distrust of the executor.  Again there is no explanation for 
why costs were awarded on a complete indemnity basis. 
 
[45] The decision of Justice Borins, as he then was, in Townsend v. 
Doherty dealt with costs following a trial on the issue of the validity of a 
residuary bequest in a will.  The plaintiff, who challenged the validity of the 
will, was the mother of the testator and his brother, who was the executor.  
The plaintiff was not a beneficiary under the will and stood only to gain if 
she could successfully challenge the validity of the will.  She was heir at law 
of the testator in the event of an intestacy.  The estate was not large and 
the residue, after payment of debts, amounted to about $45,000.  Counsel 
for the plaintiff submitted that the plaintiff and the defendant should each 
have their costs on a solicitor client scale out of the estate.  Counsel for the 
defendant, the residuary beneficiary, strongly objected to that submission 
and took the position that costs should follow the event and that the plaintiff 
should pay the defendant’s costs on a solicitor/client scale.  It was argued 
that if the residual beneficiaries’ costs were paid out of the estate this would 
be tantamount to awarding no costs to her, as the amount that the estate 
would pay for her costs would be deducted from the residue.  This depletion 
of the residue would be significant as the trial required three and one half 
days and would seriously encroach on the testator’s intention that she 
receives the residue of his estate.  It was agreed that the executor who was 
added as a defendant should neither receive nor be required to pay costs. 
 
[46] In considering the question of costs, Justice Borins began with the 
proposition that costs, including costs of estate litigation, are in the 
discretion of the court, pursuant to s. 131 of the Courts of Justice Act.  He 
also stated that the general principle is that costs follow the event, which 
means that the successful party is generally awarded its costs.  He referred 
to the decision in the Court of Appeal in Re Cutcliffe’s Estate Cohen Le Duc 
v. Vaness197 as a helpful case setting out how a court ought to exercise its 
discretion in respect to the costs of “probate matters”.  In that decision the 
court in turn referred to the decision of Spiers v. English198.  Based on these 
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decisions, the two main principles which should guide the court in 
determining that costs in a probate matter are not to follow the event are, 
firstly, where the testator or those interested in the residue have been the 
cause of the litigation; and, secondly, if the circumstances lead reasonably 
to an investigation, for example concerning the execution of the will or the 
capacity of the testator. 
 
[47] In my view, these principles do not necessarily apply to a contested 
passing of accounts, without further consideration, because as a matter of 
law, an estate trustee is required to obtain court approval on the passing of 
accounts, with or without a hearing.  This is unlike a case where a 
beneficiary or other person with a financial interest in an estate decides to 
challenge the validity of a will or some aspect surrounding the execution of 
the will and as a result litigation ensues.  It would be too simplistic to say 
that since the Objectors in this case “caused” the litigation, in that their 
objections necessitated a hearing, that they are therefore responsible for 
the costs. 
 
[48] In fact, it is clear that Justice Borins was not thinking of contested 
passing of account hearings when he considered the law dealing with costs 
for “probate matters” in the Townsend case.  In a decision of his just a few 
months later, Re Joseph Estate199 Justice Borins considered whether or not 
post-judgment interest was payable on an award of costs made as part of 
an order following the passing of executors’ accounts.  He stated that 
generally speaking, the executor and any beneficiary properly attending 
and represented by a lawyer on the passing of accounts is awarded full 
compensation for legal expenses from the estate of the testator and that 
these expenses are considered expenses in administering the estate.  On 
an audit, because there is no losing party to pay the costs, each party is 
responsible to pay his or her own legal expenses, which are ordered to be 
paid from the estate, as the trust fund created by the testator represents the 
only source of money to pay the costs.  He contrasted this with 
“contentious", or adversarial, legal proceedings in which the general rule is 
that the successful party is awarded its costs, on the lower party-and-party 
scale, to be paid by the unsuccessful party (at pp. 3-4). 
 
[49] Also of interest is the fact that Justice Borins concluded that the 
motion before him was adversarial in nature and was necessitated by the 
applicant’s claim for post-judgment interest.  He found that it would be 
improper to require the estate to pay the costs of the successful parties and 

                                                             
199 Re Joseph Estate (1993) 14 O.R. (3d) 628, [1993] O.J. No. 1672 
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the executors as the motion did not involve the “administration of the estate” 
(at pp. 5-6). 
 
[50] That there is a difference in the disposition of costs in the case of 
passing of accounts from the usual adversarial matters before the court, 
where costs ordinarily follow the event, is made clear from the wording of 
the Notice of Application itself, that was served by Canada Trust in order to 
pass its accounts.  The Notice of Application provides that “if there is no 
hearing, a person with a financial interest in the estate who retains a 
solicitor to review the accounts and makes no objection to them (or makes 
an objection and later withdraws it) but serves on the estate trustee and 
files with the court a request for costs, will be allowed one half of the costs 
allowed to the estate trustee” (Form 74.44 under the Rules of Civil 
Procedure, [emphasis added]). The application then sets out how a person 
with a financial interest in the estate may object.  There is no suggestion 
that an order for costs may be made against an objector if the matter 
proceeds to a contested passing of accounts hearing.  I note that the 
Objectors do not seek any costs in this matter. 
 
[51] The only other Ontario case relied upon by counsel, dealing with 
costs in connection with a passing of accounts, is the decision of Fleury J. 
in Re Watterworth Estate200.  In that case Justice Fleury noted that estate 
proceedings are not normally considered litigious in character and that 
“there is no winner or loser in a normal passing of accounts”, (at para. 5).  In 
relying on Re Joseph’s Estate, he concluded that although generally 
speaking full compensation is awarded to beneficiaries who appear on a 
passing of accounts, in the case before him, the only reason for the 
extensive delays in winding up the estate had been the obstreperous 
conduct of the beneficiary Watterworth, a barrister and solicitor, and that by 
his systematic obstruction he had forced the estate to spend much of the 
residue in legal and accounting fees that would not have been required had 
he adopted a more conciliatory attitude.  He had in effect intervened “to 
such an extent as to render the entire proceedings highly contentious and 
adversarial” (at para. 5).  Justice Fleury concluded however that there was 
no Rule or case law that would allow him to order a beneficiary to pay the 
costs of a passing of accounts and that although this might be the only fair 
result, he was prevented by the rules from awarding costs against 
Watterworth personally.  It is not clear how Fleury J. came to this 
conclusion, as the only rule that he refers to is s. 131 of the Courts of 
Justice Act. 
 

                                                             
200 Re Watterworth Estate [1996] O.J. No. 269 
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[52] I am aware of other cases where cost orders have been made 
following a contested passing of accounts, but they are cases where the 
court found the estate trustee negligent or to have committed improprieties 
and as a result ordered the estate trustee to pay some or all of the costs 
personally.  There is certainly a trend in the cases or order than an executor 
who has caused an estate unnecessary expense for one reason or another, 
to be personally responsible for those costs.  That, of course, is not this 
case.  Other cases deal with the impact of an offer to settle but again that 
does not assist me here.  No formal offers to settle were exchanged. 
 
[53] The other cases cited by Mr. Woods are cases where this is an 
attack on a will and the principles from the Townsend case clearly apply.  Of 
assistance to the decision I must make however, is the decision of Justice 
Haley in Schweitzer v. Plasecki201 where Haley J. found that the 
defendants’ inquiries were not motivated by a bona fide desire to have the 
court investigate the circumstances surrounding the making of the will and 
determine its validity but instead were motivated by family animosity and 
bitterness of long standing (at para. 30).   
 

(l) Marlow v. Marlow Estate202 

In Marlow v. Marlow Estate Taliano J., on an application by a beneficiary to force the 

trustee to pass accounts, awarded the applicant her costs on a partial indemnity basis 

payable out of the estate.  Taliano J., did not award the beneficiary her full costs on the 

application since, though he found that the estate trustee was partially to blame for the 

insistence to pass accounts through delay and inaccuracies, no wrong doing or 

mismanagement on the part of the trustee was established and, therefore, it was not a 

case for substantial indemnity costs. 

 

(m) Fair v. Campbell Estate203 

However, in Fair v. Campbell Estate the relationship between the grantor of the power 

of attorney, who was at all times sui juris and the attorney was a relationship of principal 

and agent.  The agent had a duty to account for only those actions performed without or 

                                                             
201 Schweitzer v. Plasecki [1998] O.J. No. 177 
202 Marlow v. Marlow Estate, 2007 CarswellOnt 4117, 33 E.T.R. (3d) 270 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J) 
203 Fair v. Campbell Estate, 2002 CarswellOnt 5481, 3 E.T.R. (3d) 48, additional reasons regarding issue of costs in 2002 
CarswellOnt 5482, 3 ETR (3d) 67 
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beyond the scope of the principal’s direction.  Landgon J., found that the agent’s duty to 

account was restricted to accounting to the principal, only.        

 

In Fair v. Campbell Estate it was found, while an attorney is certainly a fiduciary, the 

SDA204 seems to recognize that there are different duties to account depending on the 

capacity of the donor.  The obligations imposed are at s. 38(1), s. 32 and s. 42(1). 

 

On the standard of care that the attorney should be held to, Langdon J., referred to the 

case of Fales v. Canada Permanent Trust Co.205 wherein the standard of care stated as 

required of an attorney, is the care and diligence of a man of ordinary prudence in 

managing his own affairs.  There was no evidence before Langdon J., that the grantor 

was incapacitated and similarly no evidence that the attorney departed from the duty 

required of her.  There was no finding of any breach of duty owed.  The accounts were 

passed and the plaintiffs were ordered to pay the substantial indemnity costs of the 

accounting action and their concurrent challenge of the validity of the Deceased’s Will.   

(n) Ali v. Fruci206 

In Ali v. Fruci, a motion for an order for leave to commence an action pursuant to s. 42 

of the SDA207 was successful and costs were awarded on a partial indemnity basis in 

respect of the motion and the costs consequences to the respondent were made 

payable out of the estate. In related litigation, another claim brought by the same 

plaintiff (alleging that the testator lacked testamentary capacity and was unduly 

influenced) was dismissed for delay. However, the Court of Appeal recently set aside 

the motion judge’s order and allowed the claim to proceed.208 The motion judge had 

erred in finding that the delay had caused “actual” prejudice to the defendants’ right to a 

fair trial. The Court of Appeal held that while there was inordinate delay, and two 

possible witnesses had passed away, there was extensive documentary evidence 

addressing the deceased’s testamentary capacity. The plaintiff was awarded her costs 

of the appeal but not the costs of the motion. 

                                                             
204 Substitute Decisions Act,1992,  S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40, at s. 38(1), s. 32 and s. 42(1) 
205 Fales v. Canada Permanent Trust Co. (1976), [1977] 2 S.C.R., 302  
206 Ali v. Fruci, 2006 CarswellOnt 2165, 22 E.T.R. (3d) 189; Ali v. Fruci, 2006 CarswellOnt 1706, 22 E.T.R. (3d) 187 
207 Substitute Decisions Act,1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40, s. 42 
208 Ali v. Fruci, 2014 ONCA 586 
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(o) Estate of Shirley Bernice Redrupp209 

In the Estate of Shirley Bernice Redrupp an order requesting the passing of an 

attorney’s accounts was requested by the applicant and granted on two conditions: 

firstly, that the accounts be accepted for review in the form presented to the court 

without the expense of converting them to formal estate accounts; and secondly, that 

unless there is discovered some significant matter for which the attorneys other than the 

applicant are found to be properly chargeable, the cost of the estate for the passing 

shall be borne entirely out of the share of the applicant.  The applicant was granted forty 

days in which to serve and file an election to pursue the passing on the two terms set 

out by Lane J., failing which the application to require the passing of accounts of the 

attorneys was to be dismissed.  

 

In respect of the further request that the estate trustee pass accounts, Lane J., 

determined that it was premature, pending completion of the administration.  In respect 

of costs, Lane J., made a conditional costs award on the basis that, if the passing does 

not take place, the cost of the hearing would be to the respondent fixed at $10,000.00. 

This Judgment of Lane J., clearly attempts to caution the unmeritorious insistence of a 

passing of accounts pre-empting the cost consequences. 

 

(p)  Church v. Gerlach210 

In this decision the appellant appealed to the Divisional Court in respect of an 

application to pass accounts wherein the estate trustee appointed under the Will 

objected to the amount of compensation requested by the applicant. The court had fixed 

the amount of compensation but gave no reasons to support the amount awarded. 

Curiously too, the application judge did not pass the accounts or make any order for 

costs. The former estate trustee submits that the application judge erred in law in failing 

to give reasons for reducing the compensation claimed, in not applying the proper 

principles, and in not dealing with the balance of the application. The estate trustee 
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requests that the judgment be set aside, the accounts passed and compensation in the 

amount of $23, 203.54 plus costs be ordered. 

  

The court opined that while the application judge gave no reason for reducing the 

amount of compensation requested, the transcript discloses the view that the estate 

trustee should be compensated based upon time spent and his hourly rate as a lawyer. 

The Divisional Court therefore was satisfied that the application judge erred in principle 

as the approach is inconsistent with the applicable legislation and the approach 

developed in the jurisprudence. The court referencing the applicable statutory 

authorities, both under the Estates Act and the Trustee Act, as well as the Court of 

Appeal case of Laing Estate v Hines211 as well as the Flaska Estate (Re)212 and having 

regard to similar principles applicable to an Estate Trustee During Litigation213 (“ETDL”) 

the court determined that the estate trustee ought to be compensated, but not fully 

compensated as if the ETDL was required to perform all of the functions of an estate 

trustee. As such, half the amount of the full percentage approach reflects the degree of 

complexity as well as the estate trustee’s efforts required to maintain and preserve the 

estate, while the litigation was outstanding in light of the five factors identified, and 

therefore fixed compensation at $17,500 all inclusive. The Divisional Court also applied 

the Estates Act 214 

 

The estate trustee was entitled to his costs for the passing of accounts fixed and made 

payable out of the estate as it was reasonable that the estate trustee be entitled to have 

his accounts passed. The estate trustee was entitled to his cost of appeal but such 

costs were reduced from $15,000 to $5,000 without analysis.  

 

As a matter of common practice, the ETDL normally has a fee schedule court 

implemented on consenting to such an appointment.  

 

                                                             
211 Laing Estate v. Hines (1999), 41 O.R. (3d) 571 
212 Flaska Estate (Re), [1998] O.J. No. 4171 (C.A.) 
213 Re McLennan Estate, [2002] O.J. No. 4716 at para 22 (S.C.J.)  
214 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E. 21,  S. 28 
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(q)  Re Kaptyn 215 

The case of Re Kaptyn is the subject of several judgments and orders and is mentioned 

here and the discrete issue of the jurisdictional issues giving rise to a passing of 

accounts and consideration of the appropriate forum.   

 

By way of background, pursuant to an order requiring the trustees to pass their 

accounts, one trustee commenced an application to pass accounts in Toronto; the 

other, in Newmarket. It was conceded that the applications ought to be consolidated, 

but the location remained at issue. Counsel for the Newmarket applicant argued that the 

applicable rule, Rule 13.1.02(2), requires the court to consider whether the transfer of a 

proceeding is desirable and in the interests of justice having regard to a number of 

factors.216 The court accepted this position and assumed that the factors set out in the 

rule were applicable to the determination of where two consolidated proceedings should 

be heard.217  

 

Although compelling reasons were tendered to support the continuation of the 

proceedings in Newmarket, the court balanced those against the following:  

(a) The Newmarket applicant was the only party in the proceedings requesting 

that the proceedings be consolidated in Newmarket;  

(b) Most of the counsel, including that of the Newmarket applicant, were based in 

Toronto;  

(c) Virtually all of the proceedings to date took place in Toronto;  

(d) The interpretation application was to be heard in Toronto;  

(e) There was a dedicated estates list in Toronto; and  

(f) A judge had been appointed pursuant to rule 37.15, to hear all motions in this 

proceeding.  

 

In light of the requirements of Rule 13.1.02(2) and the above-mentioned factors, the 

court found that, although there were significant connections to York Region, in his 

view, the most important considerations were “the desire of the overwhelming majority 

                                                             
215 Kaptyn, Re, 2009 CarswellOnt 7548, 54 E.T.R. (3d) 313, 183 A.C.W.S. (3d) 300 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J) 
216 Ibid  at par. 17. 
217Ibid at par. 17. 
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of the parties to continue in Toronto and the fact that all proceedings to date [had] taken 

place in Toronto.”218 As stated by the court, “the already-established centre of gravity of 

the case [was] Toronto.”219   

 

Other relevant factors were the “convenience” of the parties and witnesses, that 

conducting the passing of accounts in Newmarket would further increase costs, and that 

it was “in the interests of justice that the overall supervision of this estate, including the 

passing of accounts, […] take place in a single jurisdiction and […] not be divided 

between two jurisdictions.”220 The court ordered that the passing of accounts be 

consolidated, and heard in Toronto.   

 

(r)  Pachaluck Estate v. DiFebo221  

The case of Pachaluck Estate v. DiFebo involved a contested passing of accounts. The 

objector took the position that the “usual percentages” ought not apply in this case, as 

the estate was simple, there was a delay in investing funds, there was an unjustified 

pre-taking of compensation, and there was a delay in producing an accounting, which, it 

was argued, was inaccurate and incomplete, thus necessitating an order for a passing 

of accounts. It was further argued that the solicitors’ account should be reduced in light 

of the fact that some of the work performed was estate administration work. The estate 

trustee took the position that he performed his role diligently, reasonably, and 

conscientiously and that the size of the estate warranted the compensation claimed. 

 

DiTomaso J., opined that the pre-taking of compensation is permitted [note continued 

inconsistency in the treatment by the court on pre-taking] provided that: (a) the work and 

services are earned at the date of pre-taking, and (b) the amount pre-taken is fair, as 

cited in William George King Trust, Re (1994), 2 E.T.R. (2d) 123 (Ont. Gen. Div.). 

However, an issue arose as to whether the pre-taking had been “fair.” It was argued that 

it was not on the ground that the estate trustee had put himself in a conflict of interest by 

                                                             
218 Ibid  at par. 20. 
219 Ibid  at par. 20. 
220Ibid  at par. 22. 
 
221 Pachaluck Estate v. DiFebo, 2009 CarswellOnt 2278; additional reasons in Pachaluck Estate v. DiFebo, 2009 CarswellOnt 
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distributing specific bequests to his own family members, while delaying distribution of 

specific bequests and in-trusts to the objector’s children until some time later. Upon 

review of the estate trustee’s actions with respect to the investments, such as the fact 

that he experienced difficulty scheduling meetings with the financial planner and the fact 

that the mutual fund had not performed well due to the economic downturn, DiTomaso 

J., found that the estate trustee had not put himself in conflict and that there was a 

“perfectly valid explanation” for why the trust amounts were invested when they were 

and that he had acted as a prudent investor.  

 

The court also found that the estate trustee did keep proper records and accounts. With 

respect to the work performed by the solicitor, DiTomaso J., did not find that the legal 

fees charged by the solicitor ought to be deducted from the estate trustee’s 

compensation. The court accepted the estate trustee’s evidence that he was unsure of 

“who was to do what as between him and his solicitor,”222 and that he did what his 

solicitor told him to do.   

 

The court reviewed section 61(1) of the Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. T. 23, the five 

factors set out in Toronto General Trusts Corp v. Central Ontario Railway (1905), 6 

O.W.R. 350, and the tariff guidelines, noting that, the factors and tariff guidelines, while 

not necessarily determinative in and of themselves, must be “meshed so as to yield an 

amount that is fair and reasonable” in light of the particular facts of the estate (Laing 

Estate v. Laing Estate).223 The court cited the case of Heron Estate,224 for the 

proposition that an application for the usual percentages can be reduced where a failure 

to do so would lead to serious over-compensation. 

  

Applying the law to the facts, the court held that a reduced percentage ought to be 

applied to the capital receipts and capital disbursements, in so far as the transfer of 

property was concerned. According to the court, the administration of the condominium 

was fairly straightforward, and so reduced the applicable percentage from 2.5% to 1.5% 
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3980, at par. 37. 
223 Laing Estate v. Laing Estate (1998), 113 O.A.C. 335 (Ont. C.A.) 
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for the capital receipt of the property.  With respect to the remaining capital receipts, 

such as the disposal of specific bequests to adult beneficiaries in specie, the court 

reduced the rate to 2%.  Accordingly, the court found that the estate trustee had been 

over-compensated and was ordered to repay the estate the outstanding amount.  

 

With respect to costs, the court ordered that the parties provide written submissions if 

they were not able to reach an agreement. On July 3, 2009, DiTomaso J., provided 

additional reasons in Pachaluck Estate v. DiFebo (2009), 2009 CarswellOnt 3980. 

Therein, DiTomaso J., noted that there was a “mixed result” on the contested passing. 

In light of this mixed result, the court was not convinced that either party was entitled to 

costs either on a full indemnity, substantial indemnity, or even a partial indemnity scale. 

In the result, the court fixed both the objector’s and the estate trustee’s costs at an 

equal rate, payable within 30 days.  
 

(s) Re Kostiw Estate225  

Re Kostiw Estate concerned an application for a passing of accounts where the trustee 

claimed compensation of $70,000—an amount slightly less than the usual tariff. One of 

the beneficiaries objected to the compensation on a number of grounds, including the 

fact that there had been a delay in passing the accounts and the administration of the 

estate, and that, according to the beneficiary, the trustee and her counsel were in 

contempt of court for failing to advise the motion’s judge of the fact that he ought to 

have been a joint co-trustee, as such was the initial testamentary request of the 

deceased, before she executed her second and final Will 

 

Strathy J., dismissed all of the objections of the beneficiary and noted that the 

administration of the estate was complicated by the beneficiary’s “hostility and 

intransigence,”226 however, the estate trustee’s compensation was reduced from the 

requested $70,000 to $40,000. The court noted the five factors set out in Toronto 

General Trusts Corp v. Central Ontario Railway (1905), 6 O.W.R. 350, and held that 

compensation in the amount of $40,000 “would fairly reflect the magnitude of the trust, 
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the care and responsibility arising from it, the difficulties faced by the trustee and the 

skill and ability she has displayed in bringing the estate to a conclusion within a 

reasonable period of time”.227  It appears that, in reaching its decision with respect to 

costs, the court took into consideration the likelihood that much of the work on the 

estate was carried out by the trustee’s solicitor and accountant and that a significant 

portion of the capital receipts claimed consisted of the proceeds of sale of the 

deceased’s property, transactions which, the court found, were largely dealt with by 

lawyers and real estate agents.  

 

Thus, Re Kostiw Estate serves as a reminder of the importance of keeping time dockets 

and specific records of work done personally, in order to justify compensation.  

 

(t) Re Raeburn Estate228 

In Re Raeburn Estate, an application to pass accounts made by the estate trustees was 

objected to by one of the residual beneficiaries and an Order Giving Directions for the 

conduct of the contested passing of accounts was issued. It was the estate trustees’ 

position that they were entitled to full indemnification for their respective costs. To 

support their argument they relied on the “general rule,” as set out in Goodman Estate 

v. Geffen, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 353 (S.C.C.), that “trustees are entitled to be indemnified for 

all costs, including legal costs, which they have reasonably incurred,”229 and the fact 

that the testator and one of the estate trustees (Royal Trust) had entered into a written 

agreement wherein the testator expressly stated that all of the estate trustees should be 

indemnified fully for their legal fees and expenses.  

 

The residual beneficiary opposed the trustees’ costs on the grounds that the matter 

proceeded on an uncontested basis. It was also his position that that the claim for two 

separate counsel was excessive and disproportionate.”230 
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Boswell J., disagreed with the beneficiary’s second argument, stating that “as litigation 

is about risk management” and as the beneficiary would have been aware of the risks 

involved in proceeding with his objection to the estate accounts, “he would have known 

all along that he risked the costs of two sets of counsel coming out of the estate, or 

potentially worse yet, his own pocket.”231 According to the court, the beneficiary knew 

that the testator’s written agreement expressly contemplated the payment of distinct 

sets of costs and that the trustees were represented by separate counsel, from the 

outset. The court did however find that the costs incurred were slightly out of proportion.  

As such, the global fees were reduced requiring that the fees submitted by each party 

be adjusted proportionately.  

 

Since there was a possibility that there would be insufficient funds left in the estate to 

pay the fees, the issue arose as to who should be liable. Boswell J., noted that although 

the testator’s agreement was with Royal Trust, such did not mean that the document 

should be read so as to favour that trustee in terms of payment. Rather, he said, the 

document expressly required that all trustees be compensated.  

 

In the result, the court ordered that costs should first be paid from the estate with any 

shortfall to be covered by the beneficiary, personally. The court’s reasons, as stated at 

paragraph 30 of the decision, were: (i) the shortfall in the estate was the result of interim 

distributions being made, primarily to the beneficiary; (ii) the traditional rule that costs of 

all parties are to be paid from the estate has been replaced by the modern approach of 

assessing costs in estate litigation in a fashion similar to other civil litigation; (iii) the 

estate trustees were clearly successful and all of the beneficiary’s objections were 

withdrawn on the eve of the hearing of the contested application; and, (iv) the estate 

trustees should not be deprived of their assessed costs, when such costs were incurred 

as a direct result of the beneficiary’s objections, all of which were resolved in favour of 

the trustees.  
 

                                                             
231 Ibid at par. 22. 
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Simply because an account ultimately proceeds on an uncontested basis does not 

mean that the trustees should not be fully indemnified for costs incurred, provided such 

costs are reasonable. Objectors continue to run the risk of personal liability for costs.  

 

(u)  Helmuth Treugott Buxbaum Trust, Re232 

This judgment by Gorman J., dealt with the application by a trustee to pass its accounts, 

with one of the beneficiaries filing an Objection. The Objector complained that the 

trustee did not exercise proper fiduciary duty to the beneficiaries, raised issues 

concerning overdraft charges and alleged conspiratorial behaviour.  The Objector 

provided no evidence to the court that the trustee acted in any manner but a proper and 

professional one. The Objector did not cross-examine the preparer of the accounts. As 

such the court passed the accounts of the trustee and importantly, ordered that the 

Objector personally pay costs in the fixed amount, payable forthwith, of $15,738.98. The 

costs order reflected the court’s concern that to pay the costs out of the estate would 

encourage the Objector to continue estate litigation without any foundation or evidence. 

Notably, the court also stated that a payment of costs out of the estate would unduly 

penalize the remaining beneficiaries.233 A Judgment followed thereafter.234 

 

(v) Mitchell Estate235  

Brown J. issued an endorsement directing that an applicant must file certain materials 

where a request for increased costs is made on an unopposed application to pass 

accounts. 

 

In this case, the application to pass the accounts of the Estate of John Mitchell, and two 

trusts set up under his will, came before Brown J. three times. Twice the court had 

asked for the filing of better materials to support the request for increased costs. The 

court held that, where an application to pass accounts will proceed unopposed, but with 
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a request for increased costs so that a hearing must be held, the applicant should 

ensure the following materials are filed with the court: 

(i) Proper initial application materials (Rule 74.18(1)); 
 

(ii) A supplementary application record containing the materials specified by 
Rule 74.18(9);236 and, 
 

(iii) Additional evidence - a simple affidavit either as part of the Rule 
74.18(9) supplementary record or in a further record, depending on 
timing — which contains:  

 
a. the request for increased costs in proper form; 

 
b. proof of service of the request on all affected parties; 

 
c. a statement explaining the responses of affected parties to the 

request for increased costs (e.g. no response; consent; 
objection); and, 
 

d. the details of, and the reasons for, the request for the increased 
costs, either through a detailed Bill of Costs or an easily 
understandable copy of the relevant dockets.237 

 

                                                             
236Mitchell Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 1662 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J)at par.  4: According to the Court, “although this rule 
speaks of the record required on an unopposed application without a hearing, the same materials must be filed where a hearing 
must be held because of a request for increased costs. The reason is evident: the supplementary record specified by Rule 74.18(9) 
provides the court with the evidence that all parties entitled to notice have been served and that no objections to the accounts 
remain outstanding. Proof of these matters is required where either the application will proceed as unopposed without a hearing, 
or as unopposed but with a hearing because of the request for increased costs.” 
237Mitchell Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 1662 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J), at par. 4. 
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According to the court, “the rules require a hearing where a request for increased costs 

above the tariff amount is made because the court must review the request to ensure 

that it is fair and reasonable in the circumstances.”238 It is for this reason that the last 

item listed is significant: “[a] court cannot conduct such a review without having before 

it, evidence describing the work performed and time spent, as well as the value or cost 

of such work.”239 As suggested by the court, one means of placing such evidence 

before the court is by filing counsel’s dockets and, should privilege be an issue, the 

court opined that, “at a minimum, a comprehensive Bill of Costs should be filed.”240 As it 

is the applicant who bears the burden of justifying the request for increased costs, it is 

the applicant who must file sufficient evidence. 

 

Applied to the facts, the court noted that the supplementary record initially filed by the 

applicant did not contain a Request for Increased Costs in proper form, requesting as it 

did: “costs payable out of the estate, the amount of which is to be determined by the 

judge hearing the passing of accounts, which is greater than the amount allowed under 

Tariff C.”241 This form of request was deficient since the applicant had failed to request 

“the precise amount of increased costs sought,” as is required by Forms 74.49.2 and 

74.49.3. The reason for this requirement being that those receiving notice must know 

the amount being sought so they can decided whether or not to object.242  

 

(w) Lloyd v. Myers Estate243  

Lloyd v. Myers Estate involved a trustee (also a residual beneficiary) under his late 

father’s Will who, in 36 years, never passed his accounts. In an attempt to get the estate 

settled, two of the other residual beneficiaries under the Will moved for production of a 

complete breakdown of all monies received from 1973 onward.  

 

The revenue receipts all related to income derived from two apartment buildings, plus 

one parking space rental. It was found that there were at least fifteen different sources 

                                                             
238 Mitchell Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 1662 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J), at par. 5. 
239 Mitchell Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 1662 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J),at par. 5 
240 Mitchell Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 1662 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J),at par. 5 
241 Mitchell Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 1662 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J), at par. 9. 
242 Mitchell Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 1662 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J), at par. 9 
243 Lloyd v. Myers Estate, (2009) 55 E.T.R. (3d) 213, 183 A.C.W.S. (3d) 876, 2009 CarswellOnt 8259 (WL Can) (Ont Sup Ct J) 
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of income. The revenue receipts showed only one summary entry for each month under 

the heading “Property Income for the Month.” The objectors submitted that it was 

impossible to review the accounts and determine whether or not the estate trustee had 

properly accounted for all revenue receipts and had properly managed the properties. In 

preparation of his accounts, the trustee hired an accountant to prepare the accounts in 

as much detail as possible for the past 36 years. The court found as fact from the 

testimony of the accountant that the records from the early years were “sparse to non-

existent” and “would be next to impossible as well as not cost effective to produce in 

any further detail.”244  

 

The court reviewed the law applicable to estate accounts including section 49(2) of the 

Estates Act and Rule 74.17 which dictates that “estate trustees shall keep accurate 

records of the assets and transactions in the estate.”245 According to the court, “[it] has 

been clearly established since the early 19th Century, that a trustee must be ready at all 

times to give an accounting of the estate.”246 The court cited Lord Blanesburgh of the 

Privy Council in the case of Campbell v. Hogg,247 for the principle that "accounts are to 

contain a true and perfect inventory of the whole property in question, and are to include 

normally: (1) an account showing of what the original estate consisted; (2) an account of 

all moneys received; (3) and [an] account of all money remaining in hand." That said, 

the court cited the cases of Fales v. Canada Permanent Trust Co.248 and Conrade 

Estate,249 for the principle that all of the relevant circumstances must be considered 

when determining whether a lesser standard of care is to be expected of a trustee, so 

as to excuse the trustee for breach of trust.  

 

The court noted that although there was no excuse for the trustee’s failure to pass 

accounts in the 36 years since the deceased’s death, none of the beneficiaries called 

upon the trustee for accurate accounts at any time, despite their right to do so. It was 

also noted that the trustee had assumed the role of trustee when he was still a student 

                                                             
244 Ibid, at par. 6. 
245 Ibid, at para 3. 
246Ibid, at para 4. 
247 Campbell v. Hogg (1930), 39 O.W.N. 85 (Ontario P.C.), at 86 -87 
248 Fales v. Canada Permanent Trust Co. (1976), [1976] 6 W.W.R. 10, 11 N.R. 487, (sub nom. Wohlleben v. Canada Permanent 
Trust Co.) 70 D.L.R. (3d) 257, [1977] 2 S.C.R. 302, 1976 CarswellBC 240, 1976 CarswellBC 317 (S.C.C.) 
249 Conrade Estate, Re, 2005 CarswellOnt 7058 (Ont. S.C.J.) 
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at law in the early 1970’s and, when he joined a law firm and obtained staff, his 

assistant handled the administration of the estate.  Finally, it was noted that in 1994, the 

accounts were computerized. Taking into account these factors, the court stated that, 

although the objectors wanted a detailed accounting for the past 36 years, until at least 

1994, “due to the manner in which [the trustee] managed the estate, this is simply not 

possible.”250  

 

The court ordered the trustee to provide detailed disclosure of the revenue received 

from the period of 1994 onward. According to the court, “by 1994, Mr. Lloyd had more 

than two decades experience as a lawyer running the Estate, the accounts were 

computerized, he had the assistance of staff, and he had been paying himself 

compensation from the Estate.”251 The court continued: 

In making this order, I am not, in any way, condoning the manner in which 
Mr. Lloyd administered this Estate during the first 20 years. I am merely 
recognizing the reality that he does not have the documentation necessary 
to validate his administration of this Estate from 1973 to 1993. This lack of 
documentation will ultimately be dealt with when the accounts are finally 
passed.252 

 

The court’s decision in this case is a practical one which does not however condone the 

actions of the trustee, nor negate the duty of a trustee to accurately keep records and 

accounts. 

 

(x)  Balanyk v. Balanyk Estate253 

Balanyk v. Balanyk Estate involved two of the three children of the deceased, Nellie 

Balanyk. The estate was a relatively small one. Litigation arose not long after the 

deceased’s death concerning two matters: the validity of the deceased’s Will and 

dependant’s support under the Succession Law Reform Act (the “SLRA”).254  

 

                                                             
250 Conrade Estate, Re, 2005 CarswellOnt 7058 (Ont. S.C.J.), at par. 11. 
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Early in the proceedings, Lofchik J., granted an order giving directions in the action 

regarding the validity of the Will. The order inter alia required the respondent to provide 

statements of account setting out the estate assets, receipts and disbursements.  

 
On a motion before Justice D.J. Gordon, the applicant sought, among other things, 

enforcement of Lofchik J.’s order and an independent accounting of the estate assets 

and expenses. She challenged a number of the disbursements paid by the respondent, 

particularly regarding legal fees and other related matters which totalled $6,598.84. 

However, the applicant did not ask for an order for the respondent to pass his accounts.  

With respect to the estate accounts provided by the respondent, the court concluded 

that this was not the proper forum for a detailed review of and analysis of estate 

accounts. Rather, any such analysis ought to be reserved for a passing of accounts, 

where objections can properly be raised and addressed.  

 

On the issue of whether an applicant can obtain an order appointing an independent 

accountant to perform an accounting of the estate assets and expenses, as of right, the 

court opined that “[t]here is no requirement for [the respondent] to provide the estate 

accounts prepared by an accountant.”255 Thus, Balanyk v. Balanyk Estate makes clear 

that ‘interested parties’ ought to be cautious of making such requests, since no such 

demand need necessarily be heeded to by an estate trustee; rather, this decision 

makes clear that it is the requesting party—and not necessarily the estate—that will 

have to assume the costs should they decide to retain such an expert. 

 

(y) Zimmerman v. McMichael Estate256  

Mr. Zimmerman, a former crown attorney, an Estate Trustee who had acted as the 

attorney for property of Signe McMichael (the wife of Robert McMichael, the founder of 

the McMichaels’ Art Collection), for the period from November 18, 2003 to September 

30, 2008 and as the trustee of the Signe McMichael Trust, for the period from May 16, 

2004 to September 30, 2008. 
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In an earlier case before the courts, it was determined that Mr. Zimmerman’s conduct 

fell well below the standards expected of a trustee and that he had breached some of 

the most basic obligations of a trustee, such as: failing to properly account; making 

improper and unauthorized payments and loans to himself, benefitting himself out of the 

Trusts; mingling Trust property with his own property and using the two interchangeably 

for his own purposes; paying himself compensation of almost $450,000.00, without 

keeping proper records of his alleged pre-takings or the calculation thereof, and without 

the consent of the beneficiaries; and using other Trust assets such as a BMW and the 

McMichaels’ Art Collection for his own personal benefit.  

 

In reasons released May 20, 2010,257 Strathy J., dealt, in part, with the application of Mr. 

Zimmerman to pass his accounts in his capacity as attorney for property of Mrs. 

McMichael and as the trustee of the Signe McMichael Trust, for the periods noted 

above. Strathy J., had ordered Mr. Zimmerman to repay compensation that he had 

taken in the amount of $356,462.50 Canadian, and $85,400.00, U.S., together with pre-

judgment interest. He also ordered Mr. Zimmerman to repay $34,064.55, which he had 

paid to Reynolds Accounting Services for the preparation of accounts.  

 

In a subsequent endorsement released on July 6, 2010, Zimmerman v. Fenwick258, 

Strathy J., found that Mr. Zimmerman had presented accounts that were "manifestly 

inaccurate, incomplete and false," and delayed and obstructed the beneficiaries in 

search for answers. As such, Strathy J., was of the view that Mr. Zimmerman should 

pay all of the costs involved in getting to the truth, stating that there was no reason why 

Mr. Zimmerman should not personally pay costs that were incurred in bringing him to 

account. Consequently, Mr. Zimmerman was ordered to pay the costs of the 

respondents, John and Penny Fenwick in the amount of $167,978.52, as well as costs 

of the McMichael Canadian Collection in the amount of $116,383.67, both inclusive of 

disbursements and taxes.  
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In the judgment, dated October 4, 2010, concerns about the adequacy of Mr. 

Zimmerman’s response to the objections raised with respect to the accounts produced 

by him were repealed.259 As such, Strathy J., afforded him yet another opportunity to 

respond to the objections by providing evidence, including affidavit evidence regarding 

the nature of each disbursements and why such expenses were incurred.260 It was 

suggested that Mr. Zimmerman provide receipts and vouchers, if available, or, if not, 

that he provide an explanation.261  

 

At the hearing held on September 15, 2010, Strathy J., was advised that Mr. 

Zimmerman was content to proceed, without any further response to the hundreds of 

objections raised by the objectors.262 The court was left with no choice but to allow the 

objections, less a modest deduction in the amount of $5,147.38.10, for which an 

adequate explanation was provided by Mr. Zimmerman, and order Mr. Zimmerman to 

pay his successor trustees a total of $71,693.80 in relation to disbursements made out 

of Mrs. McMichael’s property and $390,039.02, in relation to disbursements made out of 

the Trust.  

 

Mr. Zimmerman has since deceased. 263 

 

(z) Re Kalczynski264 

The former attorney/then estate trustee had been ordered to pass her attorney and 

executor accounts. The trustee’s sisters, also beneficiaries of the estate, objected to the 

fees charged by the former attorney as their mother’s attorney for property, the 

disbursements made for personal care and the disbursements for rent.  

 

The court found that the fees charged by the former attorney/estate trustee for 

managing the property of the deceased were within the amounts prescribed by the 

SDA.  However, the court was not satisfied that the fees charged by the former 
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attorney/current estate trustee for personal care work performed during the relevant 

period were appropriate. 

 

The evidence showed that the former attorney/current estate trustee claimed that she 

had given up her job as a personal service worker to take care of her mother, who had 

Alzheimer’s disease and suffered progressively from dementia and related disabilities, 

and, thus, sought compensation close to the amount she had been paid by her former 

employer for doing so. There was no evidence that the instrument creating the power of 

attorney for personal care made special provision for compensation of the attorney.  

 

The evidence also showed that the former attorney/current estate trustee had initially 

charged her mother $575.00 per month to rent out the lower half of her duplex. When 

her mother moved into one of the bedrooms in the upper half of the duplex, the former 

attorney/current estate trustee charged her mother $1,000.00 per month. The deceased 

was later moved to a nursing home, where she remained until her death.  

 

In reviewing the fees charged by the estate trustee, the court opined that an attorney for 

property is entitled to incur expenses for the grantor’s benefit, and, pursuant to authority 

such as Lanthier v. Dufresne Estate,265 an attorney can be compensated for services 

that she provided herself. However, the court was careful to note that in situations 

where an attorney compensates herself for services she provided herself, thus creating 

an inherent conflict of interest, any such payments will be subject to close scrutiny by 

the courts.266 

 

The court did not think it reasonable for the former attorney/current estate trustee to 

expect to be paid close to the rate that she would have been paid by her employer for 

giving service to an arm's length client, especially in view of the fact that she was at the 

same time hiring outside help.267 The former attorney/current estate trustee was ordered 

to repay to the estate the pre-taken amounts that were disallowed, which amounted to 

$65,704.00 in total.   
                                                             
265 Lanthier v. Dufresne Estate, [2002] O.J. No. 3397 (Ont. S.C.J.). 
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For the same reasons, the court was not satisfied with the fees charged by the former 

attorney/current estate trustee for room and board. Consequently, the court disallowed 

the $1,000 charged for October 2004, when the mother was living in the nursing home, 

and of the remaining $30,000, disallowed all but $15,000. The court allowed $500 a 

month for room and board for 30 months.  

 

The court permitted the former attorney/current estate trustee to obtain reimbursement 

out of the estate for the costs of retaining an accountant to prepare the reports used on 

the motion, and the fees of the mother’s solicitor, capped at a total of $2,500.00. Both 

parties’ costs were ordered to be paid out of the estate, unless there was disagreement 

as to the amount, in which case such could be determined by an assessment officer. 

 

(aa) DeLorenzo v. Beresh268 

The holding of the court in Craven v. Osidacz Estate is at odds with that made in 

DeLorenzo v. Beresh, a similar case decided approximately two months prior and not 

referred to in Craven v. Osidacz Estate. 

 

DeLorenzo v. Beresh involved the Will of the late Vincent Anthony DeLorenzo, the 

terms of which set up a trust for each of his grandchildren. At the time the motion was 

decided, there were three proceedings before the court relating to the estate. 

Throughout the course of the proceedings, the estate trustee used estate funds to pay 

all the legal fees he incurred with respect to the various proceedings. As in Craven v. 

Osidacz Estate, the question that arose was whether: “[i]n the absence of prior court 

approval, or the consent of all beneficiaries, [is it] appropriate for an estate trustee to 

use estate funds to pay legal fees incurred in connection with litigation between himself 

and the beneficiaries of the estate [...]”269 One distinguishing factor in this case of 

                                                             
268 DeLorenzo v. Beresh, 2010 ONSC 5655, 62 E.T.R. (3d) 65, 193 A.C.W.S. (3d) 1031, 2010 CarswellOnt 7756, but see 
analysis by Professor Albert Oosterhoff, “Indemnity of Estate Trustees as Applied in Recent Cases” (2013), 41, The Advocates 
Quarterly 123, as cited in Furtney Estate v. Furtney, 2014 CarswellOnt 8904, 2014 ONSC 3774, which suggests the Estate 
Trustee is not required to obtain consent of the beneficiaries to draw on the Estate assets to pay legal costs 
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worthy note is the estate trustee was not also a beneficiary and had no financial interest 

in the estate.  

 

The court noted that counsel retained by an estate trustee is counsel to the estate 

trustee. The corollary of this then is that an estate trustee is personally liable to the 

solicitor for the fees they incur. 

 

In its reasons, the court then drew a distinction between the different proceedings giving 

rise to legal costs incurred on behalf of the estate trustee, and how such costs ought to 

be treated.  

 

The court noted that, generally speaking, the executor and any beneficiary properly 

attending and represented by a lawyer on a passing of accounts is awarded full 

reimbursement for his or her legal expenses from the estate.270 The basis for same 

being “the well settled principle that full indemnity of the trustee's proper costs, charges 

and expenses in administering an estate is the price to be paid by the cestuis que trust 

for the services of the trustee and that the trustee must not be required to pay them 

personally.”271  According to the court, these charges and expenses are normally 

awarded at the time of the audit.272 

 

According to the court, this is to be contrasted with contentious or adversarial legal 

proceedings, where, according to the court, the general rule on costs applies in that it is 

the successful party that is awarded its costs, on the lower party and party scale to be 

paid by the unsuccessful party.273 

 

As noted by the court, when there is litigation between the estate trustee and the 

beneficiaries related to the question of whether or not the trustee has properly 

discharged his duties, different considerations may apply. In the circumstances, whether 

a trustee is entitled to charge the estate with his legal fees may turn on the outcome and 
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it should be determined on a passing of accounts or court application, if not agreed to 

by the beneficiaries.274 

 

The court ordered the estate trustee to repay the estate all legal fees deducted 

therefrom, inclusive of interest thereon, from the date such payments were made out of 

the estate.  Also as in Craven v. Osidacz Estate, the court restrained the estate trustee 

from using estate funds to pay any further legal accounts with respect to the ongoing 

litigation between him and the beneficiaries without the consent of the beneficiaries or 

further order of the court. Note however is made of the fact that leave to appeal has 

been obtained on point. In this case it makes little sense on the facts made known in the 

reasons as to why such an order would be made. Firstly, the order interferes with the 

law as we have known it for centuries, and secondly, it raised the question of what 

estate trustee would ever accept such an office if its legal fees and disbursements were 

not paid out of the estate fund, particularly where the estate trustee has no financial 

interest in the estate. Moreover, the court proceedings largely appeared to be in respect 

of the estate, and not in relation to the estate trustees conduct which should well have 

been left to a passing of account application. 

 

(bb) Craven v. Osidacz Estate 275 

 
The issue in Craven v. Osidacz Estate was whether an estate trustee ought to be 

prohibited from unilaterally paying litigation costs out of estate funds, without court or 

beneficiary approval, and prior to any resolution of the estate litigation or upon the 

passing of accounts. 

 

In its analysis of the relevant legal principles, the court opined that, when counsel is 

retained by an estate trustee, counsel is the solicitor to the trustee and not, as is 

sometimes mistakenly believed, counsel to the estate.  
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The court also noted that an estate trustee is “entitled, indeed, obliged to defend claims 

against the estate so long as the estate assets are expended reasonably”276 [emphasis 

added] and not for their own benefit. And, whether an estate trustee has acted 

reasonably is to be determined by reference to the applicable case law such as the 

Supreme Court of Canada case of Goodman Estate v. Geffen277 and Coppel v. Coppel 

Estate.278 In Goodman Estate v. Geffen, the Supreme Court considered the test of 

"reasonableness" at 390 and 391, as follows: 

 

The Courts have long held that trustees are entitled to be 
indemnified for all costs including legal costs which they 
have reasonably incurred. Reasonable expenses include the 
cost of an action reasonably defended.... Insofar as such 
person [trustee] does not recover his costs from any other 
person, he is entitled to take his costs out of the fund held by 
him unless the court orders otherwise; and the court can 
otherwise order only on the ground that he has acted 
unreasonably or in substance for his own benefit, rather than 
for the benefit of the fund. 

 

Although the court was of the view that, as an estate trustee has a duty to defend claims 

and a right to be indemnified if he or she acts reasonably in doing so,279  the court noted 

that where an estate trustee and family are the beneficiaries of the estate, the estate 

trustee’s duty may be seen in a different light. The court stated: 

In cases where the executor and close family members have a personal 
interest in the outcome of the litigation against a beneficiary or person with 
an interest in the estate akin to a beneficiary (this may include a creditor 
with a crystallized claim), it would be inequitable to use the assets of an 
estate as a kind of ATM machine from which withdrawals automatically flow 
to fund the litigation whether reasonable or not. Requiring the parties 
including the executor to fund the litigation from their own resources on a 
"loser pays" basis brings needed discipline to civil litigation by requiring the 
parties to assess their personal exposure to costs before launching down 
the road for the lawsuit or a motion. Whether a right to indemnity or 
reimbursement exists is a matter between the estate trustee and the 
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beneficiaries of the estate and is to be determined either by agreement with 
them or on a passing of accounts. In itself the existence of nonexistence of 
such a right, does not affect the liability of the estate trustee to the estate 
solicitor.280 

 

The court opined that in cases where monies are already expended by an estate 

trustee, a determination as to whether such expenditures were reasonably made is best 

determined at the outcome of the litigation and ought to be determined on a passing of 

accounts.281    

 

With respect to future expenditures on the litigation, however, the court found that it 

would be inequitable in the circumstances of this particular case for the estate trustee to 

pay for the litigation out of the assets of the estate, given his personal interest as a 

beneficiary in the outcome. 

 

Notably, Professor Albert Oosterhoff examined both DeLorenzo and Craven (2 above) 

in his insightful paper entitled: “Indemnity of Estate Trustees as Applied in Recent 

Cases” 282 finding that such diverged from established principles of indemnification.  

 

(cc) Diament v. Ockrant283  

This application concerned inter alia an accounting by an attorney with allegations of 

fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of trust, and fraudulent misrepresentation.  The 

applicants moved for summary judgment which was ultimately granted in the amount of 

$776,133.04.  

 

During the tenure of the attorneyship, the respondent withdrew the entire amount of the 

funds of both husband and wife as grantors of powers of attorney for property. The facts 
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read that it is undisputed that the funds withdrawn by the attorney were either used for 

the living expenses of the husband and wife, or for the attorney’s personal use.  

 

The attorney asserted that the amounts taken for personal use were gifts from the 

grantors. The court found that there was no evidence corroborating any gift of money 

from the grantors of the powers of attorney.  

 

The attorney admitted that he spent money taken from the grantors as if it was his own. 

There were a number of court orders and endorsements requiring inter alia a full 

accounting of the monies taken during the attorneyship.  The respondent resisted the 

productions and accounting.  

 

The court found that there were significant cash transactions supporting the damages 

claimed in the summary judgment motion.  

 

The court opined per Whitaker J., that there was adequate information before the court 

to permit findings of liability and quantum.  The court concluded that the attorney put his 

own interest before the interest of the grantors, failed to advise, and took advantage of 

their vulnerability as elderly relatives who clearly trusted him.  

 

The court opined that the attorney was obliged to keep accurate and complete accounts 

and he failed to do so.  

 

As such, the court concluded that the attorney breached his fiduciary obligations and 

committed fraud and granted summary judgment.   

 

Moreover, the court costs of the applicant were fixed at $70,000.00284.  
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On appeal, the Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal stating that it was clearly a case 

for summary judgment on liability and the appellant clearly breached his fiduciary 

obligation. Costs were fixed to the respondent of $2,000.00 on dismissal.285  

 

(dd) Chan Estate v. Chan Estate286 

The accounting firm of firm of Bennett, Gold, Chartered Accountants was mistakenly 

appointed as estate trustee of the estate of the deceased, Mr. John Kwock Keung 

Chan, by way of consent order, after one of its predecessors renounced and the other 

resigned from their positions. Once it was determined, however, that, as a limited 

liability partnership, the firm was not able to deal with certain estate assets and that an 

individual ought to have been appointed, Mr. Robert Gold of that firm was appointed as 

estate trustee. He was later succeeded first by Ms. Vivian Wong and then by Ms. Lai 

Fan Wu. Ms. Wong was one of Ms. Wu’s former lawyers. Ms. Wu was the former wife of 

the deceased and the mother of the primary beneficiaries, the deceased’s two children. 

 

Mr. Gold brought an application to pass his accounts for the period during which he was 

estate trustee, pursuant to a consent order. Ms. Wu opposed his passing. Among the 

objections raised by her, Ms. Wu took issue with Mr. Gold’s claim for excess 

compensation. Although the court found that there was “no doubt that [Mr. Gold] spent 

countless additional hours on the administration of this estate largely due to the 

interventionist tactics of Ms. Wu,”287 as the estate accounts filed indicated that Mr. 

Gold’s firm pre-took compensation, that there was no consent by the beneficiaries or the 

litigation guardian to do so, and nor was there a court order approving same. The court 

reduced the amount of compensation claimed by Mr. Gold by the amount that was pre-

taken by him.  

 

On the legal costs incurred by Mr. Gold, the court found that much of Ms. Wu’s 

objections had to do with her criticisms of her prior lawyers. The court found that the 

accounts for the period up to 2008 consisted of detailed dockets showing the date, 
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description, hours spent, amount charged and the lawyer or law clerk involved. They 

also detailed the firm's involvement with both Ms. Wu and the many prior legal counsel 

involved up to the consent order that terminated Mr. Gold’s appointment and substituted 

Ms. Wu as the estate trustee, subject to Mr. Gold's passing of accounts and completing 

certain work for the estate. It was found that the dockets also included a detailed 

description of ongoing work after the court order, up to the final invoice on the schedule 

submitted by Mr. Gold. As the court was satisfied that the legal fees invoiced to Mr. 

Gold were necessary and proper legal services to the estate trustee, it approved those 

accounts.  

 

With respect to the accounts for 2009 and 2010 submitted by Mr. Gold, the court was 

“satisfied that these services rendered to Mr. Gold as Estate Trustee [...] were 

necessary in order to assist Mr. Gold in preparation for a difficult and arduous passing 

of accounts where every step was disputed and where his reputation was challenged 

and to allegations of fraud and misconduct.”288 As such, the court approved these 

accounts as well, with interest. 

 

The court found, respecting costs, that Mr. Gold had “achieved a substantial measure of 

success with respect to this passing of accounts,” and, as such, held that if the parties 

could not agree on costs, Mr. Gold would be entitled to a period of 20 days after the 

date of the judgment to make submissions as to costs. Ms. Wu would then have a 

period of 20 days to respond to any such submissions.  

 

Mulligan, J., previously invited the parties to reach an agreement in respect of costs, 

given the substantial measure of success against the Estate.  In the 2012 costs decision 

no agreement was reached.  Accordingly, costs submissions were made by the 

applicant and none were submitted by the respondents, despite further invitation from 

the court to make responding submissions. The applicant sought costs on a partial 

indemnity basis.  

 

                                                             
288 Ibid  at para 57 
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Mulligan, J., made note of the ongoing litigation and the significant allegations of 

criminal and quasi criminal conduct on the part of the accounting firm which were of 

utmost professional importance. The court referenced the lengthy, disorganized, 

repetitive and unclear affidavits of the objectors which resulted in unnecessarily 

complex, lengthy proceedings that were considered unmeritorious.  

 

Though the applicant enjoyed a substantial measure of success on the passing, there 

had been somewhat of a harsh result in that the compensation was reduced by the 

amount pre-taken. That said, in the end the applicant was successful in obtaining its full 

partial indemnity costs.  It is unknown why the respondents who were self-represented 

did not file costs submissions or whether indeed any such costs submissions would 

have made a difference to the end result.   

 

This is another example of costs being awarded on a partial indemnity basis following 

the principle of degree of success on the application. 289 

 

(ee)  Langston v. Landen290 

The numerous decisions arising from the case of Langston v. Landen illustrate the 

severe consequences of failing to adhere to an order requiring an estate trustee to pass 

accounts. As this case demonstrates, in certain egregious circumstances, the courts will 

not shy from making an order for imprisonment.  Langston v. Landen291 involved a 

motion brought by Ronald Rutman (“Mr. Rutman”), the Estate Trustee During Litigation 

(the “ETDL”) of the Estate of Paul Penna (the “Estate”). Among other things, Mr. 

Rutman sought a declaration and finding that Mr. Landen was in contempt of certain 

court orders. Greer J. agreed with the motion brought by Mr. Rutman, finding Mr. 

Landen in contempt of court for breach of the following Orders: 

1. The Mareva Order, dated March 2, 2005, by which he was ordered to 
advise the court, by way of sworn affidavit, of all of his dealings with the 
Estate accounts frozen by the Mareva Order and to produce all 
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documents in his possession in connection with that. Greer J., found the 
affidavit prepared by Mr. Landen to be incomplete, as it did not disclose 
other assets he controlled, among other things. She further found that, 
subsequently, Mr. Landen repeatedly and deliberately violated the terms 
of the Mareva Order; 

 
2. The Order, dated April 7, 2006, which ordered him to file an application 

to pass his accounts, which, Greer J. found, he never filed, nor did he 
make any attempts to pass his accounts as one of the estate trustees;  
 

3. The Order, dated July 7, 2006, which ordered him to provide counsel 
with an update concerning the assets listed in his (incomplete) affidavit, 
which, Greer J. found to be false; and  
 

4. The Order, dated February 27, 2009, which ordered him to attend at an 
examination in aid of execution, which he was found to have deliberately 
violated.292   

 

In finding that Mr. Landen in contempt, Greer J., stated the following: 

 

The steps Landen took in the face of such Orders, were egregious in nature 

and showed the extent of Landen's sociopathy when he knowingly, 

deliberately and wilfully breached his fiduciary duties to the Estate and [its] 

beneficiaries, committed breach of trust, defrauded the Estate of millions of 

dollars, failed to keep or produce estate accounts, treated the deceased's 

widow with total disrespect and defrauded her by never paying her the 

money she was entitled to under the Estate.293 

 

Based on her findings on the contempt motion—that no accounts were ever produced 

by Mr. Landen, that not all of the legacies were paid by him, that millions of dollars were 

stripped from the assets of the Estate and the company solely owned by the Estate, and 

that Mr. Landen deliberately breached a number of court orders (noted above), thus 

placing him in contempt— Greer J., was of the view that, of the various orders available 

to a court to deal with sanctions against a person found to be a contemnor pursuant to 
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subrule 60.11(5) of the Rules, the appropriate sanction for Mr. Landen was 

imprisonment. Greer J., sentenced Mr. Landen to 14 months imprisonment, noting that 

in civil contempt matters, unlike criminal sentencing, there is no method of parole.  In 

Greer J.’s view, a situation such as this called out for deterrence, “given that the 

message is that such persons who have an obligation to keep accounts must realize the 

severity of sanctions against them if no accounts are kept and they have personally 

taken and used estate assets.”294  

 

Mr. Landen attempted to appeal Greer J.’s decision,295 however, the Court of Appeal 

refused to interfere with the sentence, finding that it was fit in the circumstances and 

ordered costs to the Estate Trustee of $15,000.00. 

 

In the latest, and final decision arising on October 10, 2012, Landen appeared before 

Greer, J. after his 14 month sentence was completed.296 A relative of Landen's had 

hired an accountant to go over the records to assist with the Court's request for answers 

as to where the millions of dollars went. However much of the missing money and 

shares could not be traced or located. Greer, J. was not impressed with this: "Another 

accounting was not what I had in mind. I expected that Landen would prepare an 

Affidavit setting out how he had used the funds and what he had done with various 

missing shares”.297 

 

In deciding whether or not to sentence Landen to a further 6 months in jail for further 

contempt, Justice Greer had this to say: 

 

I agree with counsel for the Estate Trustee during Litigation that the law of 
diminishing returns is at work in a case such as this. I agree that there is 
little likelihood of locating any further eligible assets. I saw no remorse or 
regret by Landen in what he did. I found him to be untruthful in saying he 
did not know what happened to the missing assets.  
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Landen really did not purge his contempt. He left it to [the accountant] to try 
to do it for him. He filed no Affidavit and no letter of apology. He showed 
absolutely no remorse in the witness box and had a selected memory of 
events he did not wish to discuss, such as the missing shares.  
 
The question then is, "Would it serve the public's interest to sentence him to 
a further 6 months in prison?" I have reluctantly concluded that it would not. 
He is living along in a friend's house and is said to be in receipt of social 
assistance. His life has become a narrow existence in comparison to the 
salad days of living in Forest Hill, attending the Leaf's games, and driving 
luxury cars, all on other people's money. 
 
I withdraw my Order that Landen Pass his Accounts in the Estate as it is an 
impossible task for him. The [accountant's] reports are the best evidence 
there is.298 

 

The Court concluded that the matter had come to an end and that Landen not be 

returned to prison. While the Court really had no other option and the decision seems 

appropriate, this is rather an unsatisfactory conclusion to the beneficiaries and to this 

long and infamous case. Ultimately, the many charities that were to benefit under the 

Will, will never see any of the money misappropriated by Landen. 

(ff) Bikur Cholim Jewish Volunteer Services v. Langston 299 

Mr. Penna passed away on August 29, 1996. His will appointed his wife, Ms. Penna, a 

Mr. Langston, and a Mr. Landen as executors and trustees of his estate. The court 

found that Ms. Penna began exhibiting symptoms of incompetency from at least 

October 1999. Ms. Penna passed away on December 18, 2003. On February 28, 2005, 

the forensic accountant produced a report suggesting misconduct on the part of Mr. 

Landen. On March 1, 2005, an action was commenced by Mr. Langston, Mr. Sheriff, 

and Mr. Jakmin against Mr. Landen, his wife, and his company. On March 31, 2005, a 

statement of claim was issued by Mr. Langston, Mr. Sheriff, and Mr. Jakmin. On April 

20, 2005, counsel met and discussed the possible claim against the estate of Ms. 

Penna (the “appellant”) for damages arising from her negligence while she acted as an 

executrix. On May 13, 2005, counsel for one of the applicants, a charity and residual 
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beneficiary under Mr. Penna’s will, sent a letter to the appellant regarding the 

negligence of Ms. Penna. December 18, 2005 marked two years from the date of Ms. 

Penna’s death. On April 7, 2006, the charities and the appellants were added as 

plaintiffs to the March 31 action.  

 

Mr. Landen, Mr. Sheriff, and Mr. Langston were removed as estate trustees of Mr. 

Penna’s estate and ordered to pass their accounts. On December 4, 2006, the motion 

judge issued an order giving directions regarding the summary judgment motion and 

ordering that the estate of Ms. Penna by her estate trustees (the appellant and Mr. 

Landen) bring an application to pass their accounts from the date of the death of Mr. 

Penna to the date of death of Ms. Penna.   

 

The appellant argued that section 38(3) of the Trustee Act applied and, accordingly, the 

two-year limitation period therein had expired on December 2005, the date of Ms. 

Penna’s death. The appellant’s further argued that the transition provisions under the 

Limitations Act, 2002 did not apply in this case. This position would facilitate the 

appellant to arguably get around the basic two-year limitation period established by 

section 4 of the Limitations Act, 2002, also known as the “discoverability principle” 

which, if accepted would have meant that the two-year period would have commenced 

from the date the forensic accountant produced his report, as this was, arguably, the 

date the claim was discovered. As a result, the claim would not have been statute-

barred.  

 

The respondent’s argued that even if section 38(3) applied, the two-year limitation 

period did not run because of sections 43 and 44 of the former Limitations Act which 

concern claims based on “fraud or fraudulent breach of trust” which provide as follows: 

 

43(1) In this section, [...] "trustee" includes an executor, an administrator, a 
trustee whose trust arises by construction or implication of law as well as an 
express trustee, and a joint trustee. 

 
(2) In an action against a trustee or a person claiming through a trustee, 
except where the claim is founded upon a fraud or fraudulent breach of trust 
to which the trustee was party or privy, or is to recover trust property or the 
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proceeds thereof, still retained by the trustee, or previously received by the 
trustee and converted to the trustee's use, the following paragraphs apply:  
1. All rights and privileges conferred by any statute of limitations shall be 
enjoyed in the like manner and to the like extent as they would have been 
enjoyed in such action if the trustee or person claiming through the trustee 
had not been a trustee or person claiming through a trustee. 

 
44(2) Subject to section 43, no claim of the beneficiary of a trust against the 
trustee for any property held on an express trust, or in respect of any 
breach of such trust, shall be held to be barred by any statute of limitations. 
 

The respondents contended that their action fell within section 43(2) as it was a claim 

“founded upon a fraud or fraudulent breach of trust to which the trustee was a party or 

privy”. 

 

The Court of Appeal followed the principle in Edwards v. Law Society of Upper 

Canada300 and held that the intent of sections 43 and 44 is to "free actions against 

trustees from all statutory limitation periods [including section 38(3) of the Trustee Act] 

where they fall within the kinds of action specified in s. 43(2)." However, the court found 

that although Ms. Penna may well have been negligent for allowing Mr. Landen “free 

reign over the administration of the estate,” such was not enough to bring her within the 

exception in section 43(2) as “party or privy to [Mr. Landen’s] fraud.”301  According to the 

court, while she may have breached her duties to the beneficiaries of the estate, such 

did not make her a party or privy to Mr. Landen’s fraud. She could not have been a 

party to Mr. Landen’s fraud "without at least knowing or being wilfully blind to the 

fraud.”302 

 

The respondents submitted that the broad jurisdiction under subsections 49(2) and (3) 

of the Estates Act gives the judge “power to inquire into any claim by any person 
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interested in the taking of the accounts.”303  However, the court found that there is 

nothing in section 49 “that suggests a judge has the power to award damages in respect 

of a claim that is statute-barred.”304  Rather, in Simone v. Cheifetz,305 the Court of 

Appeal suggested that “an audit under s. 49 is not the appropriate vehicle for litigating a 

claim of breach of trust.”306 

 

The respondents attempted to add the appellant as a defendant in the proceedings 

pursuant to the doctrine of special circumstances. As was noted by the Court of Appeal 

in Giroux Estate v. Trillium Health Centre,307 the common law doctrine of fraudulent 

concealment applies to suspend the running of the limitation period in section 38(3) and 

survives the Limitations Act, 2002. As stated by the Court of Appeal in Giroux Estate v. 

Trillium Health Centre:  

 

s. 38(3) was exempted from the new Act so that its common law status 
would be preserved and it would remain immune from the discoverability 
rule. In other words, the legislature intended that s. 38(3) should continue to 
be governed by common law principles. The doctrine of fraudulent 
concealment is one such principle.   

 

The Court of Appeal, in concurrence with Giroux Estate v. Trillium Health Centre and in 

Swain Estate v. Lake of the Woods District Hospital,308 opined that the doctrine of 

special circumstances is available to permit a court to add parties to an existing action, 

in spite of the expiration of the limitation period in section 38(3). However, the court 

found that this was not a case for the application of the doctrine of special 

circumstances to permit adding the appellant as a defendant:309 

 

In my view, the special circumstances doctrine should be applied with care 
when it is sought to add an estate as a defendant. As Abella J.A. observed 
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in Waschkowski at para. 9 the policy consideration underlying the clear time 
limit in s. 38(3) is to favour disposition of estate matters with finality. The 
two year window makes access to a remedy "available for a limited time 
without creating indefinite fiscal vulnerability for an estate". In my view, 
there is an additional policy consideration: the difficulty an estate may have 
in defending against a stale claim. This case provides an obvious example. 
Not only is Lorraine Penna not around to defend herself, but it seems that 
from at least 1999 she was incompetent.   

 

The case was argued in the context of a summary judgment motion. Specifically, the 

appellant sought a declaration before the motion judge on the following terms:  

 

 (a) for a Declaration that the Partial Summary Judgment Motion brought on 
by Rutman, as Estate Trustee during Litigation, as well as any future claims 
for damages brought against the Estate of Lorraine Penna, or its executors, 
arising out of any alleged breach of legal duty by Lorraine Penna while 
acting as an executor of the Estate of Paul Penna, are statute-barred; 
 
(b) for a Declaration that subparagraph (a) above be a defence to any and 
all subsequent claims for damages brought against the Estate of Lorraine 
Penna, or its executors, arising out of any alleged breach of legal duty by 
Lorraine Penna while acting as an executor of the Estate of Paul Penna, in 
these or related proceedings310 

 

The Court of Appeal allowed the appeal, but only to the extent of the motion for 

summary judgment was barred by section 38(3) of the Trustee Act. Costs were awarded 

in favour of the appellant. 

 

(gg) Langston v. Landen311  

In the June 20, 2013 judgment concerning the passing of account of Ronald Rutman, 

the Estate Trustee During Litigation, the court addressed the objections primarily 

relating to the sale of the estate’s house, and the compensation taken thereon, as well 

as the taking of 2 ½ % on a single large capital receipt and disbursement. The court 

noted that Ronald Rutman was an excellent appointment and diligently pursued the 
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tracing of assets into the hands of Barry Landen, the former estate trustee, his wife, all 

of which were fraudulently used by them and family members. The court accredited 

Rutman for untangling the corporate web of Jakmin Investments Ltd., and traced other 

assets that had disappeared during the administration of the estate by Landen. The 

court moreover, accredited Ronald Rutman for tracing Landen’s assets frozen by the 

original Mareva Injunction, and brought on the Motion for Contempt when Landen had 

stripped the assets out of all of the frozen accounts, and her Honour stated: “this was 

not just a care-taking position”.312 

 

Ronald Rutman used an accounting program to assist with the preparation of the 

accounts, but in some instances time spent was missing. The court states that the 

trustee is now aware of the case law that suggests that all costs for the preparation of 

accounts should be deducted from the trustee’s compensation.313  

 

The court was of the view that the complications involved in the administration of the 

estate was on onerous one. The number of motions, appeals, contempt motions and 

general estate litigation was highly unusual. Added to this was the necessity to wind up 

a company, and determine missing tax returns and assets. In the administration of 

estates, trustees can be awarded a special fee for extra complexities in bringing the 

administration to its conclusion and the court opined that in the circumstances of this 

case, it was not prepared to reduce the compensation from the amount requested on 

the basis that the trustee would otherwise be entitled to a special fee in addition to the 

amount requested. As such, the trustee’s claim for $162,478.01 representing the 

balance of the compensation was ordered payable.  

 

This is in stark contrast to the treatment of the court in Church v Gerlach314, referenced 

herein, where the court used a different analogy to fix the cost of the Estate Trustee 

During Litigation  
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(hh) The Estate of Roman Krentz315 

This case involved the contested passing of accounts application over fees.  The 

lawyer, accountant and bookkeeper were named as the deceased’s trustees in 

accordance with his Will.  The estate trustees sought compensation payable out of the 

estate. The beneficiaries of the estate who were the deceased’s children in their 

capacity as beneficiaries objected to the accounts on a number of grounds, therefore 

asking the court to reduce compensation.   

 

The argument was made that the trustees’ compensation should be reduced since they 

were paid professional fees for most of their work in respect of which compensation was 

claimed in their capacity as estate trustees.  The Will contained a provision permitting 

the trustees who are professionals to bill for their professional time in addition to their 

work as trustees.  However, on cross-examination, the solicitor who drafted the Will 

stated that the deceased had not expressly requested this clause.   

 

The court, upon review of the terms of the Will, noted that there was a particular 

paragraph authorizing the estate trustees to pay reasonable compensation and a 

separate paragraph authorizing the trustees to charge professional fees and other 

charges for work done.  The court found that the two clauses were boilerplate clauses 

and did not clearly illicit that the lawyer would be paid for professional work and also be 

paid for compensation as a trustee.  What is interesting in the court’s analysis, is the 

analogy drawn in respect of compensation for a lawyer who is both trustee and a lawyer 

in the context of contingency fee arrangements.  

 

The court concluded that in both situations, payments may not easily be quantified.  The 

court noted that the lawyer who is a trustee and seeks both professional fees and 

trustee compensation has an obligation to satisfy the beneficiaries of an estate and the 

court that the testator understood the provision in the Will.  The court was not satisfied 

in this instance.  The court in the end accepted the trustees’ claim for compensation 

based on the percentages without reduction.  The trustees also claimed a special fee in 

this instance, which was rejected. 
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(ii) Vincent Estate Re316 

 
This case involved an application by the Bank of Nova Scotia Trust Company as Estate 

Trustee of the Estate of Orlie Audrea Vincent, to pass its accounts. One of the 

beneficiaries of the Estate objected to the accounts. The nature of the objections 

included objections to the Estate Trustee During Litigation’s legal fees, requesting an 

order for taxation or assessment.  

 

Pursuant to the Reasons for Decision of Corrick J. dated June 17, 2011317, J. Corrick 

ruled that the objections as they related to the legal fees of Scotiatrust to Gowlings and 

to O’Sullivan Estate Lawyers, were determined in that Her Honour held that Mr. Vincent 

was estopped from having those legal accounts rendered prior to March 1, 2010 

assessed. Mr. Vincent was permitted however, to have any legal accounts rendered 

after March 1, 2010 assessed, yet Mr. Vincent did not pursue the further objections 

permitted to be assessed.  

 

Pursuant to the Reasons for Decision of Justice Corrick dated September 26, 2011, 

Justice Corrick therefore passed the accounts of the Bank of Nova Scotia Trust 

Company, fixed the accounts rendered post March 1, 2010318, and made the following 

disposition with respect to costs319:  

[15] In summary, I make the following disposition: 
a.   […] 
b.  The costs of the passing of the accounts shall be paid as follows: 

 (i) To Whaley Estate Litigation for its account up to May 4, 
2011, $5,000.00 including HST payable out of the estate; and  

 (ii) To Whaley Estate Litigation for its account up to May 4, 
2011, $19,144.94 including HST out of David Vincent’s share 
of the estate, and any disbursement to David Vincent of estate 
funds shall be net of this amount.  
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c. David Vincent shall pay Janice Vincent costs in the amount of 
$9,000.00 inclusive of disbursements and HST. Any disbursement 
to David Vincent of estate funds shall be net of this amount.320 

 

Mr. Vincent appealed the endorsement and corresponding Order of 20120210321 of 

Corrick J. pursuant to section 10 of the Estates Act, to the Divisional Court.   

 

Pursuant to an endorsement dated February 10, 2012, the Divisional Court322 allowed 

the appeal of paragraphs 1–6 of the motion judge’s order, yet was silent with respect to 

the judgment on passing of accounts, and the costs so ordered thereunder pursuant to 

the Reasons of 20110926323.  The Divisional Court at paragraph 8 stated as follows324: 

 

[8] The appellant argues that the process adopted was flawed: he was 
deprived of the opportunity to submit evidence in support of his objection, 
and the motions judge, in effect, followed, as contemplated by the Practice 
Direction… 

[9] in our view, the motions judge erred in proceeding to determine the 
substantive issue of estoppel rather than resolving the conflict respecting 
the draft orders giving directions. The result of her decision was to deprive 
the appellant of an opportunity to present evidence and make his full case 
respecting his ability to challenge the legal fees. 

[10] While the respondent argues that the appellant had an adequate 
opportunity to present such evidence before the hearing, we accept the 
submission of appellant’s counsel that there was no reason to put forth 
evidence relating to the substantive issues for that attendance, given that 
the parties were making a first appearance on a contested motion for 
directions. As a result, there was no affidavit evidence from either party 
addressing the issue of estoppel. 

[11] Therefore, the appeal is allowed and paragraphs 1 through 6 of the 
motions judge’s order are set aside. The contested motion for directions 
shall be referred back for determination by a judge hearing matters on the 
Estates List. Given our conclusion on the process, we need not address the 
appellant’s alternative argument that the motions judge erred in law in 
finding estoppel and in failing to address the issues of waiver.325 
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The Divisional Court fixed the appellant, Mr. Vincent’s costs at $9,500.00 on a partial 

indemnity basis and requested written submission of the issue of the estate trustees’ 

entitlement to costs.  

 

On April 24, 2012, the Divisional Court326 determined that the Estate Trustee, the Bank 

of Nova Scotia Trust Company, is entitled to be indemnified for its costs reasonably 

incurred pursuant to Geffen v. Goodman Estate327 but on the quantum of costs, 

determined that the costs were excessive. It is unclear whether or not the Divisional 

Court reviewed the costs pursuant to the factors sets out in Cohen v. Kealey 328 or Rule 

58 of the Rules of Civil Procedure in determining the costs to be “excessive.” The 

Divisional Court fixed the Estate Trustee’s costs of the appeal at $15,000.00 inclusive of 

HST and disbursements payable out of the Estate.  

 

Notably, though the Divisional Court agreed that the Estate Trustee was entitled to be 

fully indemnified for its costs, the costs were characterized to be excessive even on a 

substantial or full indemnity basis, without reasons as to how it was determined that 

they were “excessive”. Given the requirements of the rules as they relate to appeals, it 

is difficult to reconcile an award of $15,000.00 inclusive of HST and disbursements, 

indeed, filing the records required pursuant to the rules in triplicate would mean a 

substantial part of the $15,000.00 awarded in costs would have gone to photocopying 

costs alone.  

 

The Appellant in his cost submissions took the position that the Divisional Court in 

allowing the appeal, set aside in effect the costs ordered by the application Judge.  

 

On this, the Divisional Court took the position that the Appellant sought to raise for the 

first time, an issue concerning the cost order by Corrick J., and the Divisional Court in 

return, ruled that that matter was not properly before the court and declined to address 

                                                             
326 The Bank of Nova Scotia Trust Company v. Vincent, Div. Court, 2012 ONSC 940 – unreported April 24, 2012 
327 Geffen v Goodman (1991), 42 E.T.R. 97 (S.C.C.) 
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it, and therefore the costs as set out in the Reasons for Decision of Corrick J. on 

September 26, 2011 stand.  

 

The application subsequently settled and order following Judgment issued.  

 

Again, Professor Albert Oosterhoff provides interesting commentary on the integrity of 

the Divisional Court decision.329 

 

(jj) Sheard Estate , Re330 

This decision of Mesbur J., concerned a motion by the grandchildren, residuary 

beneficiaries of the estate.  

 

By way of background, the estate trustees provided the grandchildren with two 

distributions. In respect of the first, a formal receipt was requested and received, and in 

the case of the second, the cover letter to the release enclosed a set of accounts for in 

or about a 2-year period of the administration, which also proposed a third distribution 

schedule, which ultimately contained an error later rectified.  However, thereafter the 

grandchildren retained counsel instructing their lawyer to write a letter raising questions 

about the proposed distribution, the accounts and the compensation claimed.  

 

The executors commenced an application to pass their accounts for the period from 

July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2012, not from death, having received a release for the prior 

period on the first distribution from December 28, 2007.  The grandchildren filed a 

Notice of Objection seeking an order requiring the executors to file a complete set of 

accounts together with vouchers, and seeking the dispensing of mandatory mediation.  

 

Greer J., on September 13, 2013, noted that the full accounting sought included a 

period which they had already released the executors for, and ordered that if the 

                                                             
329The Advocates  Quarterly, April 2013,  publication is the revised version of Professor Oosterhoff’s paper delivered at the 
STEP Toronto Branch Conference on January 9, 2013, para 6.5 
330 Sheard Estate, Re, 2013 ONSC 7729, 94 E.T.R. (3d) 130, 2013 CarswellOnt 17587, additional reasons in Sheard Estate, Re, 
2014 ONSC 807, 94 E.T.R. (3d) 141, 2014 CarswellOnt 1228 
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grandchildren wished to receive such release, they were required to amend their motion 

to ask for an order to set aside the releases.  

 

Moreover, Greer J., ordered the executors to update their accounts for the period to 

include up to August 31, 2013.  

 

The grandchildren thereafter delivered an amended Notice of Motion to set aside the 

initial releases and requiring the executors to pass their accounts for the period covered 

by the releases as well as the accounts for the later period.  

 

The executors opposed the relief sought, taking the position that a statutory limitation 

period applied to the first set of accounts, and that there was no jurisdiction to dispense 

with the requirement for mandatory mediation on a contested passing of accounts. The 

court determined that the claim to set aside the releases being more than 2 years from 

the date of the releases was clearly time-barred.  

 

The court refused to dispense with mandatory mediation, dismissed the motion with 

respect to setting aside the releases and directed a Scheduling Appointment to 

schedule the mediation and all further steps required for the passing of accounts 

application.  The grandchildren did not succeed in their motion and as such, were 

ordered to pay the costs of the estate on a partial indemnity basis.  

 

(kk) Maasbree Group (Trustee of) v. Maasbree Group Trust (Trustee of)331 

The decision of Charbonneau J., is notable in that the applicant sought an order 

compelling the respondent trustee to pass his accounts, and the trustee in turn, sought 

a motion asking for an order compelling the applicant to pay $50,000.00 into court as 

security for costs.  

 

The motion of the trustee was dismissed. The court’s reasons for doing so included that 

the trustee has a duty to pass his accounts and has been ordered to do so for a 10-year 

period; the objections would be dealt with at the hearing of the passing of accounts, 
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which is a right of the beneficiaries of the trust; that other beneficiaries have an interest 

in the proceedings; and that the applicant’s claim is not frivolous, vexatious, or void of 

merit.  

 

Costs were not addressed. Arguably, the estate trustee was not acting in a manner said 

to be accountable, transparent or with an even hand. Security for costs orders in estates 

matters are rare. The costs treatment silent, it would have been interesting to know the 

result.  

 

(ll) Nicolou v McLennan & Associates332 

This decision of the Divisional Court, per Skarica J., for the most part addressed a 

request to overturn the decision of the Small Claims Court on the basis of an error in 

law. It is however the analysis within this decision regarding the estate litigation fees 

and the determination of the reasonability obligation that is instructive333.  

 

Skarica J., referenced the case of Bott v. Macaulay334, wherein Cullity J., held that it 

was the estate trustee, not the estate that was the solicitor’s client. Clarifying, of course, 

that an estate is not a juridical person and cannot retain anyone, or incur liabilities.  An 

estate solicitor is one performing services to a personal representative acting as 

such.335 

 

Per Cullity J., therefore it is the estate trustee, and not the estate, that is personally 

liable to the estate solicitor for fees; Though the estate trustee is entitled to be 

indemnified or reimbursed from the estate for the amounts owing to the solicitor. Per 

Cullity J., whether a right to indemnity or reimbursement exists, is a matter between the 

estate trustee and the beneficiaries of the estate and is to be determined either by 

agreement, or on a passing of account. Of particular importance, the existence – or 

non-existence – of such a right does not effect the liability of the estate trustee to the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
331 Maasbree Group (Trustee of) v. Maasbree Group Trust (Trustee of), 2013 CarswellOnt 12498, 2013 ONSC 5503 
332 Nicolou v. McLennan & Associates (2013), 307 OAC 56, 2013 CarswellOnt 3002, 2013 ONSC 1622 (Ont. Div. Ct.) 
333 Ibid paras 9-12 
334 Bott v. Macaulay, [2005] O.J. No. 34931 (S.C.J.) 
335 Bott v Macaulay, [2005] O.J. No. 34931 (S.C.J.)  
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estate solicitor336. In this decision, Skarica J., found that the estate trustee was 

personally liable to the estate solicitor in respect of the legal fees and as such is entitled 

to challenge the amount of the fee by requesting an assessment. The court noted that 

the assessment is to proceed pending the completion of the appeal but in the interim 

found that the estate trustee is personally liable for the legal account fees for the estate 

litigation in the full amount of the invoice, subject to any reductions that may occur by 

the assessment. The distinction clarified here is that an estate trustee who wishes to 

challenge the fees or disbursements charged by the estate solicitor, appropriately 

should proceed by an assessment pursuant to the Solicitor’s Act, unless on a passing of 

accounts the beneficiaries have challenge the reasonableness of the fees as an 

expense incurred by the estate trustee, or further unless the estate trustee wishes to 

have an order approving the right to an indemnity or reimbursement.  In either event, 

the court may order an assessment, or, in some cases, may review the reasonableness 

of the accounts at the passing.  

 

Per Skarica J., the right of an estate trustee to proceed by way of an assessment under 

the Solicitor’s Act, is implicit from the decisions in Re Freeburne337, and Hardy v. 

Rubin338.  These decisions also provide precedent for permitting beneficiaries to do so 

without, or previous to, a passing of accounts.  In each of the cases cited as authority by 

Skarica J., it was accepted that the beneficiaries could only tax a solicitor’s bill “as the 

trustees could have done” citing Re Massey339.  Particularly, Skarica J., notes in Re 

Freeburne, a defence available to a solicitor under section 11 of the Act, would also be 

available against the beneficiaries. 

 

(mm) Prubant v Society for Pastoral Counselling Research 340 

In this decision of Patrick Smith J., the issue raised relevant to the estate trustee’s 

passing of account application concerned the question of solicitor-client privilege and 

whether it belongs to the client alone or whether in the passing of accounts forum, the 

                                                             
336Bott v Macaulay, [2005] O.J. No. 34931 (S.C.J.) 
337 Re Freeburne, [1973] 1 O.R. 423 (H.C.J.) 
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“joint interest” principle applies permitting a beneficiary to access to the solicitor files. 

The court cited the decisions of Goodman Estate v Geffen341, Ballard Estate (Re)342and 

Haydu v. Nagy343 and its result which provided for the opinions received in the course of 

determining the proper distribution of the trust in this instance would be available to the 

beneficiaries of the estate.   

 

The court  drew a distinction between allowing production as between opinions 

procured by the trustee for its own protection in relation to claims made against it, and 

that of opinions received in the course of determining the proper distribution, citing that 

the beneficiary is entitled to the latter but not to the former.  In the Haydu v. Nagy 

decision which is a BC 2012 decision, the court was asked to address whether legal 

fees incurred by an executor were protected by solicitor-client privilege and the court did 

adopt the reasoning in the Ballard Estate noting that “privilege cannot be asserted by 

the executor respondent as against the beneficiary petitioner as the interest were 

common”. The court referred to this principle as the joint interest principle which is 

considered to be the appropriate test by which to assess claims of privilege by an 

executor as against a beneficiary.  

 

(nn) Pirani v. Esmail344 

This Court of Appeal decision was an appeal of the Judgments of Greer J., dated 

February 22, 2012, and May 31, 2012, and her cost order dated June 29, 2012, all of 

which all involved a dispute regarding the management and sale of rental property 

subject to a trust.   

 

The relevant outcome to the fiduciary accounting is in the consideration of the divided 

decision, the majority of the court finding that the reconstructed expert’s accounts are 

not reliable evidence.  

 

                                                             
341 Goodman v Geffen Estate, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 353 at para 57 
342 Ballard Estate (Re) (1994), 20 O.R. (3d) 350 (Gen. Div.)  
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At the trial the appellants and the respondent called competing experts.  Stemming from 

a lack of proper accounting records, the experts attempted to reconstruct the accounts 

for certain rental property and the administration of same. The experts in the result had 

different conclusions regarding the accounts and the profitability of the trust property.  

The appellants’ expert concluded that the trust property comprising of a rental property, 

operated at a net loss, and as such the appellants were owed money. On the other 

hand, the respondent’s expert concluded that the trust rental property earned a profit 

and that the respondent was owed money.  

 

The trial judge accepted the calculations of the respondent’s expert. Moreover, the court 

found the appellants liable for breach of trust, for breach of fiduciary duty, and as such, 

awarded damages, including aggravated damages and substantial indemnity costs to 

the respondent.  

 

Accordingly, the appellants appealed the decision, challenging the respondent’s 

expert’s report that the trial judge relied on in particular to assess damages. Notably, 

this decision also speaks to the trial judge finding the solicitor who acted for the 

respondents on the sale and who was a cross-applicant, liable for breach of trust, 

breach of fiduciary duty and negligence.  

 

The court allowed the appeal in part and the cross-appeal.  

 

The decision of the trial judge is reiterated at paragraphs 29 through 43345, and the 

issues set out on appeal at paragraph 45.  

 

Per Rouleau J., Weiler J., agreeing, the Appeal Court noted that the trial judge faced 

significant challenges in the case for reasons which included the appellants being a self-

represented initially and during trial retaining counsel; the respondent changed lawyers 

twice and the judge was called upon to settle accounts of a trust in the almost total 

absence of records for over a 13-year period of the trust operation.  
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Notably too, many of the trial judges’ findings are not challenged on the appeal, the 

primary submission being that the trial judge ought to have rejected the 

respondent/plaintiff’s expert report and therefore as such the trial judge erred in relying 

upon it as a basis for calculating damages.  

 

The Court of Appeal opined that the trial judge erred in accepting and relying on the 

expert report in that the factual findings were clearly wrong and did not withstand 

scrutiny when tested.  

 

The Appeal Court did not interfere with the trial judge’s determination on aggravated 

damages, the finding of joint and several liability, substantial indemnity costs, however 

as it did reject the expert’s report, the court found it appropriate to revisit the quantum of 

such costs. In other words, not changing the substantial indemnity award, but simply 

reducing the amount. As to the cross-appeal, it was allowed, dismissing the claim 

against the solicitor.  

 

As to the remedy, the Court of Appeal did not order a new trial, relying on the finding 

that the trial judge made all the necessary findings of credibility, there being no reason 

to interfere with same.  Moreover, the court noted that a new trial should not be ordered 

unless there exists some substantial wrong or miscarriage of justice has occurred.  The 

court finding that the only issue remaining was with respect to the quantum of damages. 

 

In the end, no award was made to the respondent/plaintiff in respect of profits from 

rental property and the appellants/defendants were ordered to repay the 

respondent/plaintiff contributions made to cover losses, applying the assumptions that 

the property generated neither an overall gain nor an overall loss during the period at 

issue. In its decision, the Court of Appeal reduced the damage award, awarded by the 

trial judge to zero, and only changed the further damages award ever so slightly based 

on the mathematical error in respect of the in or about $45,000.00, the court set aside a 

smaller insurance payment award and adjusted some smaller amounts awarded by the 
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trial judge, ultimately substituting the trial judge’s award of $67,815.67 with an award of 

$49,527.07.  

 

The costs of the appeal were also fixed.346 

 

Pepall J. dissented, rejecting the disposition of the majority. Stating instead that Her 

Honour would have dismissed the appeal of the appellants/defendants and allow the 

cross-appeal. 

The overriding result of this decision underscores the importance of fiduciaries in the 

keeping of full, accurate and detailed accounts, ready to account to the beneficiaries.  

This decision is an example of a great deal of litigation costs and other professional 

costs, including accounting costs, being incurred as a result of the fiduciaries not 

keeping accounts at first instance. The exercise of reconstructing the accounts was both 

expensive and insufficient in the result to account to the beneficiaries. It is the essence 

of the office of a fiduciary to keep accounts and to be accountable and transparent.  

 

(oo) Kuzyk Estate v Blando347 

A motion to determine the costs on an unreported passing of accounts decision which 

was pronounced on January 23, 2014. The court noting that even though costs in the 

passing of accounts in estate matters were traditionally paid out of the estate, in modern 

times such costs tend to be considered on the normal principles used in assessing 

costs in contested actions. Interestingly, in this case, the estate trustee retained a law 

firm to assist in the administration of the estate and in preparation of the accounts.  

There was a disagreement with respect to those accounts and as such, the objector 

requested a formal passing of accounts in two related estates. The estate trustee then 

decided to retain a second law firm to prepare another set of accounts.  

The court noted that there seemed to be very little difference in the final accounting as 

between the two sets of accounts. As such, the court did not see the justification for the 

estate trustee retaining a second firm to prepare a new set of accounts, rather than 
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merely adjusting the old accounts and as such, ordered that the estate trustee’s 

compensation be reduced by the approximate amount of the claim of the objector. 

In determining how costs should be paid, the court was concerned over the estate 

trustee’s personal accounts to the estates for professional engineering services and the 

merits of their objectives.  The court opined on the question as to whether such costs 

were fair and proper for the estate to pay, determining that such were incurred in 

advance of the estate trustee’s own interests and not in the interest of the estate 

declined to order the costs payable by the estate trustee.  

The court apportioned the costs of the combined estates and fixed the costs to be 

apportioned between the two estates and from the applicant and objector personally.  

CONTEMPT AND THE DUTY TO ACCOUNT  

(pp) CNIB v Vincent348 

In this decision the applicants sought an order for contempt of court in the failure of the 

estate trustee to comply with certain orders of court, including to file her accounts. 

Notably, the estate trustee did not appear on the contempt hearing in person. Counsel 

for the CNIB and other charities attempted to reach the solicitor for the estate trustee by 

telephone but he was out of the office. 

Greer J., found the estate trustee to be in contempt of court in respect of her failure to 

account, as well as in respect of other court orders. 

With respect to the sanctions, having regard to Rule 60.1(4) the court iterated its 

jurisdiction to issue a warrant for the arrest of the estate trustee for her failure to appear, 

having found her in contempt. The court stated that it could have sent the estate trustee 

to prison for a period of time, levied a fine and ordered her to comply. However, the 

court decided not to impose a prison sentence at the present time, given that there 

appeared to some evidence in support of the contention that estate funds may be sitting 

in the trust account of the estate trustee’s counsel. Counsel was unable to be reached 

and as such the court made orders removing the estate trustee, vesting the remaining 
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assets of the estate in the new estate trustee once determined. The court notably was 

satisfied in the evidence before it that the criteria to make a finding of contempt as set 

out in the three-pronged test in Prescott-Russell Services349 had been met. Greer J., 

emphasized that the prior orders of the court were clear and unequivocable and that the 

estate trustee deliberately disobeyed them. The court in its endorsement also cited as 

authority the Estate of Paul Penna350 discussed herein.  In the end, the court also 

issued the following direction: “if the Court finds that the balance of the Estate assets is 

missing, counsel for the Applicants shall appear before me with Ms. Vincent, the estate 

trustee, and her counsel, to review the sanctions made”.351 

In the result, Greer J., also ordered the applicant’s costs fixed on a substantial 

indemnity basis made payable forthwith by the estate trustee personally within 30 days.  

CONTEMPT 

(qq)  Broze v Toza352 

This decision also one of Greer J., a  motion for contempt of a prior court order for an 

accounting against the estate trustee, in that he did not comply with the terms of a court 

order, that he attend to be examined under oath, and  pay costs of the motion on a full 

indemnity basis. 

Greer J., notably states that Motions for Contempt are serious in nature and must be 

strictly complied with by the alleged contemnor. Again, in this case, the estate trustee 

did not appear personally at the contempt hearing, but counsel to the estate trustee did 

appear. The court read the rule to counsel explaining the quasi-criminal nature of the 

proceeding and addressed the matter of the order of Mr. Justice Stinson which had not 

been complied with.  The court ordered counsel to call his client to seek his attendance 

in the court by 2:30 that day.  

The estate trustee’s position was that he complied with the order in a 14-page letter. 

However Greer J., found that the letter did not comply and did not provide a list of 

assets as at the date of death and the values of the estate. Notably, the circumstances 
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that the applicants request for compliance were set out in the judgement, evidencing the 

extent that the applicants went to before bringing a Motion for Contempt.  As such, 

Greer J., was of the view that the delays in failing to comply with the order were 

“unconscionable.”353 Moreover, Greer J., cited that there was no proper statement of 

assets and values ever produced to the beneficiaries.  The estate cottage appears to 

have been sold without evaluation as to its fair market value.  In this case, the court 

found that the order of the court which had been breached, and the estate trustee in 

contempt of, was clear and simple. The court found that the estate trustee deliberately 

ignored all of the requests of the applicants. Greer J., found contempt beyond a 

reasonable doubt and that the estate trustee’s counsel failed to respond in providing the 

data required from the beginning after the deceased died, and therefore found the 

estate trustee in contempt of court. With respect to the purging of contempt, the court 

ordered that the estate trustee must comply with the following further orders:  

(1) file with the court what was ordered by Mr. Justice Stinson – a statement 
of the nature and value at the date of death, of each of the assets of the 
Estate.  This must be done within 15 days of this Order. 

(2) the Estate Trustee must put his Accounts in the form required by the 
Rules for a Passing of the Estate Accounts, being relief asked for by the 
Applicants when no data was forthcoming.  The 2 lists provided in Mr. 
Watson's August 2013 letter are insufficient and the NFP Statement is 
not acceptable.  This shall be done within 30 days of this Order. 

(3) The Estate Trustee must provide copies of the Vouchers supporting the 
Estate Accounts, including valuation letters and appraisals of properties 
to all the Estate Beneficiaries when they are served with a copy of the 
accounts by the Estate Trustee. 

(4) the Estate Trustee must provide, with the above materials, a copy of all 
legal bills presented by Mr. Watson and any other lawyer to the Estate. 

(5) the Estate Trustee must provide in the Accounts, a Statement of all 
assets and values on hand now and supported by bank statements to 
show what assets remain as undistributed. 

(6)  a Statement of Compensation shall be included in the Accounts. 
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Finally, the court ordered that the estate trustee pay the applicant’s cost personally in 

the amount of $4,234.55. 

Contempt orders involving incarceration are on the rise post Landen354 and 

McMichael.355 

II.   Attorney, Guardian Accounts   

(a) Strickland v. Thames Valley District School Board356 

In the matter of Strickland v. Thames Valley District School Board, the issues before 

Ross J., concerned the contested passing of accounts of both the attorney accounts, 

and estate trustee accounts of two estates. 

 

On the matter of the power of attorney accounts, Ross J., analyzed the case of Stickells 

Estate v. Fuller,357 in response to the argument that the attorney could be compelled to 

pass accounts for the period of time in which the deceased was competent.  Ross J., in 

her judgment, considered Roger Estate v. Leung358 and the law of agency in analyzing 

the position of the attorney in respect of the attorney’s duty to account and to whom 

such duty was in fact owed.  Disclosure is essential to the estate trustees who stand in 

the shoes of the deceased to enforce the duty owed by the agent.  Haley J. in Roger 

Estate v. Leung359 stated in her Reasons: 

 

Following the grant of a power of attorney, the attorney has a duty to 
account for all transactions which he undertakes for the grantor.  The 
attorney is the one who has the information.  An estate trustee stands in the 
shoes of the grantor for the enforcement of the duty owed by the attorney 
as agent to the deceased as principal.  There is a duty on the attorney to 
keep accounts and to be ready upon request to produce those accounts.  It 
is an ongoing obligation and should not be considered an imposition on the 
attorney if he has failed in that duty over a long period of time.    
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In the circumstances of this case, Ross J., found that there was no evidence that the 

deceased ever lacked capacity and that in there was already an outstanding order to 

pass accounts which was not appealed, and therefore the court was bound by the order 

made.  It was accepted however that in accordance with Stickells Estate,360 the duty 

was to account to the principal grantor of the power of attorney, not the beneficiaries, 

though noted that the estate trustee could compel the attorney to account. Ross J., 

found that in respect of that which the attorney could not account, that compensation 

ought not to be awarded and that deductions from disbursements ought to be made. 

The amount of $797,673.10 was deducted from the attorney’s receipts in calculating 

compensation, leaving the sum of $160,760.90 upon which compensation may be 

calculated in accordance with the SDA.361  Ross J., found that the compensation with 

respect to the attorney’s accounts would amount in total to $9,000.00 when all of the 

deductions were taken into account. 

 

On calculating estate trustee compensation, Ross J., relied upon the “percentages 

approach” cross-checked against the “five factors approach” as referenced in Laing 

Estate v. Hines and Toronto General Trust v. Central Ontario Railway Co.362  Ross J. 

concluded there should be a reduction in compensation and fixed the estate trustee’s 

compensation awarded at 30% of the proposed compensation for a final amount of 

$7,500.00.   

 

In respect of the estate trustee accounts of the second estate, Ross J., taking into 

consideration s. 49(2) and s. 49(3) of the Estates Act,363 found that Strickland failed to 

act with the prudence required of an executor for reasons including unnecessary delay 

in administration, poor investment decisions, personal benefit, delegation of trustee 

duty, lack of skill and ability, in breach of fiduciary duty in spending estate assets, and 

accordingly reduced compensation to $2,470.00.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  
360Stickells Estate v. Fuller, [1998] O.J. No. 2940 at page 9, para. 40 
361 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c.30 
362 Laing Estate v. Hines, 1998 CarswellOnt 4037, (sub nom. Laing Estate, Re) 113 O.A.C. 335, (sub nom. Laing Estate v. Hines) 
167 D.L.R. (4th) 150, (sub nom. Laing Estate v. Hines) 41 O.R. (3d) 571, 25 E.T.R. (2d) 139, [1998] O.J. No. 4169; Toronto 
General Trust v. Central Ontario Railway Co., (1905), 6. O.W.R. 350 (H.C.) 
363 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21,  ss. 49(2) and 49(3) 
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More notably, the court ordered the estate trustee to pay the second estate the sum of 

$64,394.00 inclusive of interest and post-judgment interest, and a further $9,648.00 plus 

post-judgment interest, such that the total amount of compensation in respect of the 

attorneyship in both estates amounted to $18,970.00 was ordered to be set off against 

the amount that the estate trustee was ordered to repay to the estate.  

 

In respect of the costs treatment of the proceedings, there appear to be no reasons for 

judgment as yet reported. 

 

(b)  Re Coupland Estate364 

The issue that arose in Re Coupland Estate was whether the expectation lessened in a 

situation where the evidence was uncontradicted that the deceased was capable 

throughout the duration of the relationship, and the only power of attorney relied upon 

was a general or bank power of attorney. 

 

The court found that there was no evidence at all that deceased was mentally incapable 

at any time prior to his death. It was also found that the attorney acted solely at the 

deceased’s discretion and discussion in dealing with the accounts and his money, even 

learning to balance the cheque book for his review. As well, it was found that the 

attorney documents in favour of the attorney were merely general/bank powers of 

attorney and thus limited the scope of the attorney’s authority to deal with the grantor’s 

property.  

 

Based on these findings and other medical evidence tending to support the fact that the 

deceased had capacity, the court concluded that the deceased had not been 

“incapable” as that term is defined in the SDA. In the court’s view, this fact, combined 

with the specific nature of the attorneys granted by the deceased, meant that the 

provision of the SDA regarding accounts did not apply.  While the court acknowledged 

that there is a common law duty “to account for funds dealt with by one person for 

another, the beneficial owner”365 and that, although no records were kept by the 
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attorney at the time and the accounts were provided from the reconstructed materials 

on this basis, the court found that the former attorney had met her common law duty to 

account. As stated by the court: 

 

The concern of the trustees appears to centre on this: in addition to the 
funds that Ms. McDonald was to receive under her cohabitation agreement 
she received other funds. With respect again, I point out that there was no 
evidence that Mr. Coupland was incapable. He was entitled to give his wife 
whatever he wished to do so. He was required to pay the minimum set out 
in the [cohabitation] agreement, however he was free to give her the rent 
money (perhaps done for income splitting), additional monthly payments or 
whatever he wished. Clearly he ignored the release of his estate provisions 
when he voluntarily agreed to bequeath assets to Ms. McDonald under his 
will. She was his wife as well as his power of attorney.366 
 

In light of the foregoing, the court ordered that the estate accounts filed by the applicant 

were passed. Compensation was denied to the attorney in the circumstances and the 

parties were invited to speak to costs, if agreement could not otherwise be reached on 

same. 

 

Notably, the decision of Tucker J., was appealed by the estate trustees.367 However, the 

Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal, stating: 

 

On the merits of the appeal, the evidence clearly supported the finding of 
the motion judge that the respondent wife had satisfactorily accounted to 
the husband during his lifetime for all transactions she executed pursuant to 
the two specific powers of attorney. Indeed, the appellant fairly concedes 
that there was evidence to support that finding. In our view, the motion 
judge was also entitled to her finding that the husband was both entitled to 
and did bestow gifts on the respondent wife.368 

 

The costs of the appeal were ordered and payable to the respondent from the 

appellants' share as beneficiaries of the estate.369 

 

                                                             
366 Coupland Estate, Re, 2005 CarswellOnt 8868 (Ont. S.C.J.),  at par. 5. 
367 2006 CarswellOnt 3071 (Ont. C.A.). 
368 Coupland Estate, Re, 2005 CarswellOnt 8868 (Ont. S.C.J.), at par. 2. 
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(c)  Cornacchia v. Cornacchia370 

In the decision of Cornacchia v. Cornacchia, Shaughnessy J., referred to the decision in 

Nystrom v. Nystrom371 on which he notes the facts as similar.  Shaughnessy J., ordered 

that the discrete proceeding concerning capacity and undue influence in respect of bank 

documents, the conduct of the attorney, the suspicious circumstances, and allegations 

of breach of duty should be by way of action rather than application under the SDA.372 

  

Though s. 49 of the Estates Act373 gives the court wide discretion in considering breach 

and misconduct, Shaw J., in the Nystrom case decided that the applicant adult child had 

standing to bring an action to protect her vested interests under the Will of her mother, 

even though she was not the attorney under the Power of Attorney.  In this case, 

Shaughnessy J., further found that the plaintiff, through her litigation guardian, was the 

appropriate party to commence and litigate these proceedings. 

 

Contrast Nystrom374and Cornacchia375 with Disera376 where the defendants sought an 

order that the estate action proceed as a passing of accounts.  Clark J., referred to the 

Court of Appeal decision in Simone v. Cheifetz377 as follows: 

In the first case, the court indicated that it is not desirable to permit parties 
to litigate a substantial claim for damages for breach of trustee’s fiduciary 
duties through the medium of an audit. 
 

Clark J., provided directions adding that it made little sense to have two parallel 

proceedings ongoing to litigate closely related, although not identical, issues; and 

ordered that the matters be heard together with the plaintiff’s action with no order as to 

costs. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
369 Coupland Estate, Re, 2005 CarswellOnt 8868 (Ont. S.C.J.),  at par. 4. 
370 Cornacchia v. Cornacchia, 2007 WL 129717 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 223 
371 Nystrom Estate v. Nystrom, 2007 WL 576570 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 1064 
372 Substitute Decisions Act,1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40 
373 Estates Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.21, s. 49 
374 Nystrom Estate v. Nystrom, 2007 WL 576570 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 1064 
375 Cornacchia v. Cornacchia, 2007 WL 129717 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 223 
376 Re Disera et al. v. Disera et al., Endorsement, Clark J., Ont. S.C.J. Court File No. 6209/02 
377 Simone v. Cheifetz, [2005] O.J. No. 4191; [2005] O.J. No. 2992 
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(d)  Marcoccia (Litigation Guardian of) v. Gill378 

In Marcoccia (Litigation Guardian of) v. Gill, the issue of determining what compensation 

should be allowed for future services to be provided by a corporate co-guardian and a 

third guardian of property should properly be made in respect of anticipated 

guardianship costs and anticipated future legal costs for the estate of the person under 

disability.  Witnesses gave evidence on guardianship and legal expenses which 

included lawyer’s evidence, as well as the evidence of a trust company, in addition to 

medical evidence underlying a future guardian and legal expenses claim.  Moore J., 

took into account the likely guardianship fees of the mother appointed as co-guardian of 

the property of her son together with a corporate co-guardian and fees associated 

therewith.  Moore J., proceeded to come up with a figure for the gross present value of 

future individual guardian fees, as well as a gross present value of future legal fees and, 

finally, the gross present value of future corporate co-guardian fees.  It is interesting to 

note the analysis undertaken in fixing compensation for a court-appointed guardian. The 

fees of the corporate co-trustee were estimated at lower than the SDA379 rate which 

applies to attorney compensation.  The analysis further takes into consideration a flat 

fee as well as a management fee. 

 

(e)    Volchuk Estate v. Kotsis380  

In the contested passing of attorney accounts in Volchuk Estate v. Kotsis, Brockenshire 

J., disallowed the compensation claim in its entirety due to a failure to administer 

properly and misapplied assets. The court ordered that the entire claim for 

compensation be disallowed.  Brockenshire J., found that the transactions went so far 

as to be “unconscionable.”  There was evidence of misappropriation and, on the issue 

of forgery, Brockenshire J., stated as follows: 

 

In my reasons above I have commented repeatedly on the absence of 
evidence from Kanela Kotsis.  In Vieczorek et al. v. Piersma et al., 36 
D.L.R. (4th) 136 (Ont. C.A.), Cory J.A. at pages 4 and 5 stated, with 
supporting authority that: 

                                                             
378 Marcoccia (Litigation Guardian of) v. Gill, 2007 WL 109530 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 2087 
379 Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40 
380 Volchuk Estate v. Kotsis, 2007 WL 2111406 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 4668 
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It is perfectly appropriate for a jury to infer, although they are not 
obliged to do so, that the failure to call material evidence…was an 
indication that such evidence would not have been favourable to 
them.  It is a common sense conclusion that may be reached by a 
trier of fact. 

 
Here, repeatedly not only was the evidence of Mr. Kotsis not corroborated, 
the common sense inference is that if called, Kanela Kotsis would not have 
supported that evidence.381 

 

Brockenshire J., concluded that there had been a blatant misappropriation of funds.  In 

this matter, written submissions as to costs were invited and did not form part of the 

judgment. 

 

(f) Nystrom v. Nystrom382 

In the first of two decisions concerning the Nystrom v. Nystrom, leave was granted to 

the applicant to apply to have Ms. Nystrom’s attorney pass his accounts pursuant to s. 

42(4)(6) of the SDA383 and that the passing of accounts proceed from the date on which 

he assumed control of his mother’s affairs.  Shaw J., felt that the further issues of 

capacity, undue influence, and the investment accounts, were better dealt with by way 

of a separate action.  On the further hearing of costs in respect of the July 11, 2006 

judgment, Shaw J., ordered that there to be no order as to costs on the basis that the 

July 11, 2006 judgment was dealt with in a summary fashion and that much of the 

preparation done for that hearing would be used on the future passing of accounts. In 

the further judgment of January 24, 2007,384 Shaw J., heard the objections with respect 

to the application to pass accounts and a claim that Roy Nystrom not be entitled to take 

compensation which he claimed. 

 

Shaw J., cited the provisions of the SDA385 at s. 40, which provide for the annual taking 

of compensation in accordance with a prescribed fee schedule set out in Regulation 
                                                             
381Volchuk Estate v. Kotsis, 2007 WL 2111406 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 4668, para. 159  
382 Nystrom v. Nystrom, 25 E.T.R. (3d) 297 
383 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40, s. 42(4)(6) 
384Nystrom Estate v. Nystrom, 2007 WL 576570 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 1064  
385 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40, s. 40 
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26/95.386  However, the Continuing Power Attorney for Property document executed by 

Phyllis Nystrom contained the following paragraph: 

  

Compensation of Attorney 
9. I do not authorize my attorney to take compensation from my 
property under the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, the Regulation passed 
under the Act, or otherwise. 
 

Accordingly, Shaw J., concluded that he could not grant compensation to Roy Nystrom 

as an attorney. The SDA387 makes the taking of compensation by an attorney subject to 

the provisions respecting compensation contained in a Continuing Power of Attorney for 

Property.  Shaw J., concluded that he was unable to accept that the court had discretion 

to ignore the express provisions in the Power of Attorney document.  Shaw J., added 

that:  

An attorney acting under a Continuing Power of Attorney for Property 
assumes his or her responsibilities voluntarily.  He or she does not have to 
accept the appointment.  In this case Roy Nystrom would have known, 
before accepting the appointment, that his mother did not authorize him to 
take compensation for acting as her attorney.  He accepted the appointment 
subject to that condition and is now precluded from seeking an order 
overriding that condition.  
   

Shaw J., did award the costs of the attorney for the passing of the accounts as being 

payable out of the capital of the estate and, similarly, allowed the costs of the objector. 
 

(g)  Craig Estate v. Craig Estate388 

In the matter of Craig Estate v. Craig Estate, an attorney made application to pass her 

accounts under a Power of Attorney for Property which was not contested. However, 

issues were raised on the passing of accounts including the standard of accounting the 

attorney should be held to, and for what period should the accounts be produced.  

There was no evidence of SDA389 and in particular ss. 32 and 38.  Lofchik J., referred to 

                                                             
386 Substitute Decisions Act,1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40, O. Reg 26/9 
 
387 Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 1992, c. 30 
388 Craig Estate v. Craig Estate (Trustee of), 2007 WL 260509 (Ont. S.C.J.), 2007 CarswellOnt 395 
389 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30,  s. 40, ss. 32 and 38 
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the decisions in Harris v. Rudolph  and Fair v. Campbell Estate390 relying on the 

decisions therein and concluded as follows: 

 

If the grantor is sui juris he makes the decisions.  He is not obliged to 
involve the attorney in all or any of them.  He is not obliged to ask the 
attorney to help him to implement all or any of the decisions.  Where the 
grantor is sui juris, imposition of a duty to account can cast an impossible 
burden on the attorney.  He could be required to account for decisions over 
which he had no influence and for transactions that he did not implement in 
whole or in part…While the Act contemplates the power of a competent 
grantor to require his attorney to account, that is surely a necessary power 
to prevent abuse of authority by a negligent or dishonest attorney… 
 

(h) Bagnall v. Bruckler391 

In Bagnall v. Bruckler, the guardians’ based their compensation (calculated in 

accordance with section 1 of O. Reg. 26/95 of the SDA) on the revenue receipts, a large 

portion of which consisted of rents collected from the two apartment buildings. However, 

it was found that, pursuant to the court-approved management plan, one of the 

guardians was to “manage the two properties” and her compensation for undertaking 

this role would be “free rent.” Thus, this raised the issue of whether approval of the 

accounts would result in overcompensation of the guardians. 

 

It was the guardian’s position that “management of the property” covered only the 

physical maintenance and upkeep of the buildings and did not cover the management of 

the rental of the apartments. Brown J., however, did not agree with this approach and 

held that it was “not open to the guardians to claim compensation relating to the receipt 

of rents from the units in the two buildings,”392 since, on the evidence before him, the 

work performed fell within the ambit of the "rent-free" arrangement. Accordingly, he 

reduced the revenue receipts by the value of rents-received for the purpose of 

calculating the guardians' compensation. He made a similar adjustment to the revenue 

disbursements. 

 
                                                             
390 Harris v. Rudolph [2004] O.J. No. 2754 (Ont. S.C.J.);  Fair v. Campbell Estate (2002), 3 E.T.R. (3d) 67 (Ont. S.C.J.) 
391 Bagnall v Bruckler, 2009 CarswellOnt 5062 (Ont. S.C.J.) 
392 Bagnall v Bruckler, 2009 CarswellOnt 5062 (Ont. S.C.J.) at par. 12. 
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The final question for the court was whether the guardians were entitled to recover 

compensation as prescribed by the SDA. Sworik (Guardian of) v. Ware (2005), 18 

E.T.R. (3d) 132 (Ont. S.C.J.), at para. 119 was referenced in support of the proposition 

that “the compensation rates prescribed in the [SDA] do not constitute fixed entitlements 

to compensation at those rates” and, “ultimately, the courts must ensure that guardians 

receive compensation which is fair and reasonable for the care, pain, trouble and time 

expended,” on the facts before him, Brown J. found that it “is fair and reasonable to 

calculate the guardians' compensation at the prescribed rate”.393  
 

(i)  Re Damm Estate394 

In answering the question of “what form of accounts must a guardian of property use 

when filing an application to pass accounts?”395 Brown J., affirmed an important 

principle of law, stating that subsection 42(6) of the SDA396 makes it clear that accounts 

filed by a guardian of property “shall be filed in the court office and the procedure in the 

passing of the accounts is the same [...] as in the passing of executors' and 

administrators' accounts”397 [emphasis added].  Practice that has been developed in the 

estates bar, is to divide the accounts into capital receipts and disbursements, revenue 

receipts and disbursements, statements of assets, concluding with an explanation of 

any claim for compensation by the fiduciary.  

 

The policy underlying the detail required by the Rules as highlighted by Brown J., is to 

ensure that a respondent “can properly understand the conduct for which the fiduciary 

seeks court approval” and such that a reviewing judge “can link the particulars of the 

judgment sought with the evidence contained in the filed accounts"..398  

 

Brown J., rejected the application to pass accounts brought by the former guardian of 

property on the basis that the accounts as filed were not in the proper form. As a result, 

the applicant was directed to re-serve and re-file accounts prepared in proper form. 

                                                             
393 Bagnall v Bruckler, 2009 CarswellOnt 5062 (Ont. S.C.J.), at par. 16. 
394 Damm Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 6938. 
395 Damm Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 6938 at par. 1. 
396 Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30. 
397 Damm Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 6938, at par. 5. 
398 Damm Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 6938,  at par. 5.  
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Interestingly, in obiter, Brown J., noted at paragraph 6 that:  

 

It may well be that a case can be made for amending the requirements for 
the forms of accounts to be filed by fiduciaries so that a simple form of 
accounts can be used for smaller estates, leaving the more complex Rule 
74.17 format to estates of greater value.399  

 

However, Brown J. concluded that such is a matter for the Legislature and the Rules 

Committee to consider but, until then, accounts must comply with the format set out in 

Rule 74.17(1).  

 

(j)    Vano Estate400 

The Vano Estate has a long history of contested passing of the accounts by the Estate 

Trustees During Litigation (the “ETDL”).  Low J., in this 2011 decision was asked to 

determine the ETDL’s costs of the passing which spanned a six-day hearing.  The 

ETDL was substantially successful on the passing.  

 

Low J., in making her decision states:   

[26] It is important not to conflate an appropriate amount to be approved for 
fees for administration of the estate with an appropriate amount to be fixed 
for legal costs on the contested passing of accounts. In fixing costs of the 
proceeding, the court is to have regard to the factors in Rule 57.01 of the 
Rules of Civil Procedure, R.R.O. 1990, Reg. 194 and in this case, the 
provisions of Rule 57.01(c), (e), (f), and (g) are of particular relevance. 

[27] Insofar as the principle of indemnity is concerned, I am persuaded that, 
subject to my determination as to what costs were reasonably incurred, 
those costs are payable on a full indemnity basis. In this, I have been 
referred to and rely on Josephs Estate, Re (1993), 14 O.R. (3d) 628, 50 
E.T.R. 216 wherein Borins J. stated at para 7:  

                                                             
399 Damm Estate, Re, 2010 CarswellOnt 6938, at para 6  
 
400 Vano Estate, Re, 2011 ONSC 1429, 66 E.T.R. (3d) 272, 2011 CarswellOnt 1719, additional reasons in Vano Estate, Re, 2011 
ONSC 2685, 2011 CarswellOnt 2925, 201 A.C.W.S. (3d) 867, further additional reasons in Vano Estate, Re, 2012 ONSC 262, 74 
E.T.R. (3d) 66, 2012 CarswellOnt 74 
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The passing, or audit by the court, of an executor's accounts is a significant 
part of the administration of an estate. Central to an audit is the 
determination by the court that the executor has properly performed its 
duties in regard to the trust fund created by the testator.  

Generally speaking, the executor and any beneficiary properly attending 
and represented by a lawyer on the passing of accounts is awarded full 
compensation for his or her legal expenses from the trust fund, being the 
estate of the testator, administered by the executor. The audit of the 
executor's accounts is part of the administration of an estate and the legal 
expenses of the administrator, or executor, or an estate and of those 
beneficiaries properly attending on the audit are considered as expenses in 
administering the estate and are a first charge upon it: Dale, Greenwood, 
Williams and Stringer, Daniell's Chancery Practice, (7th ed., 1901) 998-9: 
Re Beddoe, [1893] 1 Ch. 547 (C.A.); Re Dingman (1915), 35 O.L.R. 51 
(H.C.).  

The executor and beneficiaries, being named in the testator's will, should 
not be penalized for having been named in the will when they incur a 
lawyer's fee in the administration of the testator's estate. This is to be 
contrasted with contentious, or adversarial, legal proceedings in which the 
general rule is that the successful party is awarded its costs, on the lower 
party and party scale, to be paid by the unsuccessful party. On an audit, 
because there is no losing party to pay the costs, each party is responsible 
to pay his or her own legal expenses which are ordered to be paid from the 
estate, as the trust fund created by the testator represents the only source 
of money to pay the costs. It is the well-settled principle that full indemnity of 
the trustee's proper costs, charges and expenses in administering an estate 
is the price to be paid by the cestuis que trust for the services of the trustee 
and that the trustee must not be required to pay them personally: Turner v. 
Hancock (1882), 20 Ch.D. 303 (C.A.)....401 

 

The Court was very critical of the objector, Mr. Vano and his conduct before the court.  

Also noted by the court was the fact that the ETDL made an Offer to Settle in 

accordance with Rule 49.10.  Yet, Low J., found the costs of het ETDL as claimed were 

excessive and importantly states in her reasons for reducing the ETDL’s costs, the 

following: 

 

                                                             
 
401 Vano Estate, Re 2012 CarswellOnt  74, 2012 ONSC 262, paras 26, 27 
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[36]  The principle of indemnity is not a carte blanche for costs to be 
drawn from the estate corpus on a passing of accounts any more than it 
would be in a typical adversarial proceeding where there is a loser and a 
winner. The court must in every case address the question of the amount in 
costs that an unsuccessful party could reasonably expect to pay in relation 
to the step in the proceeding for which costs are being fixed. Here, the fees 
claimed are $332,609. 

[37]  Solicitors for the ETDL, a large law firm, deployed three different 
lawyers, a student, two law clerks and two court filing clerks in this matter. 
Hourly rates ranged from $160 per hour for a court filing clerk to $500 per 
hour for the lead counsel, called to the bar in 1999. 

[38]    Delegation can, in some cases, result in economies, but does not 
always do so. It can also result in duplication, inefficiencies, and time spent 
communicating that would be unnecessary in the absence of delegation. I 
am not satisfied that it was efficient or economical in this case to have had 
two different clerks and three solicitors working this file. The fee items 
detailed in the costs outline do not suggest that such division was 
reasonably necessary or cost efficient. Although it is commendable that law 
firms train junior lawyers and while clients may often choose to have the 
level of service that multiple lawyers and clerks provides, the cost of so 
doing should not be laid at the feet either of losing parties, or, in this case, 
at the expense of the estate. 

[39] In my view, a reasonable amount in costs for this proceeding, even 
taking into account its tortured history and the conduct of Mr. Vano whose 
positions made for a far lengthier hearing than was truly warranted, is 
$220,000 in fees. To this should be added HST. The disbursements are not 
challenged and are allowed.402 

 

Proceedings are ongoing in this estate matter. 

 
(k)   Patterson v. Patterson 403 

The objecting beneficiary in this passing of accounts case failed to prove his case.  

 

                                                             
402 Vano Estate, Re 2012 CarswellOnt  74, 2012 ONSC 262, paras 36, 37, 38 39 
 
403 Patterson v Patterson, 2012 CarswellOnt 9794 (S.C.J.) 2012 ONSC 4625 (“Patterson”)  
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After finding the objections to be without merit, DiTomaso, J., ordered that the objecting 

beneficiary was responsible for his own costs.  The Court also, however, rejected the 

Estate Trustee's argument that the Estate's legal expenses should be paid by the 

beneficiary personally. DiTomaso, J., was "not satisfied that [the beneficiary was] 

entirely at fault as a result of his conduct with the result that he should pay $22,329 to 

the Estate."404 DiTomaso, J., concluded the costs decision with these words:  

 

The haemorrhaging in respect of this Estate must and will end now. Both 
the Estate and [the beneficiary] have incurred considerable legal expense. 
[The beneficiary] and the Estate will bear their own legal expenses. To 
make any other order under the circumstances would most certainly wipe 
out whatever small amount remains to be distributed in respect of [the] 
Estate as between [the beneficiaries]. It would also complicate an Estate 
not worth complicating. Such a result would be totally perverse in all the 
circumstances and not acceptable to this Court.405 

 

(l)   Baldwin (Re)406 

In this contested passing of accounts case a settlement was reached of the objections 

which saw costs sought on a substantial indemnity basis of approximately $87,000.00. 

 

In analyzing the costs award, the Honourable Justice Hourigan relied on Rule 57 of the 

Rules of Civil Procedure, the case of Boucher407 and the principle that the court is bound 

by what is fair and reasonable given the expectations of the parties.  Hourigan, J., also 

reviewed cases where an award of costs on a higher scale was warranted including 

Hunt v. TD Securities, 2003 CanLII 3649 (ON.C.A.) and McBride Metal Fabricating 

Corp. v. H&W Sales Co., 2002 CanLII 41899 (ON.C.A.). Hourigan, J., observed that 

"one of the functions of the costs system generally, and the awarding of costs on a 

substantial indemnity basis more particularly, is to discourage frivolous and 

unnecessary litigation."408 
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Hourigan, J., had "no hesitation in concluding that this case fell within those rare 

exceptions where costs on a higher scale are warranted"409 and ordered the estate 

trustee to pay the substantial indemnity costs of the objectors. Hourigan, J., based this 

costs ruling on the fact that the estate trustee engaged in a massive misappropriation, 

first admitted to the misappropriation then denied any malfeasance under oath, failed to 

voluntarily produce an account, forced the other side to prove every aspect of the case 

and she failed, despite court order, to make proper production.   

 

(m)  Young Estate (Re) 410 

The succeeding estate trustees with a will who sought an Order to pass the estate 

accounts for the 4 year period of administration.   

 

The only objection and sole issue before the Court was by the Children’s Lawyer 

whether the investment management fees paid to TD's Private Investment Counsel 

("TD-PIC") for its services should be deducted from the trustees’ compensation in their 

passing of accounts. 

 

Canada Trust argued that investments were very sophisticated and complex and that an 

estate trustee must be able to access professional investment expertise to properly 

administer an Estate and should be, in accordance with case law, fully indemnified for 

all costs and expenses properly incurred to do so.  Additionally, Canada Trust argued 

that if the TD-PIC’s fees were deducted from its compensation, it would be left with no 

compensation for services. 

 

The analysis undertaken by the Court saw a review and interpretation of various 

authorities with the result being that the Court did not agree with the position taken by 

the Children’s Lawyer.  The Court indeed found that neither Canada Trust, nor, the co-

trustee had the necessary investment expertise to prudently manage the Estate assets.  

Moreover, the Court found that the estate trustees made a reasonable and prudent 

decision to engage TD-PIC as private investment counsel with such decision having 
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been approved by all current and contingent beneficiaries of the Estate who were sui 

juris at the time.  The Court agreed that Canada Trust should be fully indemnified for all 

costs and expenses properly incurred during the course of administering the Estate, 

noting in particular that “in today’s complex and sophisticated investment market, 

executors should be entitled to hire investment counsel to assist them in making 

investment decisions and the fees for doing so should not be deducted from their 

compensation”. 411   

 

The Court noted the provisions under section 27.1(1) of the Trustee Act412 which 

contemplates that an executor may engage an investment advisor in order to manage 

the Estate’s assets as a prudent investor would.  In the result, therefore, the Court 

passed the trustees’ accounts and approved the costs filed including the investment 

management fees paid to TD-PIC on a full indemnity basis.  As to the disposition of the 

costs of the proceedings, there has been no known decision as yet.   

 

(n)  Zucker Estate413 

In this passing of accounts matter, a motion for directions was brought in the context of 

a contested passing of accounts.   

 

The Estate was of significant value, approximately $43 million. The co-executors 

included a partner in an accounting firm.  Two of the residual beneficiaries made an 

application for the accounts of the Estate to be passed, alleging that excessive 

executor’s compensation was pre-taken and should be repaid to the Estate.  A trial of 

an issue to determine if any executor’s compensation was excessive, and if so, how 

much was excessive and who should repay it, was ordered. The co-executor, who was 

not the accountant, sought a trial of the issue to determine whether the extensive legal 

costs incurred in the proceedings related to the executorship were payable by the 

Estate. He also sought to add the accounting firm as a necessary party to the passing 
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on the basis that if a finding was made that executor’s compensation was excessive, 

that the co-executor accountant and its firm and partners would be required to repay 

any amounts determined to be excessive.  Once the objections were filed, neither 

executor provided or served a response to the notice of objections.  Later, both 

executors were removed and a successor trustee, a Toronto lawyer, was appointed.  

The Court ordered triable issues to be determined at the hearing of the passing of 

accounts as well as a timetable.  

 

The issues ordered to be tried were comprehensive.414  

 

The resultant decisions in the three proceedings were irreconcilable in the result.  

 

(o)  Denofrio Estate (Re) 415 

This was a contested passing of accounts case where the objecting beneficiaries had 

two main complaints: 1) that the legal fees incurred by the Estate in defending a family 

law action were unreasonable and excessive; and 2) the compensation claimed by the 

Estate Trustees was excessive. The Estate had a value of approximately $11.5 million. 

 

With regard to the first complaint the Honourable Justice Kershman reviewed the legal 

fees and opined that the estate trustees were under an obligation to defend against the 

family law action, preserve the Estate and administer the Estate in accordance with the 

terms of the Will and as prudent Estate Trustees. Kershman, J., found that the Estate 

Trustees satisfied these obligations and that the legal fees were not excessive. 

 

In analysing the appropriateness of the compensation claimed by the Estate Trustees, 

Kershman, J., canvassed the legislation and historical and leading case law. Kershman, 

J. started with section 61(1) and (3) of the Trustee Act which provide that estate 

trustees are entitled to "fair and reasonable allowance for the care, pains and trouble, 

and the time expended in and about the estate, as may be allowed by a judge of the 

                                                             
414 Zucker Estate,  2012 CarswellOnt 4348 (S.C.J.) 2012 ONSC 2262  at para 54; Zucker v. Moore, ONSC File No.: 01-2521/04, 
2011 02 02 (endorsement of Grace J.,); Zucker v Moore, 2011 ONSC 7165 (endorsement of Greer J.); Zucker Estate 2012 ONSC 
2212 (Reasons for Judgment, Lofchik J.) 
415  Denofrio, 2012 CarswellOnt 7448 (S.C.J.) 2012 ONSC 3408 
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Superior Court of Justice,” 416 and the law as set out in Jeffery Estate (Re),417  Re 

Toronto General Trusts Corporation v. Central Ontario R.W. Co.,418 and Re Atkinson,419 

and cross-checked against the five factors as set out in Re Toronto General Trusts 

Corporation v. Central Ontario R.W. Co. 420  

 

Kershman, J., concluded that the 2.5% sought by the applicants was "a little high, but 

not by a large amount"421 and reduced the compensation to 2.25%.  

 

Kershman, J., also awarded the Estate Trustees their substantial indemnity costs for the 

application and notably awarded no costs to the objecting beneficiaries as "their 

success was very minimal".422  

 

On appeal to the Divisional Court423 the appellants argued that the application judge 

made palpable and overriding errors in particular in finding that the releases requested 

by the estate trustees were partial, and not final, and as such it was reasonable to make 

the request for releases.  Additionally, they argued an error in finding there was a threat 

of litigation presenting an obstacle to partial distribution.  

The Divisional Court found that there was no palpable and overriding errors and that the 

application judge was justified in determining the amount of compensation to which the 

estate trustees were entitled, and similarly, finding that the demand for releases was 

reasonable, given that the matrimonial litigation had not been settled at the time of the 

hearing.  

Moreover, the appellants did not take any legal steps to seek an order for a partial 

distribution, instead they chose to wait until the passing of accounts to pursue their 

                                                             
416 Trustee Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. T.23 
417 Jeffrey Estate (Re) (1990), 39 E.T.R. 173 (Ont. Surr. Ct.) 
418 (1905), 6 O.W.R. 350 (Ont. H.C.) ("Toronto General Trusts") 
419 [1952] O.R. 685 (C.A.) 
420 Toronto General Trust, (1905) 6 O.W.R. 350 (Ont. H.C.) 
421 Denofrio, 2012 CarswellOnt 7448 (S.C.J.) 2012 ONSC 3408,  at para.130 
422 Denofrio, 2012 CarswellOnt 7448 (S.C.J.) 2012 ONSC 3408, at para. 146 
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objection about the distribution. The Divisional Court affirmed the discretion afforded to 

the application judge in respect of the award of compensation.  

The respondents also sought leave to appeal the costs awarded by the application 

judge and leave to appeal such costs was granted, but dismissed, the court finding that 

the application judge made no error in principle in ordering the costs of the respondent 

estate trustees to be paid from the estate. The decision does not speak in detail to the 

issue of the estate trustee’s costs being awarded on a substantial indemnity basis, 

rather than a full indemnity basis and as such, it is difficult to provide any analysis, 

except that the Divisional Court did state that it would not interfere with the application 

judge’s determination of the amount awarded, stating it was a reasonable amount. 

(p)  Aragona v. Aragona (Guardian of)424  

In 1999, Beniamino Aragona was appointed guardian of property for his mother Maria 

Emilia Aragona who suffered from Alzheimer’s disease and lived in a nursing home. In 

2001 the son was ordered to pass his accounts, which he did. In 2004, he was ordered 

to pass his accounts again, and to do so every three years thereafter. The son chose to 

ignore this order.  

 

In March 2010, when Mrs. Aragona had passed away, he was again ordered to bring an 

application to pass his accounts. His appeal of the order to the Court of Appeal was 

dismissed.  

 

When the son eventually filed his application to pass accounts, it revealed that from 

2001 to 2010 he had withdrawn over $120,000.00 in cash from his mother’s account 

without a valid explanation for the monies' usage. Despite this discrepancy in the 

accounting, which showed significant monies unaccounted for, the son sought 

increased compensation. He relied on the decision in Re Assaf Estate, [2009] O.J. No. 

1086 (S.C.J.) in which Justice Strathy had allowed the executor one-half the standard 
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compensation despite the fact that he had engaged in questionable conduct, including 

forging signatures, and swearing false affidavits.  

 

The Court disagreed with the son's position and instead denied his request for 

compensation in its entirety. The Court also denied the son his legal costs, and ordered 

him to repay the Estate $132,628.00 which included the monies that he had taken as 

well as additional legal fees that had been paid out of the estate. The additional legal 

fees were fees paid on behalf of the estate for certain proceedings commenced against 

Beniamino's brothers relating to the estate of their late father. Justice Gray was not 

persuaded that the legal fees were "appropriate" to be paid out of Mrs. Aragona's 

estate. 

 

In his decision, Justice Gray criticized the son's conduct and stated: "I am constrained 

to say that the conduct of Beniamino Aragona has been shocking. He has literally 

helped himself to many thousands of dollars from his mother's estate, at a time when 

his mother had Alzheimer's disease and was unable to look after her own affairs. 

Beniamino Aragona treated the money in the estate as if it was his own."425  

 

Justice Gray distinguished Re Assaf Estate from the present case as the executor had 

managed to provide substantial service to the Estate and had not harmed the Estate. 

This was in contrast to Beniamino’s conduct, which had effectively depleted the Estate.  

 

Justice Gray’s decision issued a tough rebuke to a son who had taken advantage of his 

position as guardian of property and had treated his mother’s money as his own.  

 

The son appealed the decision to the Ontario Court of Appeal426 asserting various 

grounds of appeal including that the application judge erred in depriving him of 

compensation as guardian of his mother's property and in not adequately explaining his 

decision requiring the appellant to repay the $132,628.00. The Court of Appeal rejected 

these grounds of appeal, yet did allow one ground of appeal. The application judge had 
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ordered that legal fees not be paid by the estate relating to lawsuits the appellant 

initiated against his brothers on behalf of the estate. The appellant appealed the 

application judge's finding that the estate should not be responsible for the legal fees 

associated with those proceedings as they were "ill-advised given the financial stability" 

of the mother's estate. 

 

The appellant argued that the application judge failed to take into account the possibility 

that the estate could actually benefit from the proceedings, as there was a cost award in 

favour of the estate arising from a motion in those proceedings. The appellant argued 

that it would be unfair for the estate to receive a benefit from the motion without having 

to incur any of the associated costs. The Court of Appeal was swayed by this argument 

and ordered that if the estate collects the total amount, that it reimburse the appellant 

for legal fees he can demonstrate he paid and that led to this award. 

 

As the majority of the appeal was dismissed, the Court of Appeal awarded costs of the 

appeal to be paid by the appellant personally.  

 

(q)  Steven Thompson Family Trust v. Thompson et al427 

In this passing of accounts application the beneficiaries of the Steven Thompson Family 

Trust filed Notices of Objection and contested the application. The beneficiaries were 

the wife and children of the deceased Steven Thompson. The trust owned 50% of a fuel 

company. The other 50% was owned by the deceased's brother, Paul, with whom the 

trust had become involved in litigation regarding the value of the shares of the fuel 

company.  

 

An accountant had acted as trustee of the trust from 2009 until 2010 when he resigned 

due to a conflict of interest. The trustee had been the long time accountant of the fuel 

company and of the deceased's brother. After the resignation of the accountant as 

trustee, the parents of the deceased and the brother were named as trustees. The 

parents immediately retained the prior trustee accountant to act as their agent to 
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administer and operate the trust. In 2011 the parents were removed as trustees (no 

reasons were provided in this decision as to why they were removed) and were ordered 

to pass their accounts. The beneficiaries objected to twenty-one incurred and paid 

revenue disbursements on the passing of accounts.  

 

The applicants relied on exculpatory clauses in the trust document which they claimed 

fully indemnified them from any errors in judgment or mistakes made by them.  

 

There was an initial procedural matter that was addressed by the Court. The applicants 

sought a trial of the issues. The Court rejected this request on various grounds including 

the fact that no authority was produced that would mandate the trial of issues in a 

contested passing of accounts even in the face of a privative clause. McCarthy, J. relied 

on this passage from Newell v. Newell, 2010 ONSC 5010 at paragraph 29: "The 

passing of accounts procedure should be informal and summary in nature and only after 

a hearing judge decides that there are issues requiring a trial should the process as 

detailed under the Rules be directed." 

 

In analysing the applicants' case, McCarthy, J., first observed that the existence of an 

exculpatory clause in a trust document does not necessarily relieve a trustee from 

exercising his or her fundamental duties including the duty to not delegate his or her 

office to others, the duty to not profit personally and the duty to act honestly and with a 

level of care of a reasonable business person.   

 

The Court went on to observe that the law is clear that a privative or exculpatory clause 

cannot be a licence to a trustee to act in any manner he or she wants and such a clause 

will not be effective where a trustee failed to exercise discretion at all, acted dishonestly, 

failed to exercise the level of prudence to be expected of a reasonable business person, 

and failed to hold the balance evenly between beneficiaries or acting in a manner 

prejudicial to the interests of the beneficiaries.  

 

McCarthy J., also opined that where a trustee retains an agent, that agent acts for the 

trustee and not the estate. In order to relieve a trust from having to pay twice for the 
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same services, a trustee may see his or her compensation reduced by the amount paid 

out for services. It is the trustee who bears the ultimate onus of satisfying the court that 

an expense was properly incurred.  

 

The Court concluded that the decision by the trustees to hire the accountant was a poor 

one and was a failure to comply with the duty not to delegate duties and to adhere to 

the standard of a reasonably prudent business person. McCarthy, J., ordered that the 

expenses incurred as a result of the accountant's administration services were to be 

borne by the trustees themselves:  

 

A passing of accounts requires the court to assess the propriety of an 
expense and to either allow it or disallow it. Section 21(2) of the Trustee Act 
provides that remedy to the court. The disallowing of an expense post facto 
results in an obligation on the trustee to repay that amount to the trust. This 
may be an unhappy result, but it is the only available remedy to right the 
wrong that has been done to the beneficiaries.428 

 

McCarthy, J., went on to disallow other expenses, such as the duplicate valuation report 

and certain legal fees which were not properly incurred. The legal fees were incurred by 

a lawyer hired by the accountant to assist with the litigation on behalf of the trust. Yet at 

the same time, in addition to assisting with the litigation, the lawyer was providing 

services to the accountant including reviewing the trusts account, advice on 

compensation and fees, valuation of corporate assets etc. The Court found that the 

lawyer had: 

 

…become the de facto general counsel for the administrator as well as the 
litigation counsel for the trust. Exactly how [the lawyer] saw his role vis-a-vis 
the beneficiaries is not at all clear. Nor is it clear whether he ever turned his 
mind to his own conflict of interest in attempting to defend the interests of 
the trust in the litigation brought by [the brother Paul] on the one hand, and 
the interests of the administrators/trustees of the trust who were being 
challenged by the beneficiaries of that trust on the other.429  
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In the end, the Court held that a substantial portion of the legal fees paid to the lawyer 

were not of any benefit to the trust and the trustees failed to meet the onus of satisfying 

the Court that the expenses were properly incurred and that they should have been paid 

by the trustees or their agent and not out of trust property. 

 

(r)  Villa v Villa 430 

 
In the judgment of April 30, 2013, the accounts of Enzo Villa were eventually passed for 

the period in question, but the court found that the fiduciary had comingled accounts 

and ordered that the accounts be separated and the proceeds of Mrs. Villa’s estate be 

held separately in estate account. The court awarded reduced compensation. Notably, 

the court ordered that the accounting fees and the legal fees be paid out of the Estate, 

and on the subsequent judgment of July 23, 2013, the court ordered having regard to 

the case of McDougald Estate v Gooderhan,431 the loser pays principal, Rule 57 of the 

Rules of Civil Procedure and Salter v Salter Estate432 as well as having regard to an 

Offer to Settle rejected, ordered the Respondent to pay costs on a partial indemnity 

basis up to a certain date, and thereafter on a substantial indemnity scale and a 

selection of disbursements.433 

 

The analysis provided by O’Marra J., is instructive in that the court in considering the 

duty of an attorney to account under the Substitute Decisions Act, had regard to the 

decision in Zimmerman v Fenwick434 wherein Strathy J., stated that a proper accounting 

is a condition precedent to being awarded compensation on the basis of the principle 

that without a proper accounting, the court is unable to assess the conduct of the 

fiduciary and to determine the compensation to which the fiduciary is entitled.435 

Moreover, O’Marra J., had regard to Re Assaf Estate436, wherein Strathy J., also cited 
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the principle that only where exceptional misconduct should a fiduciary be deprived of 

remuneration.437 

  

The court found in this instance that the fiduciary met his duty of keeping 

contemporaneous and accurate records as required by the governing legislation. 

 

The court referenced the standards of care set out in the SDA, which include the degree 

of care, diligence and skill of a person or ordinary prudence in the conduct of his/her 

own affairs438 or, if receiving compensation in the business of managing the property of 

others.439 The court opined that recent cases have held that the higher standard does 

not automatically apply when a person is claiming compensation. The allegations of 

breach were characterized as improperly mixed assets, improperly invested assets and 

a question of whether or not certain property passed by survivorship or otherwise on the 

presumption of resulting trust.  

 

On the mixing of estate money with private money, the court directed that the onus is on 

the fiduciary to distinguish the estate funds and pay the estate funds back first and 

make good on any loss to the estate and cited authority for relying on this principle.440   

With respect to the improper investment of mutual funds, the court did not find any merit 

to this allegation. With respect to the improper accounting of the survivorship interest, 

the court found that the presumption of resulting trust was rebutted. Accordingly, the 

only breach the court found was the comingling of funds. As such the justification in 

awarding reduced compensation was on the basis of the standard of perfection being 

too high and that the fiduciary had claimed a reduced rate in reflection of the comingling 

allegation.  

 

Notably, in this instance, the court ordered the accountant fees to be paid out of the 

estate as having been necessarily incurred only after the applicant refused to settle the 

accounts informally.  
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(s)  McMaster v McMaster441 

This decision of Whitten J., concerns inter alia the passing of accounts of a co-attorney, 

the one co-attorney not aware that he was appointed a joint attorney, other pivotal 

issues of the application concerned the removal of the one attorney for breach of duty 

and collateral to that, a finding by the court of mental incapacity.  

Notably, although section 42 of the SDA grants the court the discretion to order a 

passing of accounts of an attorney, the issue is academic as the co-attorney agreed to 

pass his accounts. In this case the court opined that the co-attorney’s management of 

his mother’s fortune did not present as being in satisfaction of his duty to manage 

substantial funds for the grantor’s benefit nor, to preserve a fund for her care. The court 

stating those objectives appear to have been completely lost. The court was critical of 

the co-attorney’s ability to financially manage his mother’s fortune in the amount of in or 

about $5M, and particularly admonishing his investment in go-kart tracks as nothing 

more than a manifestation of personal interest. Indeed the court stated: “it is impossible 

to comprehend that a reasonably objective financial manager would recommend such 

an investment to an elderly person”.  The court described this investment as high-risk 

and without consideration of conservative low risk guaranteed investment such as 

government bonds.442  

 

The court opined that the co-attorney’s management of his mother’s assets put her 

remaining assets in jeopardy noting that property taxes had lapsed, income taxes were 

not addressed and that the legal obligations of the attorney in the exercise of his 

fiduciary duty were not met.443 

  

The court noted that there was no explanation for monies that had been withdrawn and 

that there was no transparency by the attorney with respect to the accounts and 

investments. The court went so far as to state that the “fiscal stewardship of the attorney 

has been a disaster for his mother. He has literally blown through at least $2,000,000.  If 
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there was ever a case for removal of an attorney this is it. It will prevent the further 

haemorrhaging of his mother’s assets”.444 

In this case the court ordered the co-attorney to commence an application to pass his 

accounts as an attorney for property from 1994 to the date of the February 20, 2013 

order.  As such, the duty to account during the lifetime of the grantor. 

(t)  Hooke Estate v. Johnson 445 

Pursuant to the Judgment by André J., the applicant estate trustee of the Estate brought 

an application to pass the accounts of the estate over the express objections of the 

respondent beneficiaries.  

Notably, the applicant sought global compensation of in or about $30,000.00 for work 

performed both as estate trustee and as attorney. However on the morning of the 

hearing, the applicant reduced his claim for executor’s compensation by in or about half 

but the respondents sought a further reduction. The court ultimately decided that the 

global compensation to be awarded was in or about $13,000.00 and as such, was 

asked to decide whether or not an award of cost was then appropriate and if so, the 

quantum.  

In its analysis, the court cited its jurisdiction as section 131(1) of the Courts of Justice 

Act, its discretion, section 23(2) and 61 of the Trustee Act, and the case of Geffen v 

Goodman Estates.446 The court also clearly stated that: “where there are insufficient 

funds to pay any costs awarded to a trustee, on account of distributions to beneficiaries, 

the court may make the beneficiaries personally liable for the assessed cost and cited 

the authority of Raeburn Estate (Re).447 

The court decided that the respondents were largely successful in their objection to the 

passing of the accounts, noting that while the applicant significantly reduced his claim 

for global compensation before the hearing, he did not offer to settle at least seven days 

or earlier before the hearing as required by Rule 49.10. In the end the court ordered that 
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the applicant would be entitled to costs of $1,000.00 inclusive and the respondents in 

the amount of $2,500.00 inclusive, both payable out of the estate after the payment of 

executor’s compensation.  

(u)   Carfagnini v White Estate 448 

This decision of Greer J., wherein inter alia the applicant asked the court to make an 

order for an accounting by the attorneys for property for a deceased person (former 

trustee) who had a life interest in another estate by virtue of the fact that the attorneys 

had acted as de facto trustees of the life estate having access (although not legally) in 

doing so by virtue of their attorney appointed.  As such the applicants asked for an order 

that the attorneys for property pass their accounts in respect of the management of the 

now deceased trustee who also had a life interest in the life estate.  

The respondents who are specific legatees under the now deceased grantor’s estate, 

took the position that the applicants had no right to ask for an accounting.  

Per Greer J., the court determined as follows:  

[18]           If Ida’s Will of 2008 is overturned at Trial, the Applicants become 
residuary beneficiaries along with the 3 daughters of Ida, because the 
residue in that Will is shares “per stripes” so they would stand in the place 
of their father, Anthony, who predeceased Ida.  Under S.42(9).6 of the 
Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c. 30 (“the SDA”), the Court has 
the power to grant leave to any other person, to ask for a passing of 
accounts of an attorney for property.  As noted in his Endorsement dated 
August 27, 2008, in Estate of Lois Harriet McAllister and Ian McAllister v. 
Gail Alexandra Hugin, Court Docket 05-70/07, (O.S.C.J.), Mr. Justice 
Pattillo said that S.42 is clearly discretionary.  He says the Court should 
consider two main questions, namely the extent of the attorney’s 
involvement in the grantor’s financial affairs and secondly, whether the 
applicant has raised significant concern in respect of the management of 
the grantor’s affairs to warrant an accounting.  In my view the Applicants 
have.  Ida’s Estate has very few assets left in it.  Each change made by Ida 
in the management of her affairs, leads to that conclusion.  The Attorneys 
are hereby ordered to Pass their Accounts for the period from March 2008 
to the date of Ida’s death. 
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As such, the attorneys were so ordered to pass their accounts.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Recent trends from in or about 2007 to current date concerning trustee passing of 

accounts applications see the court consistently applying the percentages and the five 

factors approach which has developed over time in measuring the appropriateness of 

compensation claims that the courts are being asked to reduce or increase. 

 

Absent agreement or court order, care and management, or special fees claimed 

appear to be rarely awarded.  

 

The court’s overriding and clear message to trustees, estate trustees and fiduciaries 

alike, as well as beneficiaries iterates that conduct must be reasonable or the 

consequences attendant to unreasonable conduct will be costs awards, which are 

punitive in nature. 

 

Moreover, the time and expense devoted to the question of the passing, and the 

passing itself, ought to be proportionate to what is at stake in the accounting.  

 

The courts continue to exercise the wide discretion afforded in passing of accounts 

matters, both in respect of compensation and costs as well as disposition of the 

proceedings.  

 

Some precedent now exists albeit of limited application and unclear whether the 

decision is correct for the proposition that the court is required to follow the Practice 

Direction for Estates (Toronto specific) as it applies to a Passing of Estate Trustee 

Accounts.449 However, see Oosterhoff450 for comments on probative value and 

precedent in support thereof in the 2014 decision, Furtney v Furtney.451 
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Recent changes to the Rules of Civil Procedure, and the 2014 Toronto Practice 

Direction considered together with the apparent uncertainty arising out of the accounting 

process, indeed means that the profession may benefit from a review and overhaul of 

both to provide clarity to the process and procedure governing court passings.  

 

Passing of Accounts Applications can be complex and adjudication of same, 

complicated.  Given the increasing occurrence of court passings and the importance 

placed on accountability by fiduciaries, simplification of the process and procedure, and 

clarification of expectations may result in a more effective and proportionate process.  

 

 

 

 

This paper and appended chart is intended for the purposes of providing information 
only and is to be used only for the purposes of guidance.  This paper is not intended to 
be relied upon as the giving of legal advice and does not purport to be exhaustive. 
 

Kimberly A. Whaley, Whaley Estate Litigation     July 2014  
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APPENDIX TO “FIDUCIARY ACCOUNTS AND COURT PASSINGS” 

Comparative Analysis of Zimmerman452 and Penna453 
 
 Zimmerman  Penna (Landen)  
WHO ARE 
THEY? 

• former crown attorney 
• son of a judge 
• Jeopardy contestant (2nd 

Place)  
• Member of RCYC 

• younger business 
associate of Penna's 

• Penna treated him like a 
son 

History of 
Court 
Appearances  

• July 2008 Fenwicks brought 
application declaring POA 
and Trust were void and an 
order requiring Zimmerman to 
pass his accounts 

• August 7, 2008 - return of 
application - Justice Kitely 
ordered Zimmerman to pass 
his accounts on or before 
September 30, 2008. He did 
not. 

• December 3, 2008 - Justice 
Roberts ordered that 
Zimmerman pass his 
accounts by December 5, 
2008. He did not issue his 
application until December 
18, 2008 returnable on April 
16, 2009. 

• February 24, 2009 - Fenwicks 
filed initial Notice of 
Objections (revised later to 
include objections from the 
Collection as well) 

• March 9, 2009 - Fenwicks 
brought contempt motion for 
Zimmerman's contempt of 
August 7, 2008 Kitely Order. 
Justice Stinson on consent 
of the parties ordered that 
Zimmerman be removed as 
Trustee and Fenwicks 
appointed successor trustees. 

• 13 Court Orders and 
Endorsements 

• March 2, 2005 - Mareva 
Injunction issued - 
Justice Wilton-Seigel 
(Landen in contempt) 
Landen filed an 
incomplete affidavit in 
response. 

•  January 2006 - Justice 
Greer appointed as Case 
Management Judge  

• April 7, 2006 - 
Appearance before 
Justice Greer. Ordered 
removal of trustees and 
appointment of ETDLs; 
Ordered Landen to pass 
accounts. Decision date 
May 10, 2006 (Landen 
in contempt)  

• July 6, 2006 - April Order 
was revised - added 
mandatory mediation 

• July 7 2006 Order by 
Justice Greer that 
Landen provide updated 
list of assets per Mareva 
Injunction and Pauline 
must provide mortgage 
info re house. (Landen 
in contempt) Landen 

                                                             
452 Zimmerman v. McMichael Estate, 2010 ONSC 2947 (Ont. S.C.J.) 
453 Langston v. Landen, 2012 CarswellOnt 16824; Langston v Landen, 2013 CarswellOnt 11799, 2013 ONSC 4241; Langston v. Landen, 
2010 CarswellOnt 9919; Langston v. Landen, 2011 CarswellOnt 1948 
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Contempt motion adjourned. 
• April 16, 2009 - Zimmerman 

failed to attend on initial 
return date. Justice Brown 
ordered that he attend for 
cross-examination on April 
29-May1, 2009 and that he 
file response to the notices of 
objection by June 12, 2009. 

• June 23, 2009 - Justice 
Stinson ordered Zimmerman 
to pass his accounts from 
September 30-March 9, 2009 
when he was removed. He 
did not. 

• October 13-15, 2009 - 
Application to pass accounts 
was scheduled. Zimmerman 
failed to appear. His counsel 
appeared to remove 
themselves from record. 
Zimmerman ordered to pay 
Fenwick and Collection costs 
of $9,000 each. Costs never 
paid. 

• January 13-15, 20, 25 2010 - 
Application to Pass Accounts 
heard. Decision released in 
May (the May Passing of 
Accounts Decision) Justice 
Strathy  

• July 6, 2010 - costs decision 
released (July Costs 
Decision) Justice Strathy 

• September 15, 2010 - 
Continuation of Passing of 
Accounts hearing. 
Zimmerman provided one last 
chance to account. He did 
not. Decision released 
October 4, 2010. (October 
Decision) Justice Strathy 

• February 2, 2011 - 
Zimmerman dies.  

filed a false affidavit, the 
purpose and intent was 
to deceive the court.  

• December 4, 2006 - 
Adjournment of 
application to pass 
accounts 

• December 20, 2006 - 
Justice Greer allows 
Landen to take out more 
money from his frozen 
accounts to pay for legal 
fees.  

• September 2007 - two 
motions before Justice 
Greer - partial summary 
judgement against 
Landen was granted and 
ordered that wife Pauline 
no beneficial interest in 
matrimonial home 
because money came 
from estate. 

• April 2, 2008 - wife 
Pauline appeals Greer's 
Sept 2007 decision. 
Loses appeal. 

• February 27, 2009 - 
Landen ordered to attend 
examination in aid of 
execution. (Landen in 
contempt)  

• June 11, 17 2010 - 
contempt motion. 
Decision released 
October 14, 2010. 

• November 24, 2010 - 
Sentencing hearing 

• March 25, 2011 - 
Decision March 28, 2011 
- Appeal to court of 
appeal (Landen lost 
appeal) 

• October 10, 2012 - Re-
appeared before Greer. 
Decision December 20, 
2012. Contempt purged. 

•  
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What they 
took  

• From November 2003- 
September 30, 2008 he took: 
$356,462.50 CAD and $85, 
400.00 US. Which he claimed 
as compensation. 

• These included unexplained 
cash withdrawals from ATMs, 
restaurant meals, groceries, 
automobile and parking 
expenses, limousines, liquor, 
clothing and travel.  

• Claims he was told he could 
take between 1.6% and 2.0% 
of value of assets under 
administration. 

• Hung artwork from the Trust 
in his own home and lent one 
to a friend. Lost a Lismer 
sketch. 

• No remorse - stubborn 
answers in cross-examination 
etc.  

• $millions - more than $5 
million known but many 
more unknown. 

• Purchased a house in 
Forest Hill, leased luxury 
cars, season tickets for 
the Raptors, Maple 
Leafs,  

Findings May Passing of Accounts 
Decision  
• Conduct fell well below the 

standards expected of a 
trustee and that he breached 
some of the most basic 
obligations (para. 44 - May 
Decision) 

• List of breaches at para. 44 - 
extensive 

• Entitled to NO 
COMPENSATION 

July Costs Decision 
• Zimmerman made no 

submissions on costs 
• Fenwicks and the 

Collection sought and 
were given Full Indemnity 
Costs  

      October Decision  
• Zimmerman did not intend 

to file an affidavit as ordered 
to do so. 

• provided no further 
explanation, content to treat 

October 2010 Decision 
• Landen agreed he had 

breached the Mareva 
Order 

• Landen had perpetrated 
a major fraud against the 
Estate  

• Landen found to be in 
contempt of the four 
orders above 

 
December 2010 
Sentencing Decision 
• Oral apology was done 

"without any sincerity or 
feeling of or expression 
of remorse" (para. 23) 
Greer found apology 
insincere. 

•  by not probating the Will 
none of the charities 
were aware of the 
bequests. Greer said first 
step in fraud on Estate 
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evidence as closed 
Remedy May Passing of Accounts 

Decision  
• Required to repay the 

amounts that he had pre-
taken in the total amounts 
listed above plus interest 

• Repay Accounting firm 
$34,064.55 for preparation of 
accounts 

• Reimburse trust $2000 for 
missing Lismer sketch 

• ALSO - the Court provided 
him with one more chance to 
account and respond to the 
notices of objection. (see 
para. 119-120) wanted to give 
him "one final opportunity to 
avoid a second and severe 
consequence for his failure to 
do so." 

• Hearing was to continue 
within 60 days. 

• Within 40 days Zimmerman to 
deliver to counsel an affidavit, 
supporting vouchers, 
responding in detail to each 
challenged disbursement. 

July Costs Decision 
• Ordered to pay full indemnity 

costs to both Fenwicks and 
the Collection ($167,000.00 
and $116,000.00) 

October Decision 
• Judge allowed almost all 

objections and Zimmerman 
was ordered to repay 
$390,039.02 

December 2010 Sentencing 
Decision 

• Sentenced to 14 months 
in prison.  

• On the completion of his 
sentence he was to 
return to the Superior 
Court of Justice to tell the 
Court what he did with 
the balance of the estate 
assets. This includes an 
explanation as to how he 
and his wife used the 
$500,000 line of credit 
registered against the 
house when it was sold. 

Recovery  Zimmerman died. Estate claim?  Nothing - Landen supposedly 
broke 
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What went 
wrong:  

• only one Trustee for the Trust  
• no one discovered fraud until 

too late. 
• why did they not get a mareva 

injunction?  
 

• Penna ignored injunctive 
relief and addressed trust 
accounts in beach of order 

• the will was drafted with 
three executors but 
Landen was able to 
control the wife and 
friend 

 

• it did not occur to a 
nephew who replaced 
the wife as executor, to 
ask for financial 
statements 

• for 7 years no one at the 
company had seen the 
will or noticed the lavish 
lifestyle 

• most of the charities 
were not notified that 
they were in the will 

• the bank destroyed all 
the account records after 
six years 

• the accountants only filed 
tax returns but were not 
retained to verify asset 
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